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4 Precincts Missing, Andersen Leads
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US. to Check Ships
Returning Missiles

Results Being
Rechecked
For Errors
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Wednesday night.
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aboard the homeward-bound So- cedure.
The administration has insisted four small northern precincts
The 78-year-old widow of the na- Soviet Premier Khrushchev viet ships.
on international verification of missing,
tion's 32nd president and niece of said Wednesday that 40 Soviet
rockets had been dismantled in In announcing that the first eon- the de-nuclearization of Cuba. Totals with the canvassed Marthe 26th president had suffered Cuba and probably were on thei? tact would be made today, Arthur Asked Wednesday if the arrange- tin vote are Andersen 620,201, Rol.
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In his Oct. J7 message to 594 vote error in Ramsey County.
Her physicians, expecting heart
Khrushchev,
Kennedy said he un- The four missing precincts, all
failure, were with her at the end,
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. . . help for the ill, the handicap- 0. by plane from distant points in the checking all angles in what ap- avenues available to Gov. Elmer appropriate United Nations obser- cut into the complete unofficial
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ped, and the mentally disturbed f|
Andersen lead much. But a state
. Nineteen grandchildren parently is Minnesota's closest L. Andersen and Lt. Gov. Karl Rol- vation and supervision ,"
There has been talk since of canvass to determine the official
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II give the Winona Community Chest's
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governor
race
in
history.
vaag.
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and four great-grandchildren also
opportunities for youth.
15 health and welfare agencies the
It takes 247 pages to list all the County vote totals are not offi- the Red Cross filling this role. winner is certain.
If
p survive her.
Salinger also was asked if the The AP tally is based on figures
Winonai a dynamic community, p "One of the great ladies in the state laws dealing with elections cial until certified by the county plan
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vote may open the sealed envel- pared to go beyond the Pentagon the victor, the margin would
freely of their time and money, and pf Kennedy. "Her loss will be . deepm time pf need, but also to provide
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ope of any precinct and inspect statement.
so narrow as almost to insure a
because of the united - way of giv- p ly felt by all those who admired
ballots where tbere seems to be The announcement said :
fl * practical; every-day services necesrecount demand.
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Leaders of the nation and th*
canvassing board — the secretary
"Arrangements aro being mad* est governorship races of history.
joined in expressing sorrow
of state, two supreme court judges with Soviet representatives for Complete unofficial totals on all
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and loss.
arid two district jud ges. This board contact with these ships by United but four of the state's precincts
meets the second Tuesday after States naval vessels and for gave the DEL candidate for lieui nave lost an inspiration,
said U.N, Ambassador Adlai E. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS election and issues certificates of counting the m i s s i l e s being tenant governor . State Sen. A.M.
(Sandy) Keith, a lead of 5,035
election to the winners in state shipped out."
Stevenson, the only person outside
votes
over his GOP opponent.
of the family to visit Mrs. Roose- Unofficial returns from Tues- and legislative races.
The statement was issued after
velt during the final weeks Of her day's Minnesota election apparent- Any voter or candidate can con- President Kennedy met with the State Rep. C. Donald Peterson.
illness. He went by her invitation. ly assured Conservatives of con- test an election by filing his notice executive committee of thq Na- The vote totals were Keith 614,of both houses of the Minne178; Peterson 609;143. " ""She would rather light candles trol
with the district court. This must tional Security Council.
sota
Legislature
in
1963
sesthe
In the early counting
return$
than curse the darkness,'* Sfevenbe done within 10 days of the Later, at the United Nations, from Tuesday's election,of Rolvaag
authoritative
sources
said
the
Soson said, "and her glow has sion.
Liberals bossed the House in final canvass, giving either side viet Union first proposed list Sun- had built to a 30,000 margin but
warmed the world."
1961 and four preceding sessions. until Nov. 30 this year;
saw it whittled away as heavily
Private funeral services will be Conservatives held control in the Once a contest is filed , the can- day that tlie V.S. Navy inspect GOP areas in the southern farmships,
Agreement
outbound
Soviet
held at St. James Episcopal Senate two years ago but indica- diate can ask for the ballots to be
ing -areas reported.
Church in Hyde Park, N.Y., north tions are that their margin will be inspected. This must be author- on , details was reached late Andersen had held a tenuous
Wednesday, the sources said.
of New York City on the Hudson whittled slightly in the next ses- ized by the district court.
They added that the Soviet Un- lead late Wednesday until results
LOS, ANGELES (AP)-Richard "It was carried right up to the give him the shaft—put ' one lone- River, at 2 p.m. Saturday.
sion.
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ion
had made the proposal be- from northern , predominantly
M. Nixon, as angry and dis- last day (of the campaign). 1 ly reporter on the campaign who
Usually
candidates
entire
state.
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beburied
in
thi
tos* A doie-*-! or more well-known
cause of Cuban Prime Minister DFL territory, were filled in to
traught as he has ever been in made a talk on television, a talk will report what the candidate
says, now and then. Thank you, garden of the family estate at names in legislative circles fell by seek to recount ballots in specific Fidel Castro's opposition to inter- put Rolvaag out front again.
public, met reporters in what he in which I made a flub.
Hyde Park , beside her husb and, the wayside. House Liberals oust- precincts or counties where the national inspectors in Cuba. The Andersen, S3, sought to become
called his final news conference— "I said I was running for gov- gentlemen, and good day. "
aiid 'accused segments of the ernor of the United States. The The former ^ice president made "in accordance with the joint ed included Peter S. Popovich, vote total seems to go against the sources said the United States the first Minnesota governor to
was "quite happy " with the serve a four-year term under a
press; of utterly failing to give Los Angeles Times dutifully re- it clear his indictment was not wishes," the family said. His sim- Qdean Enestvedt, Mrs. Sally Lu- general trend .
ple gravestone already bears her ther, George Wangensteen, Edagreement as far as it goes, but recent constitutional change. It
ported that. Mr. Brown the last directed at all reporters.
him a fair shake.
birth , mund f. Conn , harry Basford , Tba man applying for th* "it's not a complete substitute for would be his second term.
Newsmen thought the Republi- day made a flub. He said 'I hope "There is one reporter here," name and the' year of her
recount must post a bond to cover
' .
' - ,
Rolvaag, 49, made two unj
John M. Fitzgerald and Birger the costs if he loses. An interest- on-the-ground inspection."
can gubernatorial candidate had everybody wins, that you vote the he said, "wlo has religiously^ 1884. , : :
successful tries for Congress becalled the conference Wednesday straight Democratic ticket, in- when he was coverin*» me—and , "Those at the interment service, Nurminen .
ing
sidelight
in
the
law
permits
In Washington, there Is wideto concede victory to Democratic cluding Sen. Kuchel (a Republi- incidentally, this is no reflection in addition to family, will include Rep. Lloyd Duxbury of Caledo- the court to assess some of the spread belief that Castro is not fore moving into the lieutenant
Gov. Edmund G. Brown. Nixon can).' The Los Angeles Times did on the others because sortie* of representatives from the U.S. gov- nia , minority leader . in the House costs against municipalities where the only fly in the inspection oint- governor 's chair for four terms.
Four incumbent Republican connot record it. 7?
did that, but Jie,kept talking.
you, you know, weren't bothered. ernment, the United Nations , and in 1961, may be elected Speaker counting errors occur, if those ment. Despite the tight secrecy
"As I leave you," Nixon told (The Times endorsed Nixon.) One reporter , Carl Greenberg— the state of New York, as well as of the House when the Conserv- errors reverse the election out- with which the Kennedy adminis- gressmen — Albert Quie, Ancher
Nelsen , Clark MacGregor and Odreporters coldly, "I want you to "And I can only say thank God he's the only reporter on the (Los close friends of Mrs. Roosevelt," atives organize.
come.
tration has now surrounded nego- in Langen — won re-election and
know just how much you're going for television and radio for keep- Angeles) Times that fits this the announcement said. President
Cuba
there
is
reason
The ballots would be recounted tiations on
will be joirted in Washington by
will attend . So will forto be missed.
ing the newspapers a little more thing, who wrote every word that Kennedy
in the office of each county audi- to believe that Soviet representa- that many Democrats.
mer
President
Harry
S.
Truman
"You won't have Nixon to kick honest.
I said—wrote it fairly, wrote it
tor. Voting machines must be tives have been trying to chisel
and his wife.
around any more because, gentleobjectively,
locked and sealed and left that away Khrushchev 's commitment Veteran GOP Rep. Walter Judd,
men , this is my last press con- "Among the great newspapers In
was unseated by Donald Eraser
to international inspection.
way at least 30 days.
A
memorial
service
at
th«
ference."
this country that people say I "I don't mean that othen didn't Cathedral of St. John the Divine
For one thing, his chief Cuban in the Sth District and Alec OlThe
final
arbiter
is
the
state
should be concerned about are the have a right to do it differently,
supreme court , to which an ap- crisis negotiator at the United Na- son, 32, Montevideo insurance man
Nixon wat endorsed by torn* Louisville Courier-Journal , the but Carl , despite whatever feel- in New York City is being planned
peal may be taken from any or- tions, Foreign Minister Vasily bested Republican Robert Odegard
for
sometime
within
the
next
two
daily
75 per cent of the California
New York Post, the Milwaukee ings he had , felt that he had an weeks.
der
of the district court in a re- Kuznetsov , has been stalling on for the seat held by Rep. H. Carl
_
newspapers that took sides in the Journal and the Fresno and the obligation to report the facts as
final agreement for removal of Andersen, R.-Minn.. who lost out
count proceeding.
The family gave permission for
turbulent gubernatorial campaign. Sacramento Bee.
he saw them."
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jet bombers from Cuba. U.S. in the primary. Democratic Reps.
an
autopsy,
but
its
purpose
was
But he said many of his state- "I would hope lhat in the future , Nixon also defended the right
officials
seem confident that they John Blatnik and Joseph Karth
not
made
clear.
Eight
years
ago,
ments had been ignored by the as a result pt this campaign, that of editorial expression :
both won re-election,
eventually.
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be
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Dad
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Election
Mrs. Roosevelt willed her eyes to
press.
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perhaps they .(the newspapers)
the A recheck of unofficial vote totals
In
anoth
er
development
on
"I
can
only
say
that
the
great
eye
Wis.
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bank.
STEVENS
POINT,
an
A
complaints
about
the
"I have no
But Son Keeps Job
would try, at least simply, to see
Cuban front , the White House in the 19-county 6th District, topress coverage," Kixon said early what both candidates say is re- metropolitan newspapers in this Mrs. Roosevelt fought her ill- father and son were found shot to
night authorized news- day showed Alec Olson , DFL, the
Wednesday
field
have
a
right
to
take
any
ness with the same vigor with death in a remote wooded area of DETROIT (AP)-Gov. John B.
in his statement. But it turned ported , that , if they have quesmen
to
go
to
the U.S. Navy base victor over Robert Odegard , GOP,
position they want to on the edi- which she had pursued a career Portage County Wednesday and
out he had plenty,
tions, to ask the same questions torial page. But on the other news which took her to the far corners authorities said it appeared to be a Swainson called home Wednesday at Guantanamo , Cuba, Saturday. 77,700 to 77,346, a difference of
Samples:
after the returns showed the Dem354 votes.
of the other candidate,
case of double murder with robbery ocratic incumbent had lost his bid
"I am proud of the fact I de- "I hope that what I have said pages they also have a right to of the world.
fended my opponent's patriotism. today will at least make televi- have reporters cover—men who She was often on the go—shut- as the apparent motive. A 23-year- for re-election.
WEATHER
You gentlemen didn 't report it, sion, radio and the press first have strong feelings — whether tling around the world on one er- old man was being held for ques- "Well, we lost , son ," Swainson
tioning,
they're
against
,
for
or
a
candidate
but I am proud tliat I did that. recognize the great responsibility
FEDERAL FORECAST
told Peter, 12.
Portage County Sheriff Emil Peter has been working as n WINONA AND VICINITY — In"As I leave the press, all I they have to report all the news but the responsibility also is to
Meshak said a small bullet hole page for Democratic Lt. Gov. 1. creasing cloudiness tonight. Friday
can say is this: Por 16 years, and , second , to recognite that put a few Grcenbergs on a candiwas found in the left cheek of 37- John Lcsinski.
ever since the ( Alger) Hiss case, they have a right and a respon- date they happen to be against.
cloudy and warmer. Little temyear old Robert Wesley of Wisconyou've had a lot of fun , you've sibility, if they are against a "Whether they are against him
perature change . Low tonight 25"Did
T.
John
lose
too?"
Peter
page,
or
just
philon
the
editorial
sin
Rapids
whose
body
was
disopportunity
to
attack
me
had an
candidate—give him the shaft .
30, high Friday 36-40.
asked.
osophically,
deep
down
a
fellow
covered
near
his
truck
by
a
huntand I think I have given as good
MILWAUKEE Wl — Philip G.
LO-CAL WEATHER
er on Deer Road 20 miles south- "No . T. John won ," the governor
"But also r**cognlx«. if they who at least will report what the
as I can take.
, loser by about 12,000
Kuehn
Official
observation
s
for
the
24
man said. That's all anybody can
west of Stevens Point. A bullet replied.
votes to Democrat John W. Reyask."
hole was found in the back of Wes- "Well , anyway, my j ob is safe ." hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 40; minimum , 32; nolds in unofficial returns from
Gov. Brown said his campaign
ley's father , Frank Wesley Jr , of Peter said.
Tuesday 's, election said today
noon,
34; precipitation , none.
received "very fair coverage."
Route 1, Adams, whose body was
that Republicans uiil await the
"The press has treated me fairAIRPORPT WEATHER
located in a nearby wooded area
outcome of the canvass before dely," Brown said. "I'm almost
(N. Central Observations)
Wednesday night by a 17-man pos- Democrats Win
ciding on whether to ask for a reafraid to say that because my
se.
Max. temp. 40 at 1 p.m. Wed- count of gubernatorial ballots.
opponent might say this is eviANCHORAGE , Alaska Ml - nesday; min. 32 at 6 a.m. today ; "We will watch the canvass
Autopsies were planned- on the
dence of special treatment (from
bodies today.
Gov. William A. Egan and Rep, noon temp, 36; sky overcast at very closely" Kuehn said , partic'
the press) ,
The scene of the slaying is three Ralph J. Rivers , both Democrats 3,000 feet; visibility 15 miles;' ularly in some of the Milwaukee
Of Nixon ' j news confe rence,
miles east of the community of won re-election today in the only wind 5 m.p.h, from no'rthwest; wards where tabulatin g errors
Brown said : "1 think Mr. Nfxon
Kellner in Portage County 's Town remaining undecided Alaska races barometer 30.36 steady; humidity were discovered during the untook the defeat a littlo hit hard.
of Grant.
of Tuesday 's elections,
59 percent.
official count early Wednesday.
In retrospect , he'll feel differently. "
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What to Do

For Recount

J

Rep. Duxbury
Mentioned for
House Speaker

*' p

W/xon Bows O^
Blast of Reporters

2 Found Slain
In Woods Near
Stevens Point

Kuehn Awaits
Official Count

At this ntws conference, Nixon

NIXON ADMITS DEFEAT . . . Former vice president Richard Nixon shakos his fist as he made critical remarks about
newspaper coverage of his cnmpniKn for governor as he conceded
¦defeat in the race for California 's top office, ot Beverly Hills
Wednesday. (Af Photofnx )

said this of his future:
"Well , my plans are to go
home. I've got to get acquainted
with my family again. My plans ,
incidentally, arc , from a political
standpoint , of course, to take a
holiday. It will be a long holiday.
"I don't say this with any sadness. I couldn 't feel , frankly,
more proud of my staff for the
campaign thoy helped mo to put
on "
Publisher Otis Chandler of the
Los Angeles Times said his paper
has supported Nixon in all his
campaigns and "we continue today to believe thot he was the
best qualified candidate for governor , as we said in our endorsement editorial of Oct, 21,"

Mn, Franklin D. Roo**t*v*»|

rand or another, hoth public and
private , She lectured far and wide
and wns known to the public in
many lands.
Her travels were often tha subject of good nntured humor. They
also brought barbed criticism
from many who disliked her or
her husband—or both of them.
Only after her death did the
family disclose (hat her illness
was discovered two and a half
years ago. Initially, treatment
permitted her to continue writing,
speaking and buttling lor .the
causes for which she had become
famous,

CHANGE IN RUSSIAN PLANS

Early Berlin Showdown Doubted
By JOHN M. HIGHTOWER

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Soviet
Premier Khrushchev evidently is
revising liis diplomatic strategy to
brin g it Into line with his nuclear
weapons retreat from Cuba.
This may mean that he is dropping plans for an early showdown
with the United States, Britain
nnd France over the future of
West Berlin.
It mny also mean thnt the mnin
Soviet emphasis in the next few
months will be on a peace offen-

sive, as developed in a variety of
East-West
negotiations , rather
thnn on threats and pressures designed to achieve Kremlin purposes by brandishing Soviet power.
Theso are speculative conclusions suggested by remarks which
the Soviet lender mnde Wednesday to reporters whom he mot at
a reception at Moscow. Authorities
here noted that his tone wns cn
the whole conciliatory and in accord with his published letters to

President Kennedy when the Cuban missile crisis was at its height
10 days ago.
Perhaps the one remark he
made which is of most interest to
officials in Washington was "I
wns never in fnvor of a summit
meeting " with President Kennedy.
Reports of this remark were
read here in the context of what
most officials now bcllovo to have
been ono of Khrushchev 's principal purposes and possibly his
mnin design In putting nuclear

missiles into Cuba in tho first
place.
The belief that such a plan did
in fact exist arises out of the
timing of various Khrushchev
maneuvers which pointed to an
early effort on his part to force
a Berlin showdown and , in that
connection, to hav e a summit
meeting with Kennedy . The assumption here is that he planncxl
to use the Soviet buildup as a sur.
prise move aimed at gaining U.S.
concessions on Berlin.

Chinese Reds
Renew Attacks
In Himalayas

By HENRY S. BRADSHER
NEW DELHI , India (AP)-The
Chinese Communists have launched
fresh attacks at the eastern end of
the Himalayan battle line , the Indian Defense?Ministr y announced
today. The ' action broke , a lull ol
.
more than a week.
The fighting was at Walong. 15
miles from the Burma border,
with the Communists making five
shooting strikes in the past two
days.
A defense . spokesman also reported an Indian patrol clashed
with the Red Chinese outside
Chang, near the monastery town
of Towang.

Junior Classical
League Inducts
36 New Members
Thirty-six new members of the
Winona Senior High School chapter
of the Junior Classical League
were inducted into the national organization at the chapter 's second
meeting of the year Wednesday afternoon.
The club also voted to sponsor
a mid winter Roman banquet , at
which attendance will be/limited
to members , and heard reports
from Claire Frendenthal and Connie Berg on the national JCL convention at Bozeman , Mont., in August and . Steve Biesanz on the
state convention at Minnetonka
High School in suburban Minneapolis.
Plans were made for a bake sale
Fridav at the National Tea store.
Members appointed by. chapter
President Virginia Holty to serve
on the J arrangements committee
were Judy Goldberg, chairman;
Grace Henry, James Stoa , Sharon
Paswalk, Donald Staricka and
Narylin Holty. Vicki Forsythe,
Connie Berg, Deborah Miller , Cynthia Hammer and Lois Scharmer
are in charge of publicity. The
sale will be from 5 to 9 p.m.

Towan-g, just east of the Bhuta n
border , was captured by the Chinese more than a week ago.
Some 850 miles to the northwest, the Red Chinese continued a
military buildup near the strategic
front line Indian airport of Chushul in Ladakh.
The Red Chinese attacks came. as.
Indian defiance grew against Peiping overtures for a deal.
Parliament cheered Prime Minister Nehru as lie declared the Indian people will* drive the "expansionist , imperialist-minded" Red
Chinese invaders from "the sacred soil of India , no matter how
SPRING GROVE, Minn. ( Spelong ahd hard the struggle may cial) — Dyrdal-Prolow American
be." .
Legion Post will hold its annual
Veterans Day progra m at Spring
self-respecting
country
"No
that
'. '* High : School auditorium
Grove
loves its freedom and integrity
Monday
at 11 a.m.
can possibly submit to this challenge," Nehru told the crowded Speaker will be the Rev. Vernon
chamber . "Certainly not India." Awes, pastor of Rushford and
His defiant statement in effect Black Hammer Lutheran churches.
rejected a new Chinese offer to The remainder of the program :
withdraw from the territory it has Advance of Colors; presentation of
occupied on the Northeast Border 50-star Flag to tiie school on behalf
if India would give up the Ladakh of the Legion by Hollis Onsgard;
area adj oining Kashmir and Tibet invocation by Pastor Rolf Hanson ;
in the Northwest . India rejected music by the concert band , directed by Donald Gj erdrum , national
a similar swap ir, i959,
Peiping's offer confirmed what anthem and retirement of the col.
many observers have felt was the ors.
Chinese aim in the last five years Business places will be . closed
of border encroachment—to make during the program.
Ladakh a secure connecting route
between Tibet and western Chi- end soon— "We may have to face
nese province of Sinkiang. The this for a number of years."
Chinese have already built a road Outside . Parliament 3,000 perbetween Tibet and Sinkiang sons demonstrated with banners
reading "No negotiations with
across Ladakh.
China. "
Nehru wamd Parliament the Nehru asked Parliament , to apfight against the "massive Chi- prove measures for a long strugnese invasion " was not going to gle.

Veterans Day
Program Planned
At Spring Grove

Th ank Yoa.v.
I take this opportunity to express my
sincere thanks and appreciation for
the fino vote given me in Tuesday's
election.

l

Donald McLeod
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

1

ROBERT C. RUARK

Time to Recall
Kenya s History

, WASHINGTON - I know full well ' that tlie chiefs of state make
a habit of embracing recently ele ated revolutionaries almost before
the visitors have sufficient time 1 o wash the blood off their hands,
preparatory to receiving the 21-g in salute. But it might be useful
to remember next time Mr. Tort Mboya of Kenya comes begging
for American money that he rec ently officially opened a ^weekend
rally in Nairobi which was devo ed entirely to the glorifi cation- of
the bitter bloody days of Mau
Mau terrorism.
type in more expert fashion next
Mr. Mboya 's current title with year. "We tvill do this as a party
Kenya 's dominant political party, which is confident we will be the
KANU , is that of labor minister. next government in this country,"
Mr. Mboya was never actually Mr. Mboya said. This sudden recconfined as a Mau Mau suspect ognition of a gang of mangy thugs
himself, which seems rather a and devisors of oaths so hideous
pity since it now appears that in the execution 'as to be unprinthaving been a member of the ter- able is viewed in Kenya at the
rorist gangs is a valid qualifica- moment as a tacit approval by
tion for future enshrinement as a. the dominant political party of
savior of that bedeviled country, something called the . Land Freedom Army, which is nothing more
Kenya.
nor less than the spawn of the
,
This was quite an exhibition old Mau Man gangs—which took
from all accounts.? Also presiding a good five years to? crush and
was the country 's as yet uncrown- cost 70,000 lives, mostly black.
ed leader , Jomo Kenyatta , who
was penned up as a Mau Mau and
NOW THE Freedom Army has
has been formally acknowledged suddenly ignited into a highly acas the titular chieftain of the en- tive secret society ot f orest gangs
ti r e murderous comprised of .Kikuyu tribesmen
igang which kept with an avowed aim to seize the
Kenya in turmoil entire Rift Valley in Kenya's most
¦for seven years. fertile area in order to acquire IlChief among t h e legally the white plantations after
> exhibits were pic- formal independence comes to Kentures of the likes y a - '7
of Dedan Kimathi , Kenya police are now saying that
who is J described in the Rift Valley SO percent of
by the L o n do n the Kkuyu farm ahd forest labor
Daily Mail' s Pe- forces has been secretly sworn into
ter Younghusband the Freedom Army, and security
as "the . filthiest, offi cials fear that the allegedly
most brutal a n d moderate Mr. Mboya 's opening of
•pmvnrHlv mi-rHprRuark
the Mau Mau exhibition will be
er of all the Mail Mau leaders." taken as a high sign that he and
They finally caught and hanged the other, so-called ; moderates in
Kimathi after he had personally the KANU espouse the Freedom
murdered upwards of 2,000 of his Army's activities. These activities,
own people.
as in the old days, comprise murThe exhibition describes Kimathi der , theft , the cruel butchering of
as "Field Marshal Sir Dedan Ki- cattle and other animals, robbery,
mathi , the great hero of the For- arson -and brutal intimidation.
est Aj rhy." I was at hand when At the moment K e n y a ¦ police
the great hero of the forest army have mounted a full-scale¦ operawas finally run down and captured tion to try to ferret out and
by? a fantastic team of jungle fight*- smash the new batch of terrorers headed by a man named Ian ists. The police conduct nightly
Henderson , and the chief marshal raids and act under sealed orders
at the time was crawling with lice handed to tbem each night at midand was rather greatly inhibited night . This is a necessary security
by syphilis, incurred, no doubt, in process because Land Freedom
the line of duty.
members have been found among
the African policemen.
SAID MR. Mboya when con- It should be recalled, that the
fronted with criticism of the en- old Mau Mau , which may have
shrinement of Kimathi: "Wheth- begun as freedom fighters in Kener or not some people like that yatta 's fertile Ru 'ssian-t r a i n e d
part of Kenya 's history is imma- brain , rapidly degenerated into
terial. " Mr. Mboya said that those huge gangs of outcast men whose
Europeans who took offense at kindest description might be termDedan Kimathi's photograph being ed fugitive criminals with no idea
shown "should go back to Europe of fighting for democracy or anywhere statues had been erected in thing else except personal gratimemory of people more rotten fication of blood lust. The Mau
than anyone
¦ ¦ ¦I can th ink of In Ken- Mau completely took away the poya." , * ¦ ¦ •
litical aspects from its architects
Mr. Mboya also praised the In- and what whole British armies
,
dian convenor of the exhibition fought tooth and nail for the best
Mr. Ambu Patel , who looked aft- part of a full seven years was a
er old Kenyatta 's daughter while rcbble or murderous scum which
the Mau Mau leader was clapped gave their leaders fanciful names
off in a concentration camp.? Much such as "Field Marshal" Kimathi
of the ammunition , weaponry and and "General" China.
general supplies furnished the forest gangs were said to have been THE MAU MAU Itself had ' nothprovided by members of Kenya 's ing ' whatsoever to' do with the upheavy Indian population.
coming independence in Kenya exIn full flow of beatific rhetoric , cept to create a vast army of soMr. Mboya promised that his par- called "loyal" natives who have
ty, KANU , would help Patel pres- suffered , are suffering and wil! suf.
ent a fuller exhibition of a similar fer more for allegiance to their

There's a lot underneath the beauty of the '63
Chevrolet. Its roomy/ comfortable Body by
Fisher .screens out noise and shock. There's

Comf ort, Silence UTld

instant response in a choice of 6- or 8-cylinder

/..vi. *.-,.+n
*.hnll **t ru> nntt
any
lUXUry
10 cnauenge

engines, a host of refinements to make it run
and look like new longer, and plenty more
that make it hard to believe it's a low-priced
car. But your Chevrolet dealer can prove it\

COT f rOff l anywhere

Chest Drive Set
Al Spring Grove

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
John XXIII attended a special
requiem in St. Peter's Basilica today for Aloisius Joseph Cardinal
Muench and five other cardinals
who died in the past year.
Cardinal Muench , a native of
Milwaukee, Wis , and former bishop of Fargo, N.D., died Feb. 15.
All archbishops, bishops and
abbots who died in the past , year
also were honored by the memorial service.

SPRING GROVE Minn. /Special) — Spring Grove^ United Fund
leaders plan to begin and end their
campaip for $3,500 this month.
Four agencies have been added ,
for a total of 14. They are Sister
Kenny; * Retarded Children , Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Crippled Children , Red Cross, March of Dimes,
Salvation Army, USO, Spring
Grove Student Loan Fund , Red
Stocking, Cerebral Palsy, Heart
Fund artd the Cancer Fund.
Contributions can be made in one
or three payments.
white employers and their white
government. I j ecall that President Kennedy recently embraced
Algeria's Ben Bella with full honor
of state on Ben Bella's trip to
Castro's Cuba and that a great
to-do was made over the late and
unlamented Patrice Lumumba,
whose paranoiac shenanigans J ignited a great deal of the horror
in the Congo.
>
Perhaps when the new supplicants , for recognition and assistance come to town, some details
of Mau Mau oathings involving
baby slaughter, brains , blood and
other unspeakable commodities,
might slightly temper the wine of
our hospitality, at least insofar as
lip service welcome to the. espousers of mad and nedless murder
are concerned .

The Atlas Logs
Its 150th Flight

ants said she was In good condition.
The hospital said the infant was
21A' inches long and weighed seven
WAUKESHA , Wis. WV- A baby and one half pounds,
wrapped fn Iwo thin blankets was ARTIST SERIES
Miss katherine Henning, Soprafound on the steps Of St. Joseph's
Roman Catholic Church early to- no of the College of Saint Teresa
day, The child , a girl only a few department of music, will appear
days old, was taken to Waukesha on the Artist Series on Channel
Memorial Hospital where attend- 2 tonight at 8:30.

Baby Girl Abandoned
At Waukesha Church

Thank Y o u . . .
to trie voters of the 4th District,
¦
Winona County, for the support

'

CATE CANAVERAL, Fla. AP)The Atlas, a mainstay of America's military and space programs
has logged, its 150th flight with a
successful 5,000-mile strike down
the Atlantic Tracking Range.
The Air Force announced the
rocket ,7 an advanced F. model,
achieved * .-all test goals on the
flight Wednesday. A total of 108
of the shots were successful, 27
partially successful and 15 failures.

in Tuesday 's Genera l Election.

Carl O. Peterson

FIRE NEAR ETTRICK

ETTRICK,' Wis. (Special) -The
fire department answered a call at
6 p.m. Tuesday . to extinguish a
a chimney fire at the Hubert
Cantlon home, three miles east of
Ettrick.
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Salet's Warehouse Store
196S Chevrolet Impale Sport Sedan tharet ilt carefree Jtt-tmoolhntta with the new Btl Airt and tliieapnttl

Ask about "Go with ihe Greats," a special record album of top artists and hits and see four entirety
different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet dealer 's~ '63 Chevrolet , Chevy II, Corvair and Corvette

QUALITY CHEVROLET COMPANY

105 Johnson St.

Winona

Phone 2396

• 4-STORY BLDG. * ELEVATOR * HEATED
— Available for Retail ot Manufacturing —
Available Immediately. Contact . . .

¦
ROGER BILTGEN Tel. 5359

2 Groups Pay
For Surgery on
Polio Victim

New Jack Frost
Announcement
Slated Nov. 2ft

Two area organizations are dohating about $900 to pay for hospital and surgical care of a Winona boy who recently underwent
a successful operation to restore
normal growth to his leg that was
afflicted by polio.
The Winona County Chapter of
the National Foundation will pay
the hospital bill, estimated at $500,
and the Winona Area Shrine Club
will pay $400 for surgeons' fees.
THE CHILD is Gerard Erdman-

ezyk, 9, son of Mr, and Mrs. Harry S. Erdmanczyk, 407 E. 4th St.
Announcement of the donations
was made by Steve M o r g a n
Shriners' Club president, and Roger Poole, Lewiston, county chairman of the National Foundation.
Morgan said his club donated the
money after h i s club received
word about the case from the
Mayo Clinic via the Rochester
Shrine Club. The Shriners then
discussed the case with Poole's
group which agreed to pay hospital costs.
Gerard was afflicted with polio
when he was 1 year old. His right
leg is paralyzed and has been
growing more' slowly than normal.
Oct. 23 Mayo Clinic ?surgeons fused
two blood vessels in the upper leg
to stimulate the leg's growth.
MRS. ERDMANCZYK said t h e

NEW POST OFFICE . . . There'll be free parking for patrons
of the new Winona post office under construction in Central Park.
Blacktopped area in iront of main entrance on West 5th Street
will have nine stalls. Facade is of Winona travertine stone. Elderly
patrons will appreciate the convenience of the street level main

Car Plate Cards
Coroner s Jury
May Check Road Go Into Mails;
Tabs Next Week
Deafh atWhitehaU

operation was successful and that
the child would visit the clinic Friday for7a checkup. She said four
more operations would be "needed in the future to repair other
damage to the leg caused by polio.
The three-hour operation was performed .at St, Mary's Hospital,
Rochester. V
Gerard is one of seven chil- WHITEHALL, Wis. (SpeciaDdren. His father , a salesman and An inquest into the traffic death of
former Winona policeman, is seek- Ole Haug, 84, rural Whitehall,
may be held, according to J. E.
ing employment.
Garaghan, Trempealeau County
coroner.
Haug was killed instantly when
he was struck by a station wagon
driven by William Bates, Chippewa Falls Rt. 1, on Highway 53
about 2% miles northeast of Whitehall at 6:05 p.m. Wednesday.
Haug was Trempealeau County's
eighth traffic fatality of 1963.
No comment was available today from federal or state officials THE CORONER and Donald S.
concerning an intensive investiga- Johnson, district attorney, have
tion now in progress for possible not decided yet whether to hold
waterfowl possession limit viola- the inquest. V
Haug was crossing Highway 53
tions.
Teams of inspecting officers of after his son, Palmer, had crossboth the state Conservation De- ed. The son told him not to cross,
partment and the U. S. Fisli — according to Eugene Bijold , TremWildlife Service are reported to be pealeau County chief deputy sherconducting a thorough check of iff. :
city meat dressing and commer- Haug and his son had been
cial locker firms. Owners of the walking home from Haug Maestablishments said the investiga- chine Shop about two or three
tion appeared to be more than the blocks away. As Ole crossed, walkroutine annual examination nor- ing - north, Bates was attempting
mally made by state game war- to pass a truck. Bates and the
truck both were going east.
dens.
Gamp wardens declined to com- Bates passed the truck and was
ment on any possible findings in starting to get back into his own
the inspection which has continu- lane when he struck Kaug in the
center of the highway, Bijold said.
ed since last week.
Present regulations permit an The truck was driven by Charles
individual to have eight ducks in Dane, Mankato, Minn.
possession. Ducks stored in com- As Bates hit Haug, Bijold said,
mercial lockers must be tagged he applied the brakes and the body
with the name and address of the slammed against the windshield.
hunter and the date they were Bates stopped the station wagon
taken . If the ducks are a gift from in 125 or 130 feet. The body went
another person , this fact must be over the car and onto the highnoted on the attached tag. Other way, said Bijold .
required information includes date JOHN NEPERUD, Whitehall,
of the kill, by whom taken and the traveling west, witnessed the acspecies of duck.
cident from four or five blocks
away. He told Bij old that he saw
the outline of Haug's body in the
on coming headlights.
Bates told Bij old that he was
confused by the headlights and did
not see Haug until just before he
hit him . The truck driver , Dane,
also told Bijold that he did not see
LA CROSSE, Wis.—La Crosse Haug.
County 's two Republican assem- Coroner Garaghan said t h a t
blymen won re-election Tuesday. Haug had a brain concussion, body
D. R. Wartinbee defeated Dem- contusions and two broken legs
ocrat Clifford Gates by nearly 1,- and that he had died instantly.
500 votes and Norbert Nuttelman
downed Robert Gavin 6,726 to 6,- MR, HAUG wa* born Dec. 12,
1877, in La Crosse County to Mr.
475.
In other county races Under- and Mrs. Peter Haug. He married
sheriff Paul Wuest defeated Re- Minnie Tharaldson at Pigeon Falls
publican George Ruud 12,060 to 11,- in 1903. They farmed , then re700, succeeding the Democrat Wil- tired to Whitehall . Mrs. Haug died
in 1957 and he had since lived
liam S. Soma.
In all other contested races in- with his son.
cumbent Republicans won.
County Clerk Esther Domke defeated Mary Muehr 16,490 to 7,287,
Treasurer Julian Johnson defeated Agnes Molzahn 14,965 to 8,143,
Dist. Atty . John Flynn beat Daniel Flaherty 14,164 to 9,049 and
Register of , Deeds Everett Runge GALESVILE, Wis. (Special ) won from Robert Marking H<!76 to The barn, silo, granary and corn0,398.
crib — plus hay, oats, equipment
Unopposed Republic an Incumbents at the county level drew and 17 head of cattle — were
these vote totals: Coroner Dr. Mi- destroyed in a fire on the Dclbert
chael Wntunyn , 15,953; Clerk of Pickering farm south of here WedCircuit Court Carl F. Schnkk, 15,- nesday night.
947, and Surveyor Clayton SolMr. Pickering and children were
berg, 14,670.
asleep when tlie fi re broke out
in the 24-by 70-foot barn. Mrs.
Fillmore County
Pickering was visiting.
Hackett , a resiAwards Contract dentMrs.of Frances
the vicinity, observed 'the
towering flames from nbout a halfTo Winona Firm
mile away while driving home
PRESTON , Minn. —Tho Fillmore about 11 psm. after n visit at
County Board of Commissioners the Muldern Brothers farm. Sho
accepted n low bid Tuesday of hnd to return to that farm to
$29,214. 15 from H. S. Dresser & call the Gnlesvillo firemen because
Son , Winona , for constnuction of the Pickerings have no telephone.
n 165-foot concrete and steel bridge Lost were Pickering's 10 milking
on County Stale Aid Highway 23 cows, 6 yearling heifers and ono
over the south fork of the Root calf. Thero were about 2,500 boles
of hay in the barn. A half load of
River nt Amherst.
County Auditor Charles V. Mich- oats was saved from the granary.
cner said llio project , which in- Somo of tho silage mny be salcludes the bridge approaches , vaged . Tlie loss is onl y partly covwould be done during the yinter. ered by insurance,
Other bidders were Harold Gus- Whllo Galesvllle firemen were
tnfson , Minneapolis , $34,313,85, and fighting tlio blaze, the wind shifted
Minnesota Bridge Construction from the north to the northwest,
Co., Wntcrvll le , $31,569.70, T h e endangering fire equipment and
new bridge will replace an old the house. Glass on one of the
one. This bridge is pint of a re- (nicks was broken and red warnconstru ction project on CSAH 23 ing lights melted. Pnlnt wns blistered on the second truck.
which Is already ""der way.
Bids were* opened nt u special During Uie wind shift the Trempealeau firemen were called and
meeting of the county bonrd.

Wardens Silent
On Duck Check

GOP Incumbents
Win at La Crosse

entrance with no steps to climb. To tie left of the main entrance
is the box section of lobby. To right of entrance is lobby's service
section. Office of Postmaster John \V. Dugah is at extreme right .
New building's Main Street and West Broadway walls have been
completed. Other walls are going up.. Kraus-Andcrson, Inc., Min-

neapolis, general contractor , is to have the building ready by Feb.
27. A dedication program is planned. Building will be leased to
government by U. S. Investment Corp., Milwaukee. (Sketch by
Rasch, Paschke, Ine:, Waukesha , Wis., architects)

USE NOT DISCLOSED

Bank Bids $151,500
On Old Post Office ,

The identity of the Winonan.
who'll reign as Jack Frost XIII off
next January's Winona Winter Carnival will be revealed at the annual Jack Frosr> Announcement
Dinner Nov. 28 at the Oaks.
Already selected by a committee, the new Jack Frost and his two
aides will succeed Jack Frost XII
Robert P. Olson, Prince Frost of
the Gopher Realrn Russ Rossi and
Prince Frost of the Badger Realm
A. M. Oskamp Jr. Names of the
new royalty won't, be disclosed
until the night of the banquet. >
Traditionally the kickoff event of
the Winter Carnival season, the announcement banquet is being arran ged by members of the association of past Winter Carnival royalty in cooperation with the Winona
Activity Group, sponsor of the carnival.
The 1963 Winter Carnival will be
Jan. 13-20. The coronation of the
carnival queen and her two attendants and the parade will be
oh Jan. 19.
Banquet Chairman Philip A.
Baumann said today that an adVance ticket sale will begin soon.
Gordon Espy will be master of
ceremonies and the Mothersingers
and a chorus of the Winona Chapter of the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber
Shop Quartets Singing in America,
Inc., will sing. Dinner music will
be provided by a St. Mary's College instrumental group.
The banquet at 7 p.m. will bs
preceded by a hospitality hour for
former carnival royalty and visiting dignitaries at 6 p.m.

Secretary of State Joseph L.
Donovan announced mailing began
today of renewal application cards
He is survived by another son , for 1963 automobile , truck a n d
Tilman, Whitehall; one daughter, house trailer registrations. ¦ ¦ • • First National Bank , Winona, award , it will take possession of nesday afternoon. Other bidders
Mrs. George (Agnes) Smick, Ar- Most owners should get their submitted a high bid of $151,500 the building about April 1. The follow : WMC, Inc., Winona , $89,cadia; four grandchildren and cards by next Thursday, starting to the U.S. General Services Ad- new post office is expected to be fin 200; Arthur Jackman , Winona ,
$18,346, and Ben Schwartz, Marfour great-grandchildren.
date for obtaining 1963 license ministration to buy the old Winona ished Feb. 27.
Arnold . E. Stoa, president a n d shalltown , Iowa, $10,100.
Funeral services will be at 2 tabs. . . *. ¦ ';¦ ¦
p.m. Friday at Our Saviour's Morris Bergsrud , deputy regis- post office building, Sam J. Park- board chairman of the bank, was The bank's high bid was $62,300
Lutheran Church, the Rev. O. G. trar of motor vehicles, 63 W. 2nd er, regional director of the agen- out of town this morning and could or '41.1* percent higher tha the secBirkeland officiating. Burial will St., said persons who will be gone cy's utilization and disposal serv- not be reached for comment about ond high bid submitted by WMC. After being postponed repeatedbe in the old Whitehall Cemetery. during the license renewal period ice, Kansas City, told the Daily the bank's purpose in bidding on The present three-story post of- ly since August 1961, construction
this morning.
the old post office.
fice is at the northwest corner of was scheduled to begin this week
Friends may call this afternoon should see him promptly before News
:
and evening at Johnson Funeral they go. Others should wait till The agency has 60 days to; make Bids were opened by. Parker at Main and West 4th streets on a oil a new Shell service station at
Chapel.
the intersection of Mankato Avethe period opens next Thursday. an award. If the bank gets the the Kansas City GSA office Wed- 140-by-180-foot plot.
nue and Sarnia street.
Tabs may be attached upon reWISCONSIN'S 1962 traffic toll ceipt.
A letter to the City Council from
has climbed to. 797, compared with Renewal procedures are the
Houston, Hokah
the oil company said all obstacles
760 a year ago.
had now been cleared. Located on
same as last year. Tabs will be
Miss Judith Schaap, 24, Ply- issued for cars and trucks. House
"what originaUy was city land, the
Clinics
Scheduled
mouth, was killed at 1:30 a.m. trailers will get a license plate.
project has been delayed by distoday when the car she was driv- If there is a change of class of
covery of' unforeseen exceptions
HOUSTON, Minn. (SpeciaDing hit a power pole at the- east- registration or registration weight,
to the title, the necessity to obSabin oral vaccine to protect
ern outskirts of Plymouth. She or transfer of ownership, the own- Two city industrial firms are aga'nst Type I polio virus will
A workshop dealing with thera- tain access easements from the
was thrown out and pinned beneath er must complete a different ap- taking action to control smoke dis- be given at a Houston Elemen- peutic diets for food service per- State Highway Department and by
plication.
V
the automobile.
ch-arges which brought complaints tary School clinic from 1-9 sonnel of nursing homes and hos- disagreements on cost factors.
Walter W. Coombs, 57, Oconomo- Otherwise owners will only have to the City Council at its Monday p.m. Friday to all persons pitals in this area was conducted At their meeting July 15, alderwere told by a Shell reprewoc, president of the Dousman to sign the application card mail- night meeting.
from 6 weeks of age and up. today at Community Memorial men
sentative that the lowest bid for
Hospital.
State Bank, was killed Wednesday ed to them and turn this card over George Rogge, city building inThe fee is 25 cents. : A simbuilding had been $6,000 highevening wjien his car left a Wau- to Bergsrud with the tax payment spector, said smokestack alteraAttending sessions were 20 wo- the
clinic for Type 1 vaccine
er
than
the $31,000 cost estimated
kesha County road on the outskirts and the 1962 registration card. tions will be made by Thurow In- ilar
be held at HOKAH City men from hospitals and nursing when the building permit vas
of Dousman and struck a bridge Change of address should be not- dustries, Inc., at its plant at 363 will
homes at Lake City, Houston, St. drawn. A transfer of the comed on the application card .
support.
W. 3rd St. He also said a study Hall from 2-7 p.m. Sunday .
Charles, Caledonia, Mabel, Spring p a n y 's regional management
Types
III
and
II
vaccine
If an owner has moved since the of smoke problems was being
Valley and Wabasha. Also includ- from St. Paul to Chicago had ocvehicle was last registered, it's made by Division Manager S.-. J. will be given in December and ed
were four University of Min- curred in the interim, he said, and
possible the application may be Petersen, Northern States Power January respectively.
nesota dietetic uiterns.
this also contributed to the slowreturned to St. Paul . Applications Co., and company engineers in
Sponsoring the 9:30 a.m .to 3 down.
are sent by third class mail to Minneapolis.
p.m. program were the Minnesota Contractor for the building is
save postage and these applica- A 20-foot extension of its presDietetic Association, Minnesota Ralph Scharmer.
tions are not forwarded by the ent chimney by the Thurow firm
Hospital Association and the state
post office unless the owner still will discharge smoke from its
Department of Health. Broken into
AECADIA, Wis. (Special ) — lives in the same postal delivery steam plant well above the tree
small groups, tiie conference disTwo Arcadia service ' stations area. If a proper address is avail- line, William J. Thurow, company
cussed advance planning of menus,
were the targets of breakins able, the State Motor Vehicle De- president, said today. Downdrafts
both regular and special and will
partment will redirect this mail. which formerly swirled smoke and
Wednesday night.
Two Winonans were among five
diabetic , sodium-restricted,
They were the Fonfara Stansoot about neighboring residences officers of the Gamehaven Founda- review
low-fat
and other modified diets.
dard Oil station and the Mileage
will be . avoided in this way, Thu- tion re-elected at Monday 's annual
Meetings were held in the third
station owned by Albin Burns of Halloween Printers
row said.
meeting in Rochester.
penthouse of the hospital.
Ettrick. The stations are only At Lake City Found;
William J. Cooper, Monterey
Exten sion of the chimney was The foundation administers all floor
Hospital officials said the confer- Park
two doors apart.
, Calif. , forfeited $30 hail in
recommended by engineers and by properties and other assets of the ence was one of a continuing serThe Fonfara station was enter- To Juvenile Authoriti es the Chamber of Commerce smoke
municipal
court today on a charge
Gamehaven Area Council of the ies of such seminars conducted of careless driving.
ed by the same rear window used
control committee as the proper so- Boy
chiefly
for
the
benefit
of
food
preScouts.
in a similar breakin a month ago. LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)— lution for the problem, Thurow
He was involved in a two-car
An office door was forced open A 16-year-old higli school youth said. Installation is expected to be J. L. Jeremiassen, 65 E. Broad- paration staffs of smaller institu- accident at Center and 2nd streets
and the coin box of a pop cooler and a 13-year-old eighth grader completed by the Winona Boiler & way, was named to a new term tions which do not employ full time at 1:14 a.m, today. Also involved
was opened and rifled. No esti- will be turned over to juvenile Steel Co. within 10 days.
as foundation secretary and S. J. dietitians.
was a car driven by Mrs. Donald
mate of the amount of money court after admitting vandalism
Kryzsko, 566 S. Baker St., was Re- Serving as the faculty for (he Orlikowski , 4135 6th St., Goodview.
were Miss Maxine GusHalloween evening.
taken was available .
elected treasurer. B. A. Miller , 719 discussions
Mrs. Orlikowski was driving
The two youths, when taken Officials Re-elected
Fonfara said he closed his staWashington St., and Odell Lee Sr., tafson , dietitian , Rochester State north on Center Street and Cooper
Hospital
;
Mrs.
Ardelle
Keating,
and
City
tion at 11 p.m. Wednesday
before Lake
Police Officer
Mabel , Minn., were among three
of Health dietary con- was driving east on 2nd Street and
discovered the burglary after Harvey Johnson and Wabasha In Dover Balloting
new members elected to the Department
sultant , Miss Eileen Reardon , nu- was turning south onto Center, He
opening for business today at 8 and Goodhue County Probation
foundation.
trition consultant for the depart- crossed the center line and struck
Officer Jerry W'eigenant Tuesday DOVER , Minn. — Three incum- Kryzsko
a.m .
,
Chappell
203
:
Brantly
by
bents
were
re
elected
to
office
ment , and Mrs. Margaret Erick- the Orlikowski car, according to
A side window was broken at night, admitted spraying blue
¦
W
.
and
George
MurWabasha
St.,
votes
Tuesday.
son, Community Memorial dieti- police. Damage was more than $50
write-in
the Mileage station. Burglars enamel on nine houses, two cars,
to each car, No one was hurt.
broke into the cigarette machine, a boat and a service station in Oscar Overnan polled 32 votes ray, Preston , Minn., are on the 12- tian.
George E. Riesing, La Crosse ,
for trustee, Mrs. Joan Chrlstensen member foundation hoard of mantaking an undetermined amount the Lake City area.
forfeited
$30 bail in court toda y on
agers.
30
for
clerk
and
Morris
Pederson
31
Police are still looking for
of money .
a
charge
of illegal use of license
Investigating the breakins are youths who threw eggs at a for justice of peace. Francis De- . E. L. King Jr., Winona , and Dr.
plates. He was arrested at police
Arcadia Police Chief Edward Kai- house, and broke windows and witt was elected constable with II Charles Mayo , Rochester , were
headquarters at 10:07 a.m. Wedser and Deputy Sheriff Eugene smeared yellow paint at Inde- write-ins, Officials reported 118 elected members of a new foundanesday.
polls.
went
to
the
pendent Grain & Coal.
tion advisory committee.
Bijold.
Announcement was made that
the McCarthy Memorial Service
Center office building in Rochester The Winona Area Shrine Club Lake City School
1
to house headquarter s of the coun- elected Harris Anderson , Goodcil is expected to be ready for view ; R . W. Johnson , Winona , and 'Shot Plan Set
occupancy next spring.
Norris Hanson , Mabel , to threeLAKE CITY, Minn. — VaccinaTotal cost has been estimated at year terms on the board of di- tions for smallpox and immuniza$90,000 with gifts for the project rectors at a dinner meeting Wed- tion for dlptheria , tetanus and
nesday at Hotel Winona .
now totaling $78,000.
whooping cough will be available
A report on the summer camping Continuing on the board nre to Lake City school district chilseason at Camp Hok-Si-La showed President Steve Morgan , V i c e dren.
participation by 1 ,419 boys this President Cy A, Hedlund , TreasurTentative date at Washington ,
year, a record high . Camp im- er Roger Busdiekcr, Secretary Lincoln and Jefferson schools is
provements proposed for 1963 in- Harold Englund , Perry Jenks and Nov. 20.
clude an expansion of the camp M. A. Peterson , Morgan and BusPupils at Oak Center and Zumfleet of row bonis, purchase of dicker reported on funds allocated bro Falls arc to receive "shots"
new motors for the motor boat to the Shriners' Crippled Children 's Tuesday at 10 a.m.
meri t badge program and con- Hospital , Minneapolis .
Students in kindergarten , third ,
struction of a shower house in The annual Shriners ' Christmas sixth , ninth and 12th grades will
pnrty and ladies' night will he held be taking the shot for dipthoria ,
the new family enrnp area.
tetanus nnd whooping cough comDocuments for tho transfer of a at the Oaks Dec. 5.
bined. The vaccination for smallportion of tho Queen's Bluff proppox is recommended for those in
erty to the stato in return for n Spring Grove Cubs
kindergarten , sixth and 12th or
parking lot to he constructed by
GIWVE , Minn, (Spe- every sixth yonr
the state were approved . The tract SPUING
Charge for ench is 50 cents.
transferred will be used in the cial ) — Mrs , Wilton Myhrc 's Den
hardwood forest preservation pro- guve the program on fire preven- The Manloux test will ho given
tion when the Cub Scouts held a nt Washington, Jefferson mid Lincram.
Halloween pnrty Tuesday evening coln Nov. 19 and nt Oak Center
al Trinity Lutheran Church par- and Zumbro Falls Tuesday. There
lors. Progress awards went to Jef- is no charge.
Alrura Renames
frey Hillman , Peter Jensen, Ricky
, Arthur Requc , Larry
Three Incumbents Onsgnrd
Ingvnlson , Mnrk and David John- Arcadia Report Cares
, James Myhre , John Dnhle ,
ALTURA , Minn, - All three in- son
Juntos
Solle, Dean Ellingson , Gor- ARCADI A . Wis , (Special)—Parcumbents were re-elected in Tues- don Gnustnd
, DuWnyne Oakes, ents of A rcadia High School childay 's village elect ions.
Carl Reque , Dnmn Kj omo, ICurt dren have been invited to visit tho
Donald Simon wns returned to Onstiul , Mnrk Solio nnd Dwight school next Monday and Weilneshis trustee post *with 110 votes. f hoonover. 'Carl Reque was the dny evenings. Report cards for
Left to right , Glenn Schuman . Albert Gllberg Charles Kramer received 134 votes winner in the Plnowood Racer Der- the first quarter will bo available.
INSPECT WRECKAGE . . . Neighbors infor village clerk,
Tenchcrs will be present (rom
by.
nnd Lawrence Suttio. (Daily News photo )
spect the smouldering wreckage of buildings on
Edward Necb defeated Edward
7:30 t<> 10 p.m. both evenings. Parthe Dclbert Pickering fnrm near Galesvllle, Wis,
Runoff , a write-in candidate for LANESBORO PATIENT
ents A through L nre to como
LANKSRORO, Minn. (S)ieciiil )— Monday night , if possible, the reassessor, 00-53. Nc-eb also defeated
assisted. Water was hnulcd to the the scene until 3 a.m. and a skele- Cause of the blaze is unknown Melvin Gels, a write-in candidate Mrs. Leo V. Doyum is a medical mainder Wednesday night. F.leA large crew of firemen was nt ton crew until B n.m. Tlie firo wns Gnlesvillo firemen suspected dc tor justice of tho pence, Necb poll- patient at Luther an Hospital, La mentnv'ji school children will bring
ttieir cards homo Friday,
Crosse.
fcctlvo wiring in the old barn,
ed 70 votes. Gels 55,
continuing this morning.
farm.

Two Industries
Work on Smoke

Two Arcadia
Stations Entered

Galesvllle Barn, Cattle Burn

Shell to Build
Sarnia Station

Dietitians Meet
At Hospital Here

Gamehaven Scout
Foundation Elects

Driver Charged
After Accident

Directors Named
By Shrine Club

By Jimmy Hatlo

They'l Do It Every Time

Sl diappsuwLJk&i Ytiyht

Wash Your Hair
In Mayonnaise

By HAL EkOYLE

NEW YORK (APl-Everybody
says it was different in the: old
days.
What were the old days really
like? Well, they are at least a part
of you If you can remember when :
A dime-a-dance girl didn't mind
two for a nickel. If you were a
fancy Jtepper.
The customer was always right.
If he failed to return, his absence
bad a threat of importance.
No iid who wanted to get into
the circus free could ever agree
on how many buckets cf water it
took to fill an elephant.

By EARL WILSON

NEW YORK — Some people think Broadway's a kooky place,
which is all wrong of course.
For example, now, here's something from Broadway that's very
•sensible.
Yes, I've a beauty secret for all you girls . . . Latin Quarter lovely
Nora Alexis washes her hair in mayonnaise.
"Many women use a vinegar rinse . . . or a little oil . . . or egg.
Mayonnaise has all three. Why
not a mayonnaise hair wash?"
says Nora.
Nora's a stunningly shapely Beverly Hills brunet who's got the
mayonnaise commercial ail figured
out. "Does your hair have that
rich, tangy, tasty, succulent flavor? Wash it with Miraculous Mayonnaise — you'll taste . the difference." V
Nora's a girl to whom strange
By PRESTON GROVER
things happen .
"A man gave me this corduroy MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet Unraincoat on the subway," she said, ion paraded some of what were
believed to be its Cuban rockets
In a coat three sizes tbo large.
"I guess my skirt was too high. through Red Square Wednesday
He kept saying 'Don't do that.* He to mark the 45th anniversary of
took off his coat , he put it across the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution.
The annual march of men and
my knees. . .and he left.
"I've had," Nora continued , "32 arms past the Soviet leaders atop
accidents. People can't seem to Lenin's tomb included a large
variety of rockets, including some
drive when I'm around.
"I was with Oscar Levant's which observers felt certain we«
daughter Marcia. She was driving types spotted by American reconTop Mudcat
¦without a license; and was under naissance planes in Cuba.
This
Iowa
fisherman , visiting a
age. We hit a tree. Her father
¦was very angry. It was a 1929 Also on display are aerial rock- brother in Winona, probably landed the big catfish of the year takCadillac, and he was very attach- ets which a Soviet television com- en on a hook and line in this secmentator said had been tested
ed to it."
"through no fault of; the Soviet tor of the river. The big mudcat
THAT'S ALL except for Nora'i Union." He apparently referred to that Lester Schmitt, Cresco, Iowa,
pet snakes, one of which she call- the shot that brought down Amer- boated tipped the scales at exacted "Slimey," he was so sweet. ican pilot Francis Gary . Powers ly 45 pounds.
Slimey used to get in the cookie and his U2.
He was fishing with his
jar, so her mother said, "Slimey The rocket, which , has two levRay, 153 Fairfax St.,
brother
els
of
guiding
fin
s,
also may have
goes or I go."
out of Rolbicki's Bass Camp V
been
the
one
that
Drought
down
Nora asked me to be very carebelow the Whitman dam f o r
ful about how I wrote this story. another American U2 over Cuba. walleye, using a homemade jig
Among
the
rockets
shown
was
"Don't give people the idea," she
on a spinning outfit with an
warned , "that I'm some kind of what appeared to be a new multi- eight pound test line, when he
stage
missile,
described
by
the
a nut."
that moved.
commentator as a contacted the snag
when
Anthony Quinn revealed at the television
It
was
a
half
hour
.
"strategic rocket"
the "jun- Ray was able to getlater
a net unbig salute to Eddie Fisher at Dan- ior sister" of the . arid
rockets
which
ny's Hideaway that he leaves have launched Soviet space ships . der the fish, and with all his
"Tchin-Tchin" In March to film No space ship rockets were shown, might lift it into the boat. It
was 45 inches long and had a
"The Visit," with Ingrid Bergman however.
girth of 29 inches.
who insists on sot working summers, so she can be with her chil- The marching soldiers began
dren. . .His leading lady, Marga- their parade to the Cuban revolu- "It was as long as the. width of
the boat," Ray said, "and laid
ret Leighton, seemed sad but tionary tune "26th? of July."
of the
Quinn said, "By that time we may
The address of the day was giv- perfectly still in the bottom
not be speaking to each other". .. en as usual by the Soviet defense boat after we landed it. It was
Did Producer David Merrick re- minister/ Marshal Rodion Malii- tired out, I cracked the handle of
fuse tickets to Harold Clurman, ovsky. In both his speech and his the dipnet ' in' raising the fish into
critic for The Nation, because his order of the day to the armed the boat." : .
reviews hadn't been friendly forces he repeated an explanation
Snow in North
enough"? :¦*." . . Playwright Howard of the Cuban crisis.
There
was six inches of snow
Lindsay, co-author of "Mr. PresiCounty on WedIn
Clearwater
dent," is quite candidly and publi- studying singing. . .Darryl Zanare
cly saying now that some critics lick's discovery Irina Demich bas nesday andstaypredictions
cold
over
the
that
it
will
learned
to
say
it
in
praising
seem to be
works that
French :
weekthis
opening
deer
season
"offend the taste and deny the They're just bonnes amis: "good
on the
spirit.
friends". . .Edward Anthony and end. There was snownorth of
John Effrat have "0 Rare Don ground this morning
FRANK SINATRA was recently Marquis" ready (or a B'way show. a line extending from Duluth to
rumored to have suffered a heart TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Cali- Moorhead, or over the main
attack while filming "Come Blow fornia reports increasing illit- rifle deer hunting country * of
Your Horn." Sammy Davis said: eracy, and Ima Washout figures northern Minnesota including
"Are you kidding! Frank'd never the reason some kids aren't in the nine-day zone.
permit that to liappen!"
school is that they're waiting to This Weather Bureau announcePat O'Brien tells that a Holly- cross the street.
ment should encourage a big
wood clergyjna*n, halted for reck- WISH I'D SAID THAT: Some of movement of red-clad hunters into
less driving, told the cop: "I was those young singers who sing with the rifle zone/ After all, real deer
O.K. The Lord always rides with feeling must be feeling pretty bad. hunting calls for snow in the woods
me." Shouted the cop : "Better let —Jack Herbert.
arid around the camp.
Him get in with me. You're gonna
EARL'S PEARLS: A really good
kill Him!"
Locally, t h e weatherman
salesman is one who can make his
says
the temperature for the
Van Johnson— now that "Come wife sympathize with the girl
On Strong" has folded—will do the who lost her compact in his car." weekend will be slightly above
rain
Perry Como and Ed Sullivan TV Modern girls are sensitive about normal with some light might
It
Friday.
or
snow
on
shows. . .And Carroll Baker's soon not knowing how to cook. One gal
sufEurope - bound. . .Sidney Lumet's got upset when someone told her turn to snow. It may benoisy
date at Asti's: Artist Bea Dabney you don 't open an egg with a can- ficient to wet down theground
leaves prevailing on the
. . .Lauren Bacall told Erika she's opener. . .That's earl , brother .
at present in most of the Southeastern Minnesota deer habitate.
TOtligflt fll* 7 ? 15 A 9?20
mm.k mm\\\hn\:Tm-f -j^
The demand for deer licenses
in most Southeastern Minnesota
counties is running slightly under
a year ago, but there is plenty of
time before Saturday morning to
get "deer fever." No license may
be issued after the first day of the
season—Saturday. The deer license
costs $3.50, A deer license is required regardless of the hunter 's
i»
age.
itt ' *i t n
^&
*^^^* ^
Sr
f-Mt
* iH
Area hunters will get a break
in their hunting along the river with the duck season closing Tuesday. The ruling made
last season states that the
closed area of the Wild Life
^
m^
^
^ ^l^
ADULTS 75tf—JUNIORS SQ«
refuge is open to deer hunting,
regardless of the open season
on geeso. Geese can be hunted until Dec. 4.

Soviets Parade
Type of Rocket
Shipped to Cuba

Corn Harvesting
Has Annual Rash
Of Accidents
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Outdoors
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FRANK SINITRA? LAURENCE HARVEYf

JANET LE1CHP
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QUEEN OF DIAMONDS?

FRArJK SINATRA LAURENCE HARVEY JANET LEIGH in
"THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE" co-starring ANGELA LANSBURY

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Corn harvesting is producing its
annual fall rash of severe accidents — . amputations, mashed
fingers, and even death — in Minnesota and neighboring farm
fields,
The latest carnage brought renewed pleas from safely experts
today to farmers to exercise caution in working with power driven
harvesting machinery.
Last week a Dawson area farmer lost both hands in a corn picker
when he apparently attempted to
clear the clogged implement as it
ran.
A Stillwater farmer lost hit lift

T Youth Head
Takes New Post

Louis S. King, Winona YMCA
youth director, announced this
week that he would resign Dec.
5 to take a similar position with
the Dearborn, Mich., YMCA.
King, who has been here four
years, informed YMCA directors
earlier this week of his plans to
move. He will take up duties as
senior program secretary Dec.
10 at the Dearborn Y, a branch
of the Detroit metropolitan organization .
In his new position King will
handle public relations, promotions and programs. He will be
responsible for recruitment and
training of prospective leaders
and the development of senior
and junior Hi-Y and Indian guide
programs.
King came to Winona In September 1958 from Abington , Pa.,
where he had been YMCA youth
director two years. He is a native of Grand Forks, N.D., where
he graduated from high school.
He attended the National Agricultural College, Doylestown,
Pa., and coached baseball and
football at high school and college levels.
Somo of the changes Inaugurated since he became youth director here Include:
Day camp sessions, begun In
1959; Hi-Y program which now involves 75 boys; leadership trainPossession Law
Here Is the regulation governing ing sessions for men working
youths; Saturday morning
storage ol game which is import- with
gym
,
swim and craft programs
the
close
of
the
ant right now with
broadened ; YMCA World Service
duck season:
activities increased with funds
"Game and fish taken under raised in excess of $1,500 withlicense in this state may be in the past three years.
In addition to YMCA work,
retained in closed season in all
places of cold storage (com- King has been secretary of the
Winona Kiwanls Club for the past
mercial cold storage w a r e houses excepted) without tag year and is a commissioner for
or permit provided each pack- the national Pop Warner Footage Is marked in ink showing ball Program, a division of the
name and address of owner , President's Advisory Commission
number of license under which on Physical Fitness for Youth.
taken , number and species in He ii A member ot Central
each package and date when Methodist Church, serving as a
placed In storage. Where stor- steward and a Sunday school
age is had In any home or teacher. He is a member of the
private storage place it is nec- Interdenominational Citizens for
essary to notify the director or Decent Literature Committee.
King and his wlfo Diane , who
agent in writing within f i v e
days after the close of the sea- live at 11 Glen Mary, have two
son , giving license number , sons, Samuel, 4, nnd Philip, 2,
species in storage , name nnd The family will move to Dearborn
address of licensee and where early ln December.
kept, Large and small game
nnd game fish lawfully tnken
in other states or countries
may bo brought into stato during closed season if proper
coupons are attached if above
is complied with within f i v e
day* after bringing into state.
Not to exceed possession limi for hard ui<* t>s) J5"*^3BJU^3
its, upland gamo birds, game
'
', thit iiii. Lit' * ^m_f*&&Zffl1&:
flsh and game *\nlmnls mny
be kept indefinitely. "
'

Several Used Guns
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The snapping turtle can feed
-^V jl f T ff V H only under water nnd unlike most
otlier turtles, cannot draw its head
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or tail into its shell.
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when he was caught in the mechanism of a power-driven farm
wagon used in transferring corn
into a silo.
A f armer at Bingsted, Iowa,
near the Minnesota border , used
his own jackknife to cut his fingers
free when trapped in the mechanism of a corn picker as he worked
alone in a field.
A Hutchinson farmer lost three
fingers and parts of two others,
and a Mon ticello farmer lost two
fingers and parts of two others in
similar accidents.
"Human reflexes are no match
for the speed of corn pickers or
power takeoffs," says Glenn I.
Prickett, University of Minnesota
farm safety specialist.
"Some persons UM a stick to
clear an operating picker when it
becomes clogged, thinking they
can't get caught," he said, "usually they're caught before they can
let go."
Prickett said there is only one
sure way — "stop the machine
before servicing it."
Of 51 known corn picker accidents in the fall of 1961, 45 occurred in the running picker,
Prickett said.
Last year's picker deaths included one fatality, another death from
shock at the scene of an accident,
one arm lost, nine hands mutilated and lost and 17 cases where
from one to five fingers were amputated.
SPRING GROVE BUSINESS

GROVE , Minn. (Special) — The Letchford Photo Studio, Waukon, Iowa, has opened a
photography studio in Spring
Grove in conjunction with the
Holiday Gift Shop here.
SPJKINO

A boy rememberedhis las! enjoyment by where he had
parked his chewing gum. It was
always on the immaculate underside of a piece of dining room or
living room furniture.
You learned about Women by
studying the mail order catalog
pictures of what they could wear
in winter to keep themselves
warm.
The man with the largest family
of marriageable daughters in the
neighborhood usually had the largest front porch and the darkest
back yard—in which he sometimes
later grew prize vegetaoles.
One of the most distinguished
forms of individual charity was to
confide* to the other person your
own solution of how to deal with
foot , corns.
When chicken was served, someone at the table was bound to observe, "I'm pure Southern—I simply can't enjoy it unless I hold it
in my hands:" '
You could always cheap date a

homely girl by playfully telling
your mutual fortune by her
freckles: "This loves me, this
loves me not ..."
Everybody predicted the lady
who played the piano at the silent
movies would make her mark in
the musical world, She was so
sensitive to moods.
Kaiser Wilhelm was held by
some to have exampled the full
deptlis of human depravity. Otherers disagreed.
The height of male sophistication was to say, "Never chase a
girl. They're like street cars. Wait
a few moments and there'll be another one along."
Ice cream came iri only three
flavors. If you couldn't enjoy chocolate, vanilla or strawberry—
well, you had to take the apple
pie and cheese for dessert.
College boys and hoboes rode
box cars from New York and California to harvest Kansas wheat.
Only tha rich drank orange juica

except to cloak the taste of castor oil?
For less than the price of present stamps, the: postman came
twice daily—not once — to your
door to deliver the mail. This enabled a kid taking a correspondence course in ventriloquism to
learn to throw his voice doubly
quicker and at less cost than he
can today.
A cult held that if you chewed
mill* 15 times before swallowing
it would improve your digestion.
Everyone confidently predicted
science would free man—not bur.
den him with fresh fears.
Those? were the old days,
Remember?

By HARVEY BRIUSCHER
Asio-ciated Prats Staff Writar

MILWAUKEE «V-A. majority of
voters registered satisfaction Tuesday with the House -delegation that
represented Wisconsin in Congress
last session and returned all 10
members, to Washington for anothat the
er two years.
Re-election of the incumbents
bore out most election forecasts.
Centervllle, Wis.
But early returns held some
shaky moments for a couple of
the eventual winners.
Music by
The final result means Wisconsin again will be represented by
JERRY GILBERTSON
six Republicans and four Demo- ¦gaaMMaH-ajiajaiaM
crats when the House convenes for
its 88th regular session in January. *
Here are the district vote totals:
First district (261 of 261) Flynn
(D) 62,335; Schadeberg (R) 71,496
Secood district (340 of 353) Kastenmeier (D) 84,017; Kindscbi (R)
76,261
Third district (409 of 409) Thoreson (D) 34,356; Thomson (R) 54,;
' ' ' : for * - '
240 . . .
Judy Wick and Don Bublitz
Fourth district (329 of 329) Zablocki (D) 116,855; Tillotson (R)
MUSIC BY
44 642
SWISS
GIRLS
(377
377)
of
Reuss
Fifth district
¦ ¦¦ '. " M ¦:¦ ¦ '¦ ¦ '
(D) 103,634; Nelson (R) 60,025
Sixth district (252 of 253) Race

DANCE
Acorn Ballroom

Salurday9 Nov. 10

Wedding Dance
Red Men's
Saturday, Nov. 10

14,

ANCHOR INN
At Reads Landing, Minn.
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• All tha ROAST CHICKEN you can eat.
Sunday from 12 noon to doting,

!
•\

Servinn every

:

SECOND AND JOHNSON ST.

' '

mam * maam

"

'

'

* . ' .. . .

"¦

.* '

Sponsored by Winona Musicians Association
loco! 453

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9
RED MEN'S HALL
BaginninB Promptly at 8:30 PM,

fm*+*+m~*^a~*^**~y Popular Bands
/

Valuable Coupon

/

—featuring—

# This coupon good for a 10* redvc- J
-fa
\ tion on tha regular $1.00 ticket \
.
f whan pratentod at tha door on /
*
1tha night ef danca.
J
.^
0^^^^^^^0m**\
' Am ^^^^^
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Arnie's

7

Gor(,y BoV um

Jim. Casey
Emit Guenther

SPECIAL ATTRACTION!
SI. Mary's College Marinotes
16-Pieca Band
Coma aarly and enjoy thli fabulous array of musical talent
all evening I Local and area tr-tiilclant will be performing for
your littening and dancing plaasvre with continuous music
from 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
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WEEKEND

COOKIES
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Plus 1 Lb. FREE

j

Offer expire* Thursday, November 15.
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SANDWICH

| 15c Off on 1 Hamburger >
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VALUABLE COUPON
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BATTLE OF BANDS

.

MM
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' "
Phone 8-2300 for Car^oii^ .

7 mm to 1:30 **m Sa,urd"v» !
OPEN
"
^^i ialw
7 a.m.' to • p.m, Sundays
.
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Corner Mark and Center Street!

,ma maamm¦ 1 ••m. to 10 p.m. Monday thru Friday;

aW

•!||||

JOIN THE CROWD!

COFFEE CUP {

I with this coupon.

Battar-Friad
CHICKEN DINNER
Cl 3C
Served Sundays for [urt *4**«*¦»*»

Andy's CAFE ss;j-

Undar managamant of Mr. & Mrs. David Olson

I

Carryput Orders Only!
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LOOK!
% CHICKEN
QCgt
IN-A-BASKET .. '¦ ..' MV
(served every day)

NOW OPEN
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• We ara always -serving our WALL-EYE PIKE. All you can
eat on Friday avertings.

~

>-aN^

A" for
f Shrimp 1
0nl
Luncheon
*
" -p,us - r cion
I Pike >|"V
Luncheon j I '
Fri.-Saf.-Sun. Till 1 A.M.

SOMETHING NEW
ADDED TO OUR MENU
Italian Spaghetti and Meat Balls?
all you can eat every Wednesday
evening. Introductory special.
Per person

SPECIAL!

.
. TO GET TOU ACQUAINTED WITH
ANDY'S GOOD FOOD THIS WEEKEND!

P^JC
/j T~^ \ \

BLAIR SENIORS" TOUR

BLAIR , Wis. (Special) --Forty
Blair High School seniors visited
Winona last Thursday morning.
Guided tours were taken at the library, at Winona State College and
Wbiona Daily News.

(D) 4S.621; Van Pelt (R ) 70,670
Seventh district (391 of 403) Evans <D) 33,257; Laird (R) 66,388
EigJth district ( 308 of 309) Monfils <D) 47,320; Byrnes (R) 80,190
Ninth district (410 ef 413)! Johnson CD) 49,498; Danielson (R) 39,362
Tenth district (408 of 417). Hanson (D) 28,993; O'Konski (R) 49,.
356 . '
?* .7'
¦•'.'
The porcupine's quill is actually
a hollow hair, three inches in
length or longer.
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CHOICE OF FLAVORS
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66 East Third Street In Downtown Winona

Eugenie Walks
Out of Soviet
Rally in Sofia

SOFIA, Bulgaria (AP) — U.S.
Minister
Eugenie
Anderson '
walked out ot a Soviet reception
Wednesday night after Bulgarian
President Dimiter Ganev accused
the United States of piratical action against Cuba.
Ganev made the accusation" in
an address during the Soviet Embassy's reception in honor of the
45th anniversary of the Bolshevik.
Revolution . It was attended by Sofia 's diplomatic corps ahd chief
delegates to the Bulgarian Communist party congress now being
held here.
The guests also included Soviet

chief ideologist Mikhail Suslov,
and Bias Roca, former secretary
general of the Cuban Communist
party.
Ganev spoke " after Soviet Ambassador Georgi A, Denisov addressed the guests. Denisov, made
a passing reference to - American
imperialism before launching into
the familiar Soviet line that Premier Khrushchev saved the world
from war' by withdrawing Soviet
missiles from Cuba.
Ganev said the United; States
had violated all international laws
in trying "to put * up* the. blockade
around small but heroic . Cuba ,, in
beginning piratical action and in
openly preparing an armed attack
on revolutionary Cuba.

Priest to Speak
At Arcadia Hi g h
Program Monday

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) — A
Veterans Day porgram will be
held at Arcadia High School Auditorium Monday at 9:45 a.m. The
public is invited.
Betty Kay Slaby is chairman of
the program which follows: Presentation of colors, Tickfer-Erickson American Legion Post; pledge
to the flag, Boy Scouts; national
anthem, led by Joan Sobotta and
Barbara Creeley; selection by the
band, directed by Gerald Gleason; introduction of speaker by
teacher John Koetting; address by
the Rev. John P. Trant , pastor of
the Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Catholic Church : selection by the
high school chorus; silence: firing
squad , American Legion ; "Taps: "
closing remarks by High School
Supervisor Willard B. Gautsch
and retirement of colors by the
Legion.
¦
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Hemenway Appointed
For U.S. Marshal
WASHINGTON (AP) — president Kennedy Wednesday gave
Eay H. Hemenway of Albert Lea
a recess appointment as U.S. marshal for Minnesota.
The appointment will enable
Hemenway to take office immediately. He was nominated for the
post during the last isession of Congress, but the Senate adjourned
without acting on it.
V Hemenway was named for a
four-year term, succeeding Harry
A; Seiben , who resigned.

¦
"I think we had better leave ," TREMPEALEAU CO. LEGJON

said Mrs. Anderson to her American interpreter. They started out.
Bulgarian government officials
rushed over , in * an attempt to
smooth things over, diplomatic informants said , but Mrs. Anderson
would have none of it .
The Bulgarian press did not
mention the Incident today.
BLAIR TEACHERS MEET
isunss\, wis. i»peciaw — rne

Blair Education Association met
at the high school.Tuesday afternoon. Jack Mercier, Madison, field
representative of the Wisconsin

Council at Blair
Gets Right of Way

BLAIR, Wis. (Special ) - The
Blair Common Council has decided
to buy water main right of way
for $1,200 from Archie Johnson.
Bids will be opened next Thursday for installation of 6-inch main
past the new Preston Cooperative
Creamery cheese factory and to
connect with the main on Main
Street. A public hearing -will be
held at the same time as the bid
opening.
The council* said the State Board
of Health should rush approval of
a plan to eliminate rust from the
municipal water supply. The BlairPreston fire department charged in
a letter that aldermen had failed
to provide a better fire alarm system. Aldermen Jerome Mattison
and James Frederixon , who are
firemen , were authorized to make
changes in the system.
The council resolved that the overtime rate for city employes
should be at least as much as their
regular rate. A La Crosse firm
was hired to clean and seal floors
in the post office? lobby. The council studied the proposed 1963 budget.

Cuban Combat Base
Near Guantanamo

County Auditor

LITTLE FALLS, Minn. (APIMorrison County voters Tuesday
retired the state's senior county
auditor, Leo J. BiUstein.
He was defeated by Otto H. Johannen, 35, Little Falls insurance
man. Billstein, 77, had been elected continuously since 1922 and had
been deputy county auditor 11
years before that.
The vote was 5,976 to 4,077 in
favor of Johannen .

Blair Businessmen
BLAIR , AVis. (Special )-Two new
directors were chosen by members of he Blair Commercial
Club at the November meeting.
Freeman Benedict and Oscar Hovre will fill the expired terms of F.
T. Mc Auliffe and Kenneth Olson.
Arthur Chrlstensen , La Crosse, discussed the proposed Missouri River electric project. He is manager of the La Crosse district of the
Northern State Power Go. of Wisconsin. The club voted $10 to both
the Boy and Girl Scouts and $S to
each of the young musicians who
played on the street during Blair's
Crazy Day promotional event;
¦
: . '

Blair Open House

India Proposes
Peace Forces

At Little Falls Beaten

BLAIR , Wis. (Special )—0 p e n
house will be held at the Blair
school Monday from 7:15 to 9 p.m.
in observance of American Edu-

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. fAP
—India ; Wednesday proposed i
United Nations.peace force strong ¦ ¦' 7
enough to stamp out the threa . • 77.
of war followin g a disarmamen
agreement.
India 's Arthur S. Lall said thi
United Nations must be strength
ened militarily to become "an ef
fective peacekeeping body."
Without such a peace force, he
added, "the process of disarma
ment cannot be supplemoited a:
it should be."* . .
:
Lall spoke as the llO-nation po
litical committee of the genera
assembly continued debate oi
general and complete disarma
ment.

m .

SPRING GROVE PATIENT
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Carl Kjos is a patient at
Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse.

Tale Dt Wilt's f,IIi io relieve inch trouble, I
often caused 1» sluggish kidneys. DeWitt'! M
Pilli increjise kidney Activity (o fluih tcid ¦
wiites from the lyitcm. The rtiult tl relief? ¦
blcued relief from backuhe, mild Uidder ¦
irn'lttions, rcsilesmess <t right, rauiculir ¦
pains. DeWitt's iirnt diureuc acuon, plus ¦
mild analgesic relief, often mens aa active am
life with freedom from pain.
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cation Week Nov. 11-17. All faculty members will be at their stations. Chester E. Mej ssner, supervisor , said a movie depicting the
¦
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possible accomplishments of a
summer education program will
be shown in tha school gymnasium.
.
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Now,there 's a combination that spells

Thanks to all of you for your fine vole
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I pledge my best efforts

in behalf of all the people of the second
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Get the Best Ail-Around Deal on the Best Ail-Around Compact at:

Nystram Motors, Inc., 164 W. Second St.
Winona, Minn.
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Leo Borkowski
:
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Best Ail-Around Compact Anybody Has Come Up With Yet

of confidence in me as your hew county
commissioner.
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TH E '63 VftLIANt !

Thanks to the Voters
of the Second District

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—James
R. Davis, Blair , adj utant of the
Trempealeau County Council of
the American Legion , has announced that Osseo will ' -host . ' the
county V council meeting Monday
evening. Davis said someone from Dinner at Houston
the department headquarters is ex- HOUSTON , Minn. (Special )-The
pected to be present. A report on Veterans Day * potluck supper ,
the aerial roundup will be made. sponsored by the American Legion
Education Association , spoke on and Auxiliary, for Legionnaires ,
social security and teacher retire- auxiliary members, veterans and
ment. A district-wide in-service their families, will be held at 6:30
meeting was held following the p.m. Saturday at the Legion clubrooms.
program.
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Which Compact Offers You...
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KEY WEST, Fla. (AP ) — The
existence of a combat-ready military installation at a point about
100 miles northwest of the U.S.
naval base at Guantanamo was
disclosed by Havana R a d i o
Wednesday .
A broadcast said the well-known
Cuban ballerina, Alicia Alonso,
visited the "comba t trenches" in
the Holguin area. She gave books
to the troops and? discussed the
ballet with them , said the radio ,
a .. .
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They'll Have to Invent
Some New Terms
They 'd hav-a fo invent ume new
terms. "Barn burner" and "cliff hanger"
are now too mild when it comes to describing a race such as that between Gov. Elmer
L. Andersen and Karl Rolvaag which at
this writing is still undetermined.
There will be a lot of post mortems, one
of which will be the highway squabble over
Interstate 35 in the vicinity of Hinckley—
and the result/ whichever way it is decided ,
has shown that polls, again, can be wrong.
Passage of the three amendments is
gratifying—and significant, too, for Winona
because of Winona State Qpllege which
should now get the green light on its building program.
The Legislature, despite a great upheaval among its members; apparently will
be conservative in both houses for the first
time since 1953 and this, too, should he a
relief because of the constant bickering between House and Senate during the last few
sessions.
MOST SIGNIFICANT point about the

Tuesday election, at least so far as this
section of Minnesota is concerned/ was the
almost universal disappointment over the
defeat of Rep. Walter Judd of Minneapolis
for Congress.

This was true, not because anyone
hereabouts has anything a g a i n s t Don
Fraser, but rather, because they have
great respect for the long and distinguished career of Dr. •Judd—a devoted statesman.
Dr. Judd , who has appeared frequently
in Southeastern Minnesota , didn 't want the
job—he wanted to retire. But he succumbed to the urging of his friends to again be
a candidate and he accepted with reticence. The question now is, did those same
friends support him as they should?
IT IS OBVIOUS that the voters, in Min

nesbta at least, voted for individuals and
did not follow the party line.

Item: Re-election of veteran State Auditor Stafford King and Treasurer Val
Bjornson by substantial margins vs. the
close race for governor.
Item: Defeat of conservative legislators in Winona County, Sen. James R.
Keller and Rep. Don McLeod and the
election of liberals Roger Laufenburger as
senator and .George Daley as representa'
tive.
: ' •: .
Item: Defeat of liberal John VMcGill
seeking return to his state legislative post
from the city and election of Mrs. Virginia
Torgerson , conservative.
Item: Re-election of Cong. Albert H.
Quie despite heavy DFL pressure and financial backing for David Graven. Quie,
apparently, is now pretty much of a fixture in Washington as was his predecessor,
the late August H. Andresen? "
Nationally the results were not too surprising. Campaign tactics and speeches
of Sen. Alex Wiley in Wisconsin indicated
his popularity was slipping and the fact
remains that a majority of the voters of
that state felt that Gaylord Nelson had performed satisfactorily as governor.
THE VERDICT In California undoubtedly will relegate Richard M. Nixon to a
role such as that being filled by Harold E.
Stassen, one-time popular governor of
Minnesota. Both are "has beens." The
presidential election two years ago, however, and now the result in California
proves that Stassen wasn't off the beam
when he said prior to November 1960, that
Nixon couldn 't be elected to any thing.

Reporting of Spending
Needs Change
RECENT

WEEKS

have

been

hectic

ones, what with the Cuban crisis coming on
top of the election contests. Election day
provided a lull before the storm begins all
over again.

So this one-day lull is perhaps a good
time to reflect upon the clear need for reform in campaign fiscal practices,
Campaign spending acknowledged by
most candidates in compliance with federal and state laws bears about the same
relationship to what is actually spent as
the' olives bear to a full course banquet.

Washingto n Galling
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Importane-r of V«rtital• ' .. * '
Integration SfrMtrtd

To the Editor :
The purpose of this paper
is to bring up, once again,
the Important question of vertical integration -of .farmers'
cooperatives. My intention is
to explain, briefly, the b a c kground , importance and eventual future trend of this process. .

ONE FORM this fear has taken is seen in

Proposition 24 on the . ballot , in California . to ,
amend the state . constitution. This would give,
in the interpretation of most lawyers who have
studied il, any law enforcement agent in the
state the power to determine whether an organization is a "Cornmuhist front" organization. The
individuals comprising such organizations, loosely defined in Proposition 24, would then be subject to severe penalties. Their recourse, .in the . *
word of the sponsor of Proiposition 24, former
State Assemblyman Louis Francis,, would be to
go to the courts , a long and costly process beyond the reach of most individuals.
It has been suggested that the John Birch Society could be found subversive under the proposed amendment. A great deal would depend on
the outlook—the prejudices , in fact—of a particular Federal marshal oi* of a grand jury convened in any one of California's counties.
THE ACTIVITIES of extreme rightists as reported frorn time to time from certain areas
of the country have a subversive sound. By
anonymous telephone calls they set out to destroy the reputation of a school superintendent
because he has refused to comply with their
demands. Because a market sells Polish hams
they try by secret means to indict it as part
of the Communist conspiracy.
The techniques of the extreme right resemble ,
those of Communists and fellow travelers when
there was a ponderable Communist influence inthis country . In the same way they were out
to destroy anyone in their immediate "orbit who
would not conform .
Former President *Eisenhower in his flurry of V
campaign activity / more extensive than any political manifestation while lie was in the White
House, warned of the . dangers of conformism—
a conformist America moving as a submissive
herd . The Eisenhower political definitions are al- '
ways loosely drawn and this seems to be even
more true in his "retirement" than during his
Presidency.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago

. . . 1952

Lewis McMartin , Hillsdale Township, veteran
president of the Winona County Farm Bureau ,
was re-elected to head the organization for
another year.
Charter members, oldtime friends and members who have joined Faith Lutheran Church
through its 35-year history participated in a . 35th
anniversary service at the church.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . .'- . 1937

Two hundred fifty guests, teachers, fathers
and mothers attended the 'father 's night' meeting of the St. Stanislaus Parent-Teacher Association at the school.
A group of 285 Happy Helpers and Girl Reserves will starf out from their various schools
laden with sugar cookies which they will sell
for 10 cents a dozen.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

Seining in Lake Winona has been commenced
and the work of cleaning out the rough fish ,
under the supervision of the park board , well
started,
A . A. Ariz , Max Lossen and Earl Simpson
ntul pally loll for West Newton* for a hunting
hip.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1887
A new electric light plant has been placed
in lhe mill of the Winona Lumber Co,
B. II . Langley arrived home from Chicago.

One Hundred Years Ago .. . 1862
Tho grading from here to Stockton on the
Winona and St. Peter railroad is nearly all leveled up and Ihe men are now rushing forward '
the laying of ties and iron which arrive daily
from La Crosse.
able thing, and we think lt is, then state
and federal laws dealing with the subject
should be changed so that the figures bear
a considerably closer relation to reality.
—Rochester Post-Bulletin.
¦
Righteousness exalts « natloh , but alii Is a
reproach to any people. Provtrb * 14:34.

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Chinese Rec/s Assail
TUo and Drew Pearson
By DREW PEARSON

WASHINGTON-In view: of
increasing dissension reported
inside the Communist world, it
Is important to study a recen t
blast delivered by the Chinese
Reds against Marshal TUo of
Yugoslavia a? a result of an
interview Tito gave me on his
Adriatic summer island , Bri- ^ oni , last August.
The Chinese Reds apparently waited some time to get
a full copy of this interview
and have been boiling over it
e v e r since. Finally they
launched a 5,000-word blast
against Tito—and indirectly
me—in an editorial in the
People's Daily , , . ^^vmsm
f i £ e k ing.
T h e editorial
was t h e n
b r e a d cast
over the Peking radio and
was picked up
by U.S. monitoring s e r v ices f r o m
whom I obtained a copy .
What it says
Pearson
about Tito is
Congressman
Otto
worse than
Passman of Louisiana , or H.
Carl Anderson of Minnesota ,
or various presidents have
said about me.
"Tito gave a long interview
to American correspondent ,
Drew Pearson ," says the Chinese editorial. "U.S. monopoly
capital attaches much importance lo this interview a n d
published it in 250 U.S. newspapers, (Actually around liOO
papers.)
"In his interview with Pearson, this renegade Tito h a s
taken another step 'forward. '
He openly advertised the need
to effect lhe 'economic integration ' and 'political integration ' of the world , and asked
his master , U.S. imperialism ,
to use 'economic and democratic methods ' lo cope with
certain infiltration or aggression in a broad sense by Communism. "
Note—This should be interesting to Rep. Wilbur Mills
D-Ark,, who as chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee went out of his way to

kill the. long-standing t r a d e
treaty between the U n i t e d
States ahd Yugoslavia giving
it most-favored nation treatment. President Kennedy had
urged Mills not to do this, on
the ground that Yugoslavia
was leaning our way but Mills
ignored the President's advice.
As a result, Yugoslavia now
is seeking closer trade ties
with Moscow.
THE WORST word you can

call anyone in the Communist
world is a "revisionist." This
means that you hav e revised
the creed of Karl Marx.
Khrushchev has been called a
revisionist by Chinese leaders
because he has urged a doctrine of coexistence instead of
the inevitability of war between capitalism and communism.
Here is the vitriolic poison
the Red Chinese poured into
their press and onto their airwaves against "revisionist"
Tito.
"The interview with Pearson glaringly shows up the
features of the modern revisloniets of Yugoslavia as renagades. By its words and deeds
the Tito group proves to the
world how degraded modern
revisionists have become and
how much more degraded they
will become in the future, "
Then after calling the roll
of Trotsky another "old renegades of the international
workers' movement," the Chinese people's world continues:
"THB TITO group propagated its modern revisionist views
centering on the questions of
war and peace. In the interview with Pearson , Tito not
only did not expose the , real
enemy of war and peace, but
on the contrary defended U.S.
imperialism.
"Tito held thnt the danger
of war exists at present merely because 'everybody ' is 'armed to the teeth' and because
military circles have influenced the U.S. and Soviet ;<ovei*nmentfi. "
Actually what Tito told me
was that the Red Army had
an important influence on
Khrushchev just as military
men , he said , have an influ-
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LANDLORD PLEASED

MIAMI MV-During the slow
fall tourist season , a row of
apartment buildings all d 1 spiayed the woeful signs "Vacancy. "
One building, however , was
en exception. '
Proudly displayed was t h e
sign , "Happily Filled. "
¦
CLAIRVOYANCE CORNER

BALTIMORE (to-The woman .motorist , attempting to turn
left from a right-han d'lane , was
bumped from behind by a man
motorist.
"You should have known I
was going to turn left!" she
shouted at him. "I turn here
every day!"
¦

In conclusion it could he said

To the Editor:
A search Is tinder way for
men who were survivors of the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Dec. 7, 1941.
"The Pearl Harbor. Survivors Association " was founded three years ago and there
are several hundred persons
in this stale eligible to join, It
is open to all Army, Air Force,
Navy, Marine personnel and
civilians under government order at the time of the attack.
The national convention will
be held in Long Beach, Calif.,
Dec. 6-9 this -year and some
10,000 veterans are expected
to attend.
Anyone interested s h o u l d
write to:
Alvin D. Wilkinson
204 E. Park Drive
Hibbing, Minn.

To Your Good Health

AAA Family
Group Helps
Members
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER , M.D

Dear Dr. Molner: In regard to your letter from
"M. S.". about an alcoholic
daughter, those of us' ? in
the Al-Ation Family/Gr oup
know that "trying everything" as "M, S." says,
only aggravates the situation. But we realize that
when we admit we are
powerless over the alco• holiCi we CAN do much to
help OURSELVES.
"M. S." as a relative of
an alcoholic, is eligible to
attend Al-Anon meetings.
Either call the local Alcoholics) Anonymous chapter
for information , or write
to P.O. Box 182, Madison
Square Station, New York
10, N.Y.-MRS. J. R.
I have mentioned Al-Anon
before in this -column , a n d
certainly will again. It merits
the highest respect.
If you want to think of it
this way, the alcoholic m a y
perhaps have the right to ruin
his own life if
he so desires
—although as
ft member cf
the h u m a n
race I w o n der whether
any p e r s o n
really has the
right to destroy the good
thnt resides in
bianyone ,
cl' ding h I niMolner
self or herseU.
In any event , when an alcoholic harms not only himseif
but makes life miserable for
those near to him , and these
others arc terribly and continually hurt through no fault of
their own, this is where AlAnon comes in.
AL-ANON IS made up of
people who are not alcoholics
themselves but are relatives.
The group is closely affiliated
with Alcoholics Anonymous ,
Al-Anon pool their knowledge and experience. T h e y
counsel each other concerning
things they can do to help and
things that prove to be a total
waste of time, such as "trying everything " when the alcoholic still refuses to do anything for himself.
They learn also to insulate
themselves, to such degree as
is reasonably possible, against
unproductive* heartbreak —in a
word , tq know what is possible
to do, aiid what is not , and lo
stop wasting time and energy
on things whicli will not help.
This is an over-simplification, I confess , but it may
give a rough Idea of Al-Anon.
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By vertical integration we
understand control by one
management of more than ono
stage in the process of production, processing, : or marketing of a farm product.
The vertical integration in
both industry and agriculture
is a consequence of economic
progress. N e w technology,
opening up of new markets,
the rise in the standard of
living, industrial concentration ,
new concept of business management, etc, etc, have been
giving the: impetus to the process of vertical integration.
Historically, the process; of
vertical integration had begun
in i n d u S t r y. Consequently,
farmers had become dependent on the other forces in the
economy. . Their existence and
the standard of living became
endangered because a single
farmer could not , despite technological improvements, U s e
better and more efficient methods of production. These were
too costly and risky for a single farmer . The industry , however, continued to grow, making the gap between the incomes of the iatmers and ol
the . non-farming population
ever wider. It did not take
long for the farmers to realize that , first , by establishing
their co-ops and then by their
further vertical integration
thsy could acquire market
power/and stability enjoy ed by
industry.
One of the most important
features of vertical integration
is contract farming . Contract
farming means t h a t either processors, suppliers, or
retailers enter into various
types of contractual arrangements with farmers for the
production of some products.
Contracts, quite often, specify
the quantity, quality and price
of; the product. Iri fact, t h e
farmer gives up his opportunities for profit but , also, to a
considerable extent the risk for
more and better security.
The integrated co-op faces
many new responsibilities: 1—
meeting new needs; 2—p r o
viding better management; 3
—assuming business risks; 4—
education of members and 5
—research , etc.
Two of these deserve special attention . First , the extent to which co-ops will be
able to meet new responsibilities and opportunities will depend upon their leaders. Their
functions have become t w o fold: 1—they have to run a
multi-function association a n d
2—they have to educate their
members as to the basic co-op
objectives. That is, they have
to be both the ideological ss
well as business leaders.
It is certainly not an exaggeration to say that the future of co ops depends upon
the ability of their leaders to
meet both challenges. Secondly but equally important is research which gives necessary
information and standards for
operating efficient business
units.
Unfortunately full advantage
has not always been taken of
research findings. In many Instances co-ops have been negligent to use them and many
valuable research reports have
died in managers' files.
With increased responsibilities new opportunities have devcloped for co-ops. Such opportuniti es . can be exploited
only if responsibilities a r e
faced and adequately dealt
with. Some of the new opportunities that will open up to
the co-ops as the result of (he
process of vertical integration
are greater sayings , improved
services and increased bargaining power.
But new opportunitie s a n d
responsibilities bring m a n y
problems. One of . them is the
use of accumulated savings
accruing to the co op. Suppose
for example that certain department s in a vertically integrated co-op are in the black
and others in the red. Should
savings be distributed acrossthe-board or only to those departments where they hnve occurred?

that process of vertical integration seems inevitable and
should continue in the future.
A farmer lfi not able to accomplish vertical integration
by himself. It could be best
done through co-ops. And coops, in a new situation , a r e
faced with the necessity of
making far reaching changes
in their operations if they are
to meet the new challenges
confronting them.
Svetozar Peyovich,
St, Mary's College
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WHAT

me was that Kennedy a n d
Khrushchev should meet frequently, not just when a crisis developed . He contended
, that when two sensible men
met frequently they could adj ust all problems between the
word's two most powerful nations.
But according to the Red
Chinese editorial : "It is precisely with these unscientifi c
absurdities that renegades attempt in vain to negate completely the Marxist-Leninist
scientific analysis of imperialism, to deny that Imperialism
is the source of war in modern times and that U.S, imperialism is the enemy of
world peace.
"They try by such means to
lull the vigilance of the people, to shield such acts of aggression of U.S. imperialism ,
and to give an even freer
hand to prepare for the unleashing of a new world war. "
These are only some of the
highlights of , the 5,000-WOrd
blast at the head of an important Communist country—a
blast which indicates the upheaval now taking place inside
the Communist world.

DES MOINES, Iowa W)-Dr .
.John A. Saunders, a resident
in pediatrics at a Des Moines
hospital , knows that in at least
one area his wife is the hoss.
She is Dr . Carol Spellman
Saunders, and she is the chief
pediatrics resident ut the hospital .
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ence on governments in most
countries.
"Tito tries io gmake people
believe that only 'wise men'
are needed to bring about
world peace," continued t h e
Red Chinese diatribe. "According 'to him, 'wise men"
would not entertain the thought
of : war. In Tito's eyes, U.S.
imperialist leaders, such as
Kennedy are 'wise men.' "

YES, DR. WIFE
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Vears ago it was llie Democrats who
always accused the Republicans of trying
to "buy " elections by vast campaign
spending. Nowadays few persons with functioning eyes and ears could believe .such an
accusation ',
BUT THIS ii nol a partisan Issue. If the

? *

WASHINGTON—The harvest of reaction from
around the country in the wake of the Cuban
crisis shows many variants from panic fear to
cynical disbelief in the peril.
But, above all, it reflects overwhelming support for the President throughout the ordeal.
This was so impressivethat it could not have
escaped the Kremlin and it may have been a
factor in the final decision. The usual pickets
paraded outside the White House, some for and
some against the blockade. Small organizations
of earnest believers in peace,
such as the Committee for a
Sane Nuclear , Policy, concentrated on trying to counter the demand for more drastic action,
including an invasion to overthrow Fidel Castro.
If a n y demonstration! had
been needed of how negligible
the Communist influence is in
this country the Cuban crisis
supplied it. In view of what had
been quite obvious before Cuba,
the fear - the almost-paranoid
Childs
fear — of some Americans is
hard to understand:; The fact that a few of the
tired old hacks of communism are allowed to
speak on college campuses throws them into a
spasm of denunciation and protest.

ludicrous. How often have you read that a
candidate 's pre election report shows he
has received no contributions and has
spent $262?

reporting of campaign spending ia a desir-

¦

By MARQUIS CHILDS

THE RESULTS era curious, and often

The point need not be labored. Even
when the final post-election report on campaign finances is made, it generally discloses only the tip of the iceberg. By far
the largest part of the campaign spending
remains hidden.

'

President Gets
Full Support

The reason for this, on the federa l level ,
for example , is that the law requires a
candidate for Congress to report only on
what ho personally receive? and spends .
The so-called "volunteer ^ committees ,
which often handle virtually all of a candidate 's campaign finances , are not required to report.

Do you ifharvel that this modest sum
could provide all that radio and TV time ,
all those newspaper ads, all .those lawn
signs, billboards and the rest?
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The Daily Record
Winona Funerals
Wellington Stinson

Wellington (Bill) Stinson, 68, Elgin Hotel, died at 7:15 p.m. Wednesday at Community Memorial
Hospital after a short illness,
He was born here Aug. 26, 1894,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Stinson, and was a lifelong resident of
the vicinity. He had been a farm
worker and never married .
Survivors are: A brother , Henry,
La Crosse, and two sisters, Mrs.
Gladys Hill, La Crescent, and Mrs.
Ruth Schumate, La Crosse.'
Funeral services will be held at
10:30 a.m. Saturday at Fawcett
Funeral Home, the Rev. N. E.
Hamilton, Calvary Bible Church ,
officiating. Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery. Friends may call
from 7 to 9 p.m. Friday.

At Community
Memorial Hospital

Two-State Deaths
Ervin W. Sieker

Visiting houri: Medical entf xurgleal FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special )
patients: 2 to and 7 to «:30 p.m. (no — Ervin W. Sieker, 65, Fountain
children under *12).
Maternity patients: 2 to 1:30 and 7 to City Rt. l, died Wednesday morn1:30 p.m. (adults only>.
ing at his home in Bohri's Valley.
He had complained of not feeling
WEDNESDAY
well but
¦ had not been ill previousAdmissions
" ¦ * .: * .
ly*
Miss1 Helen Curtis, 262 Wilson St. He was born Oct. 1, 1887/ on the
The . Rev. William Leiwler, St. farm where he lived, son of Henry
Peter Martyr Priory.
and Bertha Litscher Sieker. He
Mrs. Phillip¦ Hicks, 119 W. King lived in this area all his life and
;
st. . . •
.*
had beep a cream hauler for the
Willard Ward , 958 W. King St. Fountain City Cooperative CreamRobert R. Buege, 853 E. Mark ery 28 years. He never married.
St.' .
He was president of the Bohri's
Baby Tony Holter, H o u s t o n, Valley Cemetery Association and a
Minn.
member of St. John 's United
Joseph T. Dettle, 476 Lafayette Church of Christ.
• .
St. . . "
Survivors \ include two sisters,
Births
Mrs. William H. (Mildred) DuellMr. and Mrs. James Runkle Jn, man, Fountain City, and Mrs. Raymond (Evelyn) Ziegler, Bohri' s
360 Pelzer St., a son.
Municipal Court
Mr. and Mrs. Gary G. Morken , Valley; one niece, Sharon Ziegler,
452% W. Wabasha St., a daughter. and six nephews, Gary, Cletus,
WINONA
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Cada, 919 Neil, aid Rodney Ziegler, Milo
Forfeits:
Duellmann and Robert Sieker. His
Mrs. Ella G. Schuminski, Min- E. Wabasha St., a Son.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Gappa , 302V4 parents, a sister, and a brother
nesota City, $25 on a charge of
have died.
speeding 38 m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. Mankato Ave., a son.
Funeral services will be Saturday
zone. She was arrested by police
Discharges
at 5th arid Lee streets at -8:45 Ronald L, Corey, 1760 W. Waba- at 10 a.m. at St. John 's United
Church of Christ, the Rey. George
a.m. Wednesday.
sha St.
H. Schowalter officiating) Burial
John R. Peterson , Rushford ,
Mrs. Leo V. Jilk, Minnesota City, will be in the Bohri's Valley CemeMinn., $5 on a charge of failure
¦
tery. . . . . ' ¦ ¦.
to pay a parking meter violation. Minn .
Michael
Cyert
arid
baby,
Mrs.
He was arrested at police beadFriends may call at Colby Funerquarters at 2 p.m. Wednesday. 117 E. Howard St.
John McCaffrey. 174 E. Sth St. al Home Friday afternoon and eveTREMPEALEAU COUNTY
Miss Carrie Carlson, Rushford , ning and Saturday until 8:45 .a.m.,
then at the church .
AVHITEHALL, Wis. (Special ) - Minn.
Trempealeau County, court cases Baby Wayne A. Sing, . Fountain
Mrs. Knut Amble
heard by Judge A. L. Tvvesnie City, Wis.
WHITEHALL
, Wis. (Special) Wednesday morning included:
Baby Craig W. Lockwood , 128 E.
Mrs. Knut Amble, 54, Whitehall ,
Robert S. Knutson, B l a i r , Mark St.
died unexpectedly Wednesday at
charged with reckless driving and
Baby Keith Lockwood, 128 E.
1:45 p.m. at Tri-County Memorial
misuse of license plates, pleaded Mark St.
Hospital. She had been a patient
guilty to both counts. He was fined
there since the previous evening
$50 plus $3 costs, or 15 days in the
OTHER BIRTHS
when taken there following a sud-,
county jail on the first count , and
den illness.
$25 or io days on the second count.
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (SpeFine and costs were paid.
cial)—Mr . and Mrs. Knute Myhre, The former Jessie Louise ArneRonald Scheiber, A r e a d i a , Spring Grove* a daughter Friday son, she was born Aug. .19, 1908, in
charged with hit and run , pleaded at the local hospital. Mrs. Myhre the Town of Preston to Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Arneson. She was marguilty. He was fined $50 plus $3 is the former Bernice, Lane.
ried Nov. 19, 1931, and the couple
costs. Fine and costs were paid.
had lived in Whitehall. Mr. Amble
Forfeitures :
IMPOUNDED DOGS
operates a jewelry store.
Charles R. -Anderson , Ettrick,
on a charge of speeding, $15 plus No. 1603—Male, yellow, no liSurvivors are : Her husband and
two
daughters, Miss Audrey Am$3 costs.
cense, first day,
. Richard A. Bremer, Arcadia Rt.
ble, Whitehall , and Mrs. Charles
Available for good home:
(Irene) Roskos, Winner , S. D., and
1, on a charge of passing in a
Male, black puppy, part Labrano-passing zone, $15 plus &S costs. dor.
two sisters, Mrs. Joe ( Inez ) SelenGlendon K . Wilcox, Independski, Sacramento, Calif., and Miss
ence, on a charge of failure to have
Myrtle Arneson, La Crosse.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
proper management and control,
Funeral services will be Satur$15 plus $3 costs.
Flow—16,400 cubic feet at .8 a.m. day at 2 p.m. at Our Savior's Lutheran Church , the Rev. O. G. Bii keBUFFALO COUNTY
today.
land officiating. Burialwill be in
ALMA, Wis. (Special ) - The
WEDNESDAY
Lincoln Cemetery.
following cases were disposed of
1:10 p.m.—Coast Guard Cutter
Friends may call at Johnson
Monday morning in Buffalo County
Fern , 1 barge, upstream.
Funeral Chapel Friday afternoon
court:
7:40 p.m.—Walter G. Hougland , and evening and at the church SatGary : Flury, Cochrane, forfeited
4 barges, upstream.
urday after 10 a.m.
$13 on a charge of an! arterial vio9:40 p.m.—Carlouis, 15 barges,
lation on County Trunk E. He was
Frank Miller
arrested by Fred Glander , Alma upstream.
10:30 p.m.—James R. Hines, 4.i WABASHA, Minn. (Special)—
city police officer, Oct. 31.
Frank Miller , 83, lifelong WabaAlbert L. Loechler, Wabasha , barges upstream.
11:50 p.m.—Glenda S.,. 8 barges, sha resident, died at 12:30 a.m.
forfeited $38 on a charge of inattoday at St. Elizabeth's Hospital
tentive driving (running off the upstream.
Small craft—none.
after an illness of two years.
road)i Traffic Officer Henry ZeiHe was born here Oct. 4, 1879.
chert arrested him Oct. 20.
He attended St. Felix High School
William Bjork , Alma , forfeited a Pope John Appeals
and La Crosse Business College
fine of $13 on a charge of an arahd married Lilly Ann Weir here
terial violation. He was arrested For Charity. Justice
Apri l 9, 1907.
by Glander in Alma Saturday.
He became a partner in LoechVATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Milo Duellman , Fountain City,
charged with reckless driving in John XXIII appealed Wednesday ler & Miller Men 's Clothing Store
Waumandee Oct. 20, was fined $100 for justice and charity for all the in July 1905 and it became
Miller & O'Flaherty Men 's Clothing
and costs. Zeichert arrested him. needy peoples of the world.
The Roman Catholic ruler told in January 1915. He retired in
The following cases were handled
at MONDOVI Oct. 31.- Robert Kel- his weekly general audience : 1952.
He was a member of the Waly, Strum, forfeited $13 on a charge "•Listening to the news that comes
of an arterial violation in Mqndo- to us from afar , we hear that basha Knights of Columbus and
vi Oct. 28. Chief of Police Carl millions of persons are dying of of the Catholic Order of Foresthunger. There are far off points ers. He was once treasurer of the
Swain arrested him.
Cecil Odegard , Mondovi, forfeit- in the world where, despite all we eOF .
Survivors are: His wife; one
ed a fine of $14 on a charge of say and do; people do not succeed
driving 37 miles an hour in a 30- in obtaining what they have a full son, Richard , Rochester; one
daughter, Mrs. B. J. (Dorothy)
mile zone at Mondovi Oct. 19. right to. " "
Bouquet , Wabasha , and 11 grandSwain arrested him.
children.
pleaded guilty to a charge of failST. CHARLES
Funeral services will be 9:30
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) ing to stop for a stop sign. He a.m. Saturday at St. Felix Cathopaid
a
fine
of
$10.
He
was
arrestcases
were
heard
following
—The
lic Church, Wabasha , the Rt .
by Special Municipal Judge R, K. ed by the Highway Patrol.
Rev. Msgr . John A. Mich officiatCharles J. Trubl , Winona , plead- ing. Burial will be in the church
Stebbins:
Robert R. Dahl , Fountain , Minn., ed guilty to a charge of speeding. cemetery. Pallbearers will be
pleaded guilty to a charge of hav- He was arrested by the Highway John "Butch" McDonald , Walter
ing an open bottle of liquor in his Patrol for driving 66 m.p.h. in a Bruner, Dean Plank , Walter Bacar and to driving after suspen- 55 m.p.h. zone, He paid a fine of low . Martin J. Healy and George
sion of his driver ' s license. He $16.
Erding.
Ronald LV Allen , Fountain ,
paid fines totaling $50. The license
Friends may call Friday afterplates and registration card for Minn., paid a fine of $25 after he noon and evening at ABbott-Wise
Ihe car were impounded. Dahl pleaded guilty to a charge of care- Funeral Home. Rosary will be
less driving. He was arrested by said at 8:30 p.m.
was arrested by city polite,
Jack F. Heim , St , Charles, city police.

Henry G. Stephens

LEWISTON , Minn , ~ Funeral
serv ices for Henry G. Stephens
were held this afternoon at Watkowski Funeral Home. Winona, the
Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski
officiating, Burial was in Immaculate Conception Cemetery, Wilson .
Pallbearers were : Foiir grandsons—Richard , Rober t and William Beckei* and John Gilbert sonand Richard Groskl and Robert Sobeck.

Herman Werner

FRENCH FRIES 12*
HAMBURGERS 15C
TRIPtE-THICK SHAKES 20c

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Hiflhway -41 Service Road Wtst ol Junction 14

. PLAINVIEW , Minn. (SpecinllHerman Werner , 78. died Wednesday night at Community Memorial Hospital , Winona. He had been
hospitalized for two months.
He was born in Wabasha County
May 9, 1884, son of Gust ave and
Minnie Werner. He married Rose
Karsten Dec. 27, 1914, at Elgin.
They farmed in the Plainvi ijw
'j f tj l L area. She died in 1945.
Survivors include two sons , Lyle
__V__\
v and Lester , Plainview; one daugh¦
l ter , Mrs , Arthur Folkert , Millville ;
**Y*\
six grandchildren , 19 great-grand\\

WEATHER FOR ECAST .' . .* * . Snow showers
from Virginia south. It will be warmer on the
are expected tonight in northern New England,
Atlantic coast and throughout the Plains and
northern New York, western Montana and Ida- V southern Rockies; cooler from the eastern Lakes
ho while rain is forecast for Washington, Oregon
area southwestward into Texas. (AP Photofax
and northern California ,, eastern Montana and
Map ) .
North Dakota and the Atlantic coastal states

WEATHER
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30-DAY FORECAST . .. . These maps, based on those supplied by the United States VWeather Bureau , forecast below to
near normal precipitation for Southeastern Minnesota during the? ?
next 30 days. Temperature outlook for the same period is below
normal . CAP Photofax Map )

exception of 1934 when Franklin
I>. Roosevelt's New Deal was riding high.
While the administration gained
strength in the Senate, it was
there that it needed help the least.
In the House/ where Kennedy 's
proposals most frequently fell
afoul of opposition from Republicans and Southern Democrat s,
the GOP whittled down the DemRACINE AND Beloit hit the high ocratic majority.
of 48 Wednesday. Park Falls and
Over-all, the comple-xion of ConSuperior managed a peak of only gress does not appear to have
35.
been changed much although
Douglas, Wyo., set the national
low of 14 early today, compared
with the high of 92 at Yuma ,
Ariz., and Thermal, Calif., Wednesday.

crats held 263 and the Republicans 174,
Two seats were wiped out bv
reapportionment. The Democrats,
in effect, absorbed the loss of
these seats and in addition had
suffered a net loss of four seats
to the Republicans.
A White House spokesman contrasted these GOP inroads in the
House wit h what he said was an
average loss of 49 House seats
by Democratic administrations In
midterm elections in the past.
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Please accept my sinters

ROLUE TUST

He also said that the average
loss in the Senate for the party
in power has been seven or eight
seats since World War I, with the

REGISTER OF DEEDS

Republicans failed to make tha
gains they had hoped for in congressional races, but the GOP national chairman , William E. Miller , said he did not see in this
"in any way an endorsement of
the New Frontier and its programs."
The new line-up in the Senate
will be 68 Democrats and 32 Republicans. This lifts the Democratic majority to the highest
peak since they won 69 seats in
the 1938 election. They had a 6*1-36
margin in the outgoing Congress.
In the House, where 435 seats
were at stake this year , the Democrats captured 258 and the ReMilitary Installations
publicans 176 and the Democrats
In Florida Beefed Up were leading in one undecided
race in Alaska. If the Democrats
KEY WEST , Fla. (AP ) — Sol win this , they will have a hefty
diers continued today to beef up majority of 83,
mil itary installations strung along
Even so, th-t Democratic majorIhe Florida Keys facing the coast
of Cuba. Jet fighter planes blast- ily will be less than it was in. tlie
ed over the Florida Straits around 87th Congress when there Mere
437 house seats nnd the Demollie clock.
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18 KARAT GOLD PLATED

I Golden Car Key
Person-allied Wllh

Your 0wn
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¦•Ar This handsoim Ilk gold plaH i car key and kty ring It yours
ABSOLUTELY FREE wh»n you «njoy any MEW First National
Bank Sarvlc*.
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FLAMELESS ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS CAN BE
INSTALLED ANYWHERE ,..NEW LOW RATE,TOO !
Electric Water Heaters can bo installed any where— in a
closet, in the attic or in Jjtn unused crawl space. No vent*
inp- or flues neede<l because they're f lameless,
NO PILOT, NO FUEL, nothing to set, check or forget
. . . oneiric water heaters are not only f lameless but
cof ivpleleluautomatic. ,
SO CLEAN , TOO because there's no burning of fuel
. . . you 'll see tlie briohler difference throughout tho
house. And economical to operate thanks to a new low
Electric Water Heating Rate recently put in effect by
NSP. Before j/ou ltuy, build or remodel, get all the facts.
Talk to a plumber, dealer, electrical contractor or
MSI* NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

¦
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there will be 10 new senators and
58 new members of the House.
In neither party were the top x
leaders unseated.
The last two Senate races to
be decided were the re-election
of Democrats Lister Hill of Alabama and Ernest Gruening of
Alaska.
The final tally of the House
races, with only the one seat in
Alaska to be heard from , showed
the Republicans had captured 11
Democratic seats and the Democrats seven Republican seats.

children ; one brother, Henry,
Rochester, and one sister , Mrs.
William Henn , La Crosse.
Funeral services will be at 3:30
p.m. Friday at lmrnanuel Lutheran
Church , the Rev, Rodney Riese officiating. Burial will be in Elgin
Cemetery.
Friends may call at JohnsonSchriver Funeral Home until 2
p.m. Friday and at the church after 2:30 p.m.
Pallbearers will be Franklin and
Arthur Folkert , Dana Wentworth ,
Paul Liebenow and John and
George Lewis.
¦
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Low temperatures and .occasional snow impressed upon WISCONSIN the imminence of winter today. 7
At mid-morning, light snow was
reported at Eaii Claire, Wausau
and Lone Rock; Most parts of the
state reported some -snow flurries
Wednesday, with the most falling
in the north. Park Falls had onehalf to one inch of snow but it
melted almost as fast as it fell.
Temperatures early t o d a y
ranged from 22 at Superior to 36
at Milwaukee. Park Falls had 25,
Wausau 27 , Eau Claire 30, Lone
Rock, Madison 33, Green Bay 34,
Beloit 35 and Milwaukee 36.

Both Parties Find
Some Good News

K.
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Colder Weather
Expected Saturday

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr,
Albany, cloudy *.' . . .? 44 32 7
Albuquerque , clear ... 61 33 ..
Atlanta , cloudy ..... J . 60 49 ..
Bismarck, clear ...... 41 24 ,.
Boise, cloudy ....... 53 .31 .An overclouded sky and about
Boston , cloudy ....... 48 39
the same, temperatures is the
Chicago, cloudy ...... 52 38 T weather outlook for Winona and
Cleveland, cloudy
48 41 .03 yicinity tonight and Friday.
Denver , clear . . . . . . . . 49 21 .*, ' But the Saturday story is difDes Moines, cloudy ' .. : 48 32 V, ferent. Then , says the weatherDetroit , cloudy .. ...... 50 39 .. man, scattered light rain or snow
Fairbanks, cloudy ..... 25 22 T and colder is expected. A low of
Fort Worth , clear .... 64 44 .86 25-30 is predicted for tonight and
Helena , cloudy ....... 51 25 .. a high of 36-40 for Friday.
Honolulu , clear .*.' ..... 85 73 ..
WINONA HAD a high WednesKansas City, clear ... 60 30 ..
Los Angeles, clear ... 79 56 ,. day afternoon of 40. Overnight the
Memphis, cloudy ..... 65 49 .29 temperature dropped to 32 and it
Miami, cloudy ' ..:.
was only 34 at noon today.
77 74
A year ago today the high was
Milwaukee, snow ... 46 36 T
Mpis.,St. Paul , cloudy 39 30 ,. 35 and the low 24. All-time high
New Orleans, cloudy . 65 60 .04 for Nov. 8 was 69 in 1931 and the
New York , cloudy .... 51 44 . ' .*. low 13 in 1892 and 1925. Mean for
Omaha , clear . . . . . . . 45. 22 .. the past 24 hours was 36. Normal
Philadelphia , cloudy . 53 34 V.. for this day is ; 39.
Phoenix, clear ¦- < . . . . . . 86 45 ..
International Falls reported the
Portland , Me., cloudy . 48 35 . .. lowest reading in Minnesota this
Portland , Ore., rain . 59 49 .68 morning, 17. It was 23 at Bemidji
Rapid City, clear .... 50 22 .. and Duluth. Rochester posted a
St. Louis; cloudy .... 60 34 .. morning reading of 29 after a
Salt Lake City, clear . 55 27 .. Wednesday high of 40. La Crosse
San Francisco, clear . 69 57 • .*. temperatures for the same times
Seattle, cloudy . . . . . . 57 50 .16 were 32 and 43.
Washington , cloudy ... 55 40 ' ..
(T—Trace)
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stag* Today Clig,
Red Wing ........ 14 2.5 + .2
Lake City ........ .. 6.1 ¦+ .1
Wabasha . . . . . . . . . 12 6.9 — .1
Alma Dam , T.W., .. 4.1 ¦* .. *. . *
Whitman Dam ... .. 2.2 .
Winona Dam, T.W. . '.* , 3.4 — .1
By JOHN CHADWICK
VVinonai l.......... 13 5.5 — .2 WASHINGTON (AP) - DemoTrempealeau Pool .. 10.1 — .2 crats and Republicans alike found
Trempealeau Dam .. 4.2 + .1 something to cheer about today
Dakota ..?.., .-. ... .. 7.6 + .1 in the make-up of the new 38th
Dresbach Pool .... .. 9.0 + .1 Congress that will convene on
Dresbach Dam ... .. . 2.0 ..* ... Jan . 9.
La Crosse . . . . . .. . 12 4.9
For the Democrats, the big talkTributary Streams
ing point was ' that they had not
Chippewa at Durand... 3.1 -f .3 suffered the big losses that usualZumbro at Theilman . .28.7 — .1 ly befall the party in power in. an
Tremp'leau at Dodge .—0.1 + .1 off-year election.
Black at Galesvllle ... 1.6 — .1 President Kennedy said in a
La Crosse at W . Salem 2.2 -f .1 statement issued by the Whit;
Root at Houston ....:. 6.6 -f .1 House that he was heartened by
RIVER FORECAST
the outcome of Tuesday 's elec(From Hastings to Guttenberg )
tions and was certain Congress
There will be little change in would meet its responsibilities "in
river stages in this district for a progressive and vigorous manthe next 24 hours.
ner. "
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WAUMANDEE, Wis. — Miss
Mary Lou Benusa, Rochester,
Minn., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Benusa, Waumandee, became the bride of Kent A. Hailing, son of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Hailing, Rochester, Oct. 27 at St.
Boniface Catholic Church.
The Rev. Emit Hodnik officiated at the 11 a.m. ceremony. Lighted candles and pompons were
used on the altar. Sister M. Catherine, organist, played traditional music and accompanied the
Misses Jeanie Zeller, Barbara
Zeller, Geraldine Persick and
Peggy Persick as they sang ''Ave
Marie" when the bride placed a
bouquet of red roses at the altar
of the Blessed Virgin.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Crump

Exhibit Added
To Christmas
Workshop
Announcement was made today
of ah additional exhibitor at the
Christmas Craft Workshop to be
held Friday at the YMCA. A craft
table of exhibits of projects for
children will be conducted by the
Misses Pat McGinnis and Kathy
O'Connor of the Catholic Recreational Center. They will demonstate articles that can be made of
construction paper.
The workshop will also consist of displays and demonstrations of a wide variety of Christmas crafts. The event Is open to
the public from 1 to 8 p.m.
This annual event is sponsored
by the Group Work Organization
•which consists of the professional
workers of the YMCA, YWCA,
Girl and Boy Scouts, Catholic Recreational Center, the Park Recreation Department, and the Red
Cross.

Primary Grades
To Entertain
Dakota PTC
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) -Dakota Village Parents and Teachers Club will meet Monday night.
Students of the Primary rooim,
(1st and 2nd graders) under supervision of .their teacher, Mrs. Merrill Holland, are in charge of the
entertainment for the evening. Serving committee is as follows: The
Mmes. Francis Beach, Otto Dobrunz, Edward Strupp and Joe
Brown.
The club has announced that the
November Sock Hop will be held
November 16, Lindy Shannon providing the music.

Judith Peterson Plans
December Wedding
LA CRESCENT, Minn.—The engagement of Miss Judith G. Peterson , daughter of Mrs. Harry Peterson, Rochester, Minn., and the
late Harry Peterson , is announced
by her mother. Miss Peterson has
chosen Dec. 1 as the date for her
marriage to Victor Johnson, Rochester, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank J. Johnson, rural La Crescent. Miss Peterson attended St.
Cloud State College and is employed at Mayo Clinic. Her finance ,
a 1961 graduate of La Crosse State
College, Is employed at Mayo
Clinic.
TOWNSEND/ CLUB >

Arvis Moe Weds
Kenneth Crump
BLAIR, Wis.—Fagerries Lutheran Church was the scene Oct. 27
for the marriage of Miss Arvis
Moe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Moe, and Kenneth Crump ,
son of Mrs. Odeli Hanvold, Osseo,
Wis.
The Rev. K. M. Urberg performed the ceremony in a setting
of yellow chrysanthemums. Alvin
Instefjord , La Crosse; sang "'0
Perfect Loye," "0 Happy Home"
and "Lord's Prayer."
MISS MAE McWeeny, Minneapolis, was maid of honor and Miss
Jeanette Skogstad, Eau Claire,
and Miss Shirley Buss, Madison,
Wis., were bridesmaids. Best man
was Anton Larson and groomsmen
were Howard Jermstad and Ralph
Lee, all of Osseo. Ushers were
Erling Anderson, Arcadia, and LeRoy Hagen, Osseo. Sue and Craig
Anderson, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Anderson, Winona ,
were flower girl and ringbearer.
The bride's tissue taffeta floorlength sheath was made with
scoop neckline fashioned w i t h
Rosepoint lace appliques and seed
pearls, long sleeves and taffeta
oyerskirt forming a train. A crown
of pearls held her veil and she
carried yellow- cymbidium orchids,
stephanotis and ivy.
The attendants wore green embossed sheaths and pillbox headdresses with veils. They carried
yellow spider chrysanthemums.
The flower girl wore a white floorlength frock with net overskirt and
carried a basket of yellow pompons.
A reception in the church basement followed the ceremony. For
travel to Northern Wisconsin she
chose a black knit suit. The couple is at home at 2330 Starr Ave.,
Eau Claire. The bride is a graduate of Whitehall High School and
Bethesda Hospital School of Nursing, St. Paul , and the bridegroom
is a graduate of Osseo High
School. She is employed as a registered nurse at Luther Hospital,
Eau Claire, and he is a barber
at Eau Claire.

THE BRIDE choss a floorlength gown of white peau de
soie fashioned with square neckline trimmed with pearls and sequins and three quarter-length
sleeves. Fcrur rose motifs were
used on the full skirt. Her veil
of silk illusion was held by a
crown of pearls and sequins. Slie
carried a cascade of red roses
with white satin streamers.
Miss Mary Ann Schmidtkneclit,
Minneapolis, was maid of honor.
She wore a blue velveteen streetlength dress styled with scoop
neckline and three quarter-length
sleeves. A matching headpiece
held her short veil. She carried
white spider chrysanthemums
and wore a gold necklace, gift
of the bride.
Terry Schultz, Kenosha, Wis.,
cousin of the bridegroom , was
best man. Jon Larson, Kenosha,
and Dennis Benusa , cousin bf the
bride, ushered.

Homer Methodist
Church
SMORGASBORD
Starting af S p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 10
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MR. AND MRS. AL BIEDLER/751 Cromwell Ave., St. Paul,
former Fountain City, Wis. . residents, will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary Nov, 17 at 8 p.m. at the Eagles Club Room,
113 University Ave., St. Paul. Al Biedler and the former Grace
Murr were married Nov. 20, 1912, at Fountain City. They have one
son, Willard, St. Paul , 11 grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren.f

Eleva Women's Club
YWGA Worl d
Fellowship Group Honors Past President
ELEVA, Wis. (Special ) -r- Mrs
Unpacks Imports Clarence
Craven, past president o

Members of the World Fellowship committee of the YWCA are
unpacking boxes of gift items from
Norway, Sweden and Denmark for
the smorgasbord supper and import sale Saturday at 5 p.m. at
the YWCA.
The sale will feature unusual
knick-knacks, Christmas decollations and accessories.
Mrs. Paul Sanders is chairman
of the committee assisted by Mrs.
Daniel Schmidt, sale: -. chairman ;
Mrs. George Goodreid, Mrs. William
Miller, Mrs. Lyle Morcomb,
MRS. BENUSA , mother of the Mrs. E.
L. Ragar and Mrs. D. R.
bride, wore a green wool dress Kiral.
with black accessories and Mrs.
Hailing, the bridegroom 's moth- CIRCLE 7
er, chose a brown wool suit with Circle 7 of St. Matthew's Luthlight brown accessories. Their eran Church will meet tonight at
corsages were white and bronze 7:30 at the home of Mrs. Jonas
chrysanthemums.
Moor, 709 Huff St.
A dinner-reception was held in
St. Boniface School Hall follow- LUTEFISK SUPPER
ing the ceremony. Miss Vicki STRUM , Wis. (Special) — The
Hailing was in charge of the lutefisk supper served at Strum
guest book. Mrs. Arnold Check- Grade School Friday was attendalski and Miss Pat Benusa cut the ed by 1260 persons. Proceeds from
cake. Miss Joan Drazkowski, the supper are used by the Parent
Miss Doris Kochendorfer and Teachers Organization for needs
Mrs. Orville Hailing were in of the school and students.
charge of gifts. The Misses Lois
Zeller, Elsie Rippley, Minneapo- the bride wore a green wool dress
lis, Carol Pronchinske, La Crosse; with brown accessories.
Marge Bauer, Kay. Kuklinsfci, The bride attended Arcadia
Rochester, Marion Jaszewski, Wi- High S c h o o 1 and Rochester
nona, and Kay Zeller, Wauman- School of Practical Nursin g and
dee, were waitresses; Mrs. Al has been employed in the pedSlaby was in charge of the kitch- iatric ward at St. Mary's Hospien assisted by the Mmes. Louis tal, Rochester .The bridegroom,
Rippley, Norman Schaefer, 'War- a. graduate of Rochester High
ren Korte, Earl Benning, John School, is employed at IBM,
Veries and Leslie Brommer.
Rochester.
The bridegroom's parents were
The bridal couple is at home
at 1128 1st St., S.W., Rochester, hosts at the bridal dinner at Walfollowing a wedding trip to Chi- ly's Supper Club, Fountain City,
cago and Milwaukee. For travel Wis:

the Eleva Women's Civic Club
was honored at a dinner meetini
held at Don 's Country Club nea
Mondovi.
During a short business meeting
members roted to hold their an
nual Christmas party at the Elevj
Grade School Dec. 8. Mrs. Gar;
Hagriess and. Mrs. Eugene Seming
son are in charge of the program
Toys and clothing for the Christ
mas project are to be gift-wrapped
labelled and given to Mrs. Johi
Pi.?Skogstad by December 1.
The next meeting of the Civil
Club will be held at the gradi
school Dec. 6.
TRAIL RIDE

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.-Elevei
riders of the Trail Joggers clul
met Saturday for a ride 'from th
Stanley Bond farm to the Gleni
Heauser farm where they wen
guests of Mrs. Heauser for lunch
The trail was laid out by Pegg;
Heauser and David Bond prior t
the meeting. The Trail Joggers
next meeting will be Nov. 15 a
the Stanley Bond farm , Eagle Val
ley, Wis.
STRUM CIVIC CLUB

STRUM, Wis. (Special ) — Hugl
E. Sharp, president of Strum Com
mercial Club, played a tape re
cording of Ted Halvqrson Day foi
members of Strum Women's Civi<
Club meeting Monday evening a
the Village Hall. Hostesses wen
Mrs. Elizabeth Krieback, Mrs
Luella Hawkness and Mrs. Francii
Eide. Miss Eleanore Riphenbur*
will be hostess to members of th<
club at her home Dec. 3. Mrs
Esther Robbe, Mrs, Vivian Rong
stad and Mrs. Krieback will servi
on the Christmas party entertain
ment committee.

"a good place to trade " V
Phone 2876
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a completely new lipstick
experience. Also, new,
the pressed powder in
new triangle case . . .
truly the first compact
compact. See them in our
Cosmetic Aisles . . . lip-

'

$10.95 to $35
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white or black . . . priced
at 1.08. Also available,
regular stocking caps ln
wool or Orion ®.
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I regular price
1 5.98. Enjoy music by the
1 Eastman Pops Orchestra
I . . . the Detroit and Min|neapolis Symphony and
I others. Hear them in our
I Record Aisles.
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LP Albums '
famous
|
syrnI conductors
orchestras
to
your
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II collection by
I vantage
Mercury 's
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I er head and neck completely with the exeep|
tion of openings for eyes,
|
1 nose and mouth. In

\
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I in helmet style, they cov-

I $1.00
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1 pacts from 2.75 . . . both
1 with available refills.
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I Boys who skate and ski
and take to the cold , rug|
I ged outdoors , will want
I the new knitted masks
I that are available in our
I Boys' Aisles. Designed

cuts «. classic line .
\ '{
.and designs a. superbly
\ 1
simp le, but eleg»iit, coat of \ ';
,j *t£ribbed wool richl y collared \ l
with mink. Note the
\
graceful flow of the coat
|
os it falls softly from the
i
yoked back. Black, taupe,
^
wild rice, blue. Sizes 8-20.
%.
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Weekend Specials |

eutline like a pencil , apJ|
ply like a brush and are

jAom , OihqhuxL JoJuj &MotL

*** * I

Saturday, Nov. 10

I exciting cosmetic news is
1 the presentation by Fa% berge of the precious
I little golden triangle lipI sticks and contacts . . .
|
designed especially for
I the smaller handbags.
1 These triangle lipsticks

A THANK YOU

^^LmmW^mmW
*

Rummage Sale

if

TAYLOR , Wis. (Special)-Circles of the American Lutheran
C h u r c h W o m e n of Taylor Lutheran Church will meet as
follows: Sarah, Monday evening at
the church , Mrs. Alfred Waller and
Mrs. Gary Fitzpatrick as hostesses; Ruth , Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Willie Larson
with Mrs. Alvin Nelson as co-hostess; Mary, Tuesday at 8 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Walter Everson
with Mrs. W. Winkler as co-hostess; Martha , Tuesday at 8 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Harley Simonson; Rebecca , Nov . 14 at S p.m.
at the church with Mrs. Palmer
Dahl • and Mrs. Francis Peterson
as co-hostesses; Rachel , Nov.
14 at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ole Gilbertson ; Naomi , Nov. 16
at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Gordon Stalhcim.

fl-ML

SOfTUE^W

%

ARCADIA , Wis. (Special)-The
engagement of Miss Anna Mae
Marie Stanley to James K. Axness, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Axness Sr., is announced by her
father , M. E. Stanley, Chetek, Wis.
Mr. Axness is a 1962 graduate of
River Falls State College. Miss
Stanley will graduate from Stout
State College, Menomonie, Wis., in
January. No date has been set for
the wedding.

-w

THE BRIDE wore a floor-lengthgown of bridal satin fashioned with
MR. AND MRS. HELMER
princess bodice, scoop neckline
and long sleeves. Seed pearl ^pail- 7RANBERG, Washington Coulettes and Chantilly lace appliques lee, near Ettrick , TWis.. anwere used at the neck and waist- nounce the engagement of their
line of the gown. A double sash daughter Amy Joan , to Harfell from the waistline of her chap- old Tenneson, son of Mr. and
el sweep skirtV Her silk illusion
veil was held by. a pill box of Mrs. Basil Tenneson, Blair,
tulle accented with pearls and pail- Wis. Miss Tranberg is emlettes.
ployed at the Lutheran BrothMiss Mary Jo Taylor was maid erhood Insurance Company,
of honor and Miss Nancy Schad, Minneapolis. Mr. Tenneson is
mokes ALL your jgs|
bridesmaid. They wore copper col- enrolled at Minnesota Busior frocks styled with boat neckwash SOFT
Ut^j
'
lines, full skirts and matching ness College, Minneapolis. No
date
has
been
set
for
the
wedcrowns. They carried white with
ding;
tangerin e color chrysanthemums.
'¦
¦'
¦? .
Donald Lee, Altura , Minn., was
best man, and Arthur Melvin , SCOUT LEADER TRAINING
groomsman. Jarl Nelson, Roches- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)—Parter, and John Taylor , ushered.
ticipating in the training course
A reception for 150 guests was for volunteer trainers of Girl Scout
held in the church hall at 12:30 Leaders held at La Crosse Monday arid today are the Mmes. Verp.m. ".
The couple is at home in Plain- na Cantrell and S. B. Ivers, WhiteStarting at 1 p.m.
view following a two-week trip to hall; Mrs. Ray Nereng, Blair , and
California. Both bride and bride- Mrs. Ben Erickson, Ettrick. The
LABOR TEMPLE
groom are graduates , of: Plainview course, presented by Mrs. C. B.
High School.
Wethe, executive director . of RivSponsored by
erland Girl Scout Council, an d
Lecal 423 V
Mre; Milan Skuhdberg, assistant
AT HOME AFTER WEDDING
is on the . new Girl Scout
Mr, and Mrs. Roger Flattum are director,
program for 1963. '
at home at 73% E. 5th St., following a brief wedding trip. The
former Miss Jean Hunter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hun ter, 209 W. Mark St., and Mr. Flatturn, son of Mr. and Mrs. R o y
Flattum, 579 W. Sanborn St., were
Christmas Ornaments • Mechanical Toys • Dolls
* 4
married Sept. 22. Attendants were ^ •
Jewelry
Angels
Decorations
Lighters
lw
China
¦*
•
•
•
•
Miss Paidine Hunter, sister oi
¦
the bride, Miss Joaa Lake, Miss m '• '• Figurines • Ceramics • Giftware and then torn*I J
Joan Larson, Gary Flattum, brol tier of the bridegroom, Jerry Przytarski, Richard Rud of Kasson ,
Minn., R o g e r Rtimstick and V
159 East Third Street (Near Bus Depot)
d
George Gonnion. Sandra Hunter ,
V
OPEN
EVENINGS
TO
9
P.M.
sister of the bride, was flower girl
<
and Kent Flattum, brother of the
bridegroom, was ringbearer.

j Aisle ;

Anna Mae Stanley,
J. K. Axness Engaged

Y'

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)Trinity Lutheran Church, Lincoln,
¦was the scene of the marriage of
Miss Diane Biuhm io tarry Oelkers Oct. -27 at 1 p.m. The Rev.
Harold Schwertfeger officiated at
the ? ceremony,
The bride is the daughter of Mr .
and Mrs. Cleo Bluhm, rural Lake
City, and the bridegroom is the
•son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Oelkers , Zumbro Falls, Minn .
Miss Dana Bluhm , sister of the
bride, was maid of honor arid Dar- ¦
rell Oelkers, brother of the bridegroom was best man. The bride
and her attendant , wore brown ,
suits, and corsages of white, yellow and bronze chrysanthemums.
A reception for members of the
immediate families was given at
the home of the bride's parents,
following the ceremony. The bridal couple will make their home in
rural Lake City.

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special) Miss Kathryn Taylor , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Taylor, became the bride of James Melvin,
son of Mrs. Frank Melvin, OctV 20.
The 11 a.m. ceremony was performed by the Rev. S. E. Mulcahy at St. Joachim's Catholic
Church. White with tangerine
chrysanthemums were used on the
altar and white chrysanthemums
on the altar of the Blessed Virgin. Traditional organ ' selections
were played by Dominican Sisters of the church.

rownsend UUD NO . I wm meet TAYLOR CIRCLES

Friday at 8 p.m. at the West Recreation Center. Members are to
bring sandwiches f or lunch. A social hour and games will follow
the meeting.

Diane Bluhm;
Larry Oelkers
Exchange Vows

Plainview Couple
At Home After
Wedding Trip

Mary Benusa
Becomes Bride
Of Kent Ha 11 ing

HOME FURNISHINGS
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St.- Stanislaus Festiva l
Chairmen iNlamed

' ¦ '* ¦ '
II •

Mr. and Mre. Rog«r Thesing

Mr. apd Mrs. Jo-Jin, Moechnig

(M»rch Sfudlo)

Lady Bugs Install
Lake City Couple
Exchanges Vows Mrs; Kozlowskl
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special ) - Lady Gold Bug

Betty Brand Weds
Roger Thesing
LEWISTON, Minn. — Mr? and
Mrs. Roger Thesing are at home
at 272 E. 3rd St., "Winona; following
their marriage Oct. 20 at St. Rose
of Lima Catholic Church.
The bride is the forrner Miss
Betty Lou Brand , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Melviii Brand, and
Mr. Thesing is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Thesing.
The nuptial Mass was celebrated by the Rev7 J- Alan McShane
and servers were Brother Gilbert
Thesing, 0. P., St. Rose Priory,
Dubuque, Iowa, and Kenneth Thesing, Glen Ellen, 111. brothers of
the bridegroom. White, yellow and
bronze chrysanthemums were used
on the alter and; the bouquet for
the Blessed Virgin was of white
chrysanthemums. The girls choir
sang accompanied by Miss Rosemary Sim, organist.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father wore a floor-length
gown of Chantilly lace made with
sabrina neckline, long sleeves and
bouffant skirt? trimmed with seed
pearls and iridescent sequins. Her
silk illusion veil was held by a
cap. She carried yellow roses and
chrysanthemums.
Merchlewitz,
Mrs. V Richard
Stockton,, .was matron of honor.
Mrs. Merlin Burt; Lewiston, sister
of the bride, and Miss Marlys
Duellman , Uti<;a, were bridesmaids. Miss Nancy Brand j sister
of the bride, was junior bridesmaid. V
The matron of honor wore a
brown taffeta dress made with

yPersonal or Business /
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'V por Any Good Purpose/
See the Man
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The marriage of Miss Beverly
Lichtblau, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Julius Lichtblau , to J o h n
Moechnig, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Moechning, took place
Oct. 27 at St. John 's Lutheran
Church.
The 2 p.m. ceremony was performed by the Rev. Ralph Goede
before an altar decorated with
blue and white: bouquets. Mrs.
Richard Ellison, soloist, s a n g
"Whither Thou Goest,"? accompanied by. Bobert Juers, organist .
THE BRIDE, given In marriage

MR. AND MRS. EDWIN .
SERVAIS, Arcadia , Wis., announce the engagement of
their daughter , Karen , to Lee
Schmitt, gon of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Schmitt, Fountain City,,
Wis. A December wedding at
American Lutheran Church is
being planned.
boat neckline, three-quarter length
sleeves and large bow in the back.
Her headdress was a matching
bow with veil. The bridesmaids
wore similar dresses. Each carried
yellow and bronze chrysanthemums. Their pearl necklace and
earrings were gifts of the bride.
Miss Susan Brand, sister of the
bride, was flower girl. She wore
a floor-length white lace dress.
Lawrence Rinn , Lewiston, was
best man. Donald Thesing, brother
of the bridegroom, and James
Thesing, Lanesboro, cousin of the
bridegroom, were groomsmen.
Michael Thesing, brother of . the
bridegroom, was junior groomsman. Ushers were Richard Thesing, brother of the bridegroom ,
and Gerald Bublitz, Minnesota
City, cousin of the bride.
Dinner was served at the home

of the bride's grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. August Brand , 502 E.
Sanborn St., Winona. A reception
was held at the American Legion
Memorial Club, Winona from 2 to
6 p.m.
Assisting at the reception were
the Mmes. Michael Steuber, Ronald Wanek , Winona; Cuftin Krause ,
St. Charles : Lucille Halbakken ,
Lewiston; James Pelowski and
Mrs. Fred Krause, Lewiston ; and
the Misses Darlene Brand , Karen
Wanek, Louise Bublitz, Josephine
Bublitz, Audrey Rehse, Gloria
Wanek , Arlys Wacholz, Darlene
Schott, Rosemary Hundt.
The couple Mt on a trip to the
Black Hills of South Dakota. Both
are graduates of Lewiston schools.
The bride is employed at the
First National Bank, Winona , and
the bridegroom is employed at
IBM at Rochester.
A luncheon was served by the
bridegroom's parents following
rehearsal Oct. 19.

£7*Zk

by her father , wore a floor-length
gown of nylon lace fashioned with
fitted lonj sleeved bodice trimmed at Uie sabrina neckline with
sequins and pearls. Tiers of lace
cascaded into the chapel sweep of
the gathered skirt. Her veil of
French illusion was held by a
crown of crystals and pearls and
she carried a cascade bouquet of
red roses and stephanotis. H e r
crystal earrings and necklace were
gifts of the bridegroom.
Miss Dalores Lichtblau was her
sister's maid of honor. Miss Helen
Lichtblau , Rochester, Miss Kalhryn Lichtblau , Lake City, sisters
of the bride, and Miss Jean
Moechnig, Beaver Dam, Wis., sister of the bridegroom/were bridesmaids. Susan Danckwart , cousin
of the bride , was flower girl,
The atteadants wore street-length
turquoise dresses styled w i t h
scoop necklines, three quarterlength sleeves and sheath skirts
with bouffant oversltirts. T h e y
carried iouquets of white and turquoise chrysanthemums. The flower girl wore a floor-length frock
similar to that of the bride and
carried a basket of baby red roses.
Carl Moechnig, brother of the
bridegroom, was best man. Harold Moechnig, brother of the bridegroom. James Siewert, cousin of
the bride, and Wesley Moechnig
Jr., 1* brother of the bridegroom,
were groomsmen. Curtis Hoist,
cousin of the bride, and Byron
Bremer, cousin of the bridegroom ,
ushered . Waily Siewert , cousin of
the bride, was ringbearer.
MRS. LICHTLAU, mother

70VJ E. 4th St.
WINONA
Open Frl. Nife
Tel. 3375
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the bride, wore an olive green wool
dress with brown accessories. The
bridegroom's mother wore a dark
green wool frock and accessories.
They each wore a corsage of yellow roses.
A reception for 259 was held in
the church parlors with Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Sprick, hosts.
For travel to the south the bride
wore a grey plaid knit dress with
red accessories. The couple will
reside at 600% S. Lakeshore Dr„
Lake City. The bride, a graduate
of Wabasha Hi gh School has been
employed at Olmsted County Bank
& Trust Co., Rochester, Minn.
The bridegroom attended Lake
City High School and is employed
at Di-Areo, - Lake
City.
¦
- . a
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LUTHERAN WOMEN
LANESBORO, Minn. (SpeciaDPilot Mound Lutheran Women will
meet Wednesday at 2 p.m , Hostesses included the ; Mmes. Irvcn
Bornfleth , Alister Ferguson, Orvis
Redalen and Roger Aske.
HOSPITAL CLUB

INDUSTRIAL CREDIT
COMPANY

¥

Dates for the annual fall festival of St, V Stanislaus Catholic
Church are Nov. 17, 18 and 19.
Mrs. Edward Valentine is chairman, and Mrs. Vince Glomski, cochairman. '
Mrs. Alex Pellowski will be in
charge of the snack bar. St. Jude's
Guild will complete arrangements
¦for the dining room, with Mrs.
John Palubicki, chairman. St. Helen's Guild, Mrs7 Edmund Dulek,
chairman, will feature ? its hand
made" quilts and fancy work. Baked goods will be furnished by St.
Elizabeth and St. Mary Martha 's
Guilds. Chairman are Mrs. Joseph Orzechowski and Mrs. Willert Prigge.

SPRING GROVE, Minn. . (Special)—The Spring Grove Hospital
Club will meet Monday at 2 p.m.
in Trinity Church parlors. Hostesses will be the Mmes. Clarence
Ulven . Tom Thompson and Owen
Onsgard.
WOMEN'S COUNQL

Mrs. John Kozlowskl was Installed as Lady Gold Bug of the
Military Order of Lady Bugs,
Gnats, Circle 13, Tuesday evening at the VFW clubrooms . Mrs.
Clarence Thorpe was installing
officer.
Other officers installed were:
Lad* Katydid, Miss Virginia Nelson; lady butterfly, Mrs. Thorpe;
greedy bug, Mrs. Harry Wigant;
firefly, Mrs. Rose Rackow ; burriblefoot, Mrs. Edward Modjeski ;
spider, Mrs. Patrick Kukowski;
buttinski for three years, Mrs.
Leslie Ford.
Mrs. Kozlowskl will appoint other officers and chairman at the
next meeting.
Mrs. Elmer Lande reported two
barrels of clothing, 250 Christmas
booklets, 'five boxes of Christmas
materials and used jewelry had
been sent to the Indian day. school
at Kenora, Oni., Canada. She also stated that tray cards for Veterans Day and Thanksgiving had
been left at Community Memorial Hospital .
Miss Lillian Siegler, retiring
Lady Gold Bug, was presented
with a gift of money from the
members present and she in turn
presented each with a gift.
Lunch was served with Mrs.
Gerald Christopherson and Mrs.
Ford , hostesses.
A Christmas party will be held
at the Dec. 4 meeting at the clubrooms. Small gifts and secret pal
gifts will be exchanged during
the "social hour. Lunch hostesses
will be Mrs. G. G. Wendt, Mrs.
N.VJ. Smith and Mrs. Ann Lynch.

Centra l WSCS
Entertains Guests
On Anniversary
Woman 's Society bf Christian
Service guests from Ridgeway,
Money Creek , Stockton , Homer
and McKinley Methodist churches joined Central Methodist
WSCSmembers Wednesday afternoon for a dessert luncheon on
the anniversary of the society's
founding. Unit 2 under the direction of co-chairmen Mrs. B. W.
McCarron and Mrs. M. C. Davenport was in charge of the dessert
served in Guildhall.
Mrs. Milton Mason , Mankato,
Minn., speaking on "Frontiers
That Call Us " reminded listeners
that the spiritual faith and Christian love within each one are the
frontiers that make for joyous
and fruitful living.
Mrs . E. R. Streater, president,
presided at , the meeting and introduced tlie speaker. Announcement was made of the WSCS food
and gifts sale to be held in Guild
hall Nov. 27. That day from 11
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. hdmemade soup
and sandwiches will be served
with Mrs. Sen ta Duncan in charge
of the kitchen.

Garden Club
Donates Cookies
To Rest Home
LAKE CITY , Minn . (SpeciaDBittersweet Chapter of lhe Lake
City Garden Club exchanged cookies and donated cookies to the
Pepin View Rest Home Tuesday nt
a meeting at the home of Mrs,
Arleigh Schafer.
Officers elected were Mrs. Julius Giesler, president; Mrs . Elmer
Geppert , vice president; Mrs. Wesley Luikart , secretary; Mrs. Harry Francis, treasurer; Mrs. .John
Gerken , historian. Mrs, Bertha
Gamm wtis assistant hostess.

The women's council of lhe
Church of Christ will meet at 7:30
p.m. Friday at the home of Mrs.
William English , 1451 Gilmore
Ave. Mrs. Mae Sclftnldt is assistant hostess. Mrs. Harry McMillen
¦
will give the devotions. Tlie misOPEN
HOUSE
SHOWER
sionary study will be presented by
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (SpeMrs. Dayton Schwingcr.
cial)—An open house shower will
PANEL STUDY CLUB
be held in the Waterl oo Ridge LuSPRING GROV E, Minn. (Spe- theran Gliurch parlors lor Carol
cial)— The Panel Study Club Mon- Rosendahl Friday nt fl p.m.
day evening elected n new meni- Everyone is welcome.
ber s and announced that candy to
be sold by memb-ers is available. SPRING GROV E CONCERT
Mrs. Andrew Kj ome, president , SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Speannounced that the club has been cial)—A concert of choral music
awarded a certificate for 100 per- will bo presented by the vocal decent participation in the cancer partment of the Spring Grovo High
program. Mrs. Mtervin Dvorgsten School Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the
and Mra. Burnell Evenson took school auditorium. Part icipating
part in the program on "Music will be the junior liifili and high
Man. " Mrs, .Tables Evenson was school choirs nnd a hoys ensemhostess and Mrs. Ernest Ellitig- ble. The public is invited nnd there
will he no admission charge.
son , assisting hostess.

The Howe School Association
will be in charge of the country
store and games, with Mrs. Ralph
Wieczorek, chairman. Mrs. Florence Carlson will be in Charge of
the fish pond and Mr. and Mrs.
William Chuchna, soft drinks.
A treasure chest is being planned by the Catholic Youth Club;
the candy "booth will be conducted
by St. Jude's Guild, w"ith Mrs.
Harry Blank and Mrs. Dorothy
Masyga, chairmen.
" The parcel post booth will be
sponsored by St. Anne's Guild, with
Mrs. Harold Nelson, chairman.
Mrs. John Czaplewski is in charge
of special games.

Soroptimists
Discuss Style
Show Plans

Otto Larsens
To Celebrate
40th Anniversary

SPRING GROVE, l^inn. (Special) — The Rev. and Mrs. Otto
Larsen will celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary Sunday with
open house at the parsonage from
2 to 5 p.m.
Children of the couple are Mrs.
John (Margaret ) Johnson , Concord, N . H.; Mrs. David (Dorothy)
Morris, La Crosse; Mrs. Laverne
( Helen ) Witt , Minneapolis; Mrs.
Ronald (Janet) Eagon, Milwaukee,
and Jane who is now working in
Oslo, Norway, as a nurse.
Thora Rom and Otto Larsen
were married in La Crosse, Nov .
13, 1922, and resided in La Crosse
most of their married life until
moving to Spring Grove in 1961.
Pastor Larsen was pastor of Bethany * Free Church in La Crosse
for 28 years.

NOVEMBER
¦
A APPAREL
SALE
HuskyFtMU/, f f
f y of im m
AlfbNaLIn WINONA
BRINGS YOU

Plans for the style show to be
held in the spring were discussed
by the Soroptimist Club of Winona
at its noon luncheon Wednesday at
the Steak Shop..
Miss Ruth Pallas, president ,
presided at the business session.
Mrs. Francis McShane, Mrs. Robert Beadles, and Miss Harriet Kelley discussed tentative plans, and
Miss Pallas announced that a board
meeting would be held at her home
Nov. 15.
No November dinner meeting
will be held as it conflicts with the
Thanksgiving week activities.
Mrs. Mary Crane, program
chairman , is prepairng a program
for the annual Christmas meeting
which will be held at the home of
Mrs. v D. B. McLaughlin at 6:30
p.m. Dec. 19.

Episcopal
Women Hold
Thank Offering

/
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BLAIE , Wis. (Special )-Mrs.
Ludwig Lovlien will be hostess to
the Fly Creek Ladies Aid Friday
afternoon , Assisting hostesses are
the Mmes. Orris Olson and Almon
Weverstad.
~~~

The Winona Senior High chapter
of tbe Junior Classicial League is
sponsoring a bake sale from 5 to
9 p.m. Friday at the National Tea
food store. Homemade bread , rolls,
cakes, doughnuts , pies, and candy
will be sold, as well as home-baked beans and potato salad.

I^LT SHOES"

I extend my deepest appreciation and
gratitude to those) who supported me ln
the. pen! election.
¦A* This linndiome lBk add plated cer key and key rina It yours
ABSOLUTELY FREE wben you en|oy eny NEW Flrit national
Bank Service.
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John De McGHI
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
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$15 to $19.95

$11.95 to $15

dresses dresses

$6.49

SAVE NOW ON AIL
YOUR WORK RUBBER
NEEDS.
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Lifts somtthinf from a fairy ttio! This exquisite holiday ctnttrplece
on be easily whipped up with a few styrotoam snowballs , toothpicks ,
tiny glass balls and snow<spray. Directions are included.
. •TO MAKE A SMALL TREE*

8.95 jr.-hi

>kirts and sweaters

•70 MAKE A LARQE TREEi
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SAVE ON 4-BUCKLlS
Fresh Gum
Rubber
flHB gS

A service oi «qiy •uj mmumon
preceded the meeting of St? Paul's
Episcopal church women Wednesday. The United Thank Offering
Black
from women of the church was reJ^
^H
$De99
ceived at the service.
Mrs. VY. W. Tolleson, president ,
$/
Brown
i-AW
conducted the meeting. Miss Helen
^^I^I^HL
Pritchard led devotions using two
First
Quality
flQL
^j^i^^
i i
thanksgiving prayers.
Mrs. A. B, Yoiimans, chairman (fli^i^i^i^Hi^Bk^ Sizes
^H
|||
S7 to 13
for the United Thank Offering sug- ; *
gested that a committee be ap- *^*^ ^ »» » \»^%
^
pointed to help her contact every
Men's, Boys'
woman in the parish. A list of
J^^^
I I
2 Buckle Rubber
^^^ Flexible Gum
books which might be used for
^HHlL
study groups was given by Mrs.
Tolleson.
Mrs. Ralph Behling reminded
members of the fall luncheon, Nov.
15. There will be a bakery and
home made candy sale at the same
-^e^i^Hfi 6^ ^ 18
time. Mrs. Philip Baumann , ticket chairman , requested that tick'.
MEN'S .BOYS'
ets and money is turned in by
?AL
SLIP-ON WORK
Monday.
RUBBERS
Mrs. Al Eddy announced that a
_ ^_ ^_ ^t
dime-a-serving luncheon Nov. 25
following the 10:45 a.m. service
I I I I I
will be sponsored by the evening ^^•^J^^^^^L*
circle.
A noon luncheon served by
members of Horace Seaton Guild
FACTORY FRESH
followed the meeting.

BAKE SALE

.^|wwinter coafs

1 alna lncU ahnfaan wreath 19' t twalvf lneh Hrrefum wnatli.29*
7 bexet 10* iaithplckt

c

1 streiel caa liquid anew —.69' 1 amatol can liquid snew
3 bam (24 ta -MI) ttay
7 r« 8 fcsxtt (12 tt Ut.
1 •roa.Mint trai kails.
. - 1 J irnamental tm balls :

TOTAL 2.62
Lunch Dept.

80"

70 8 bexes 10-t tsithplcks

69
1.25

TOTAL 3.82

5.99 — 3i« 7-14
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Iwool skirts
m winter caps
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PETER-S PORK

VARIETIES
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Luncheon Meat 3 - $ 1 Ring Bologna 2** 69c
Chipped Beef - p 39c Chipped Ham - "° 39c
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Toaaiatoes
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Now
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Broadway Super Saver
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OR AT ANY OF THESE

PFLUGHOEFT MIDLAND STATION,Mankato Ave. Dike
WILSON STORE,Wilson,Minn.,
WITT'S MARKET,Minnesota City
HOLIEN'S GROCERY,Whalon,Minn.,
BENNIE'S PHILLIPS "66" STATION, Rushford, Minn.,
LENTZ GENERAL STORE,Viola,Minn.
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Caledonia Asks
Age Factor in
Bids December 4
Wiley's Defeat Gamblers AAu sf
;
:
Chairman Says *E; T^e:viil1^^we0f
DEAR ABBY:
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By ABl&AIL VAN BUREM
' MADISON, Wis. titi " -.. Claude
DEAR ABBY: My husband started tb^amMe a few years ago.
Jasper , Wisconsin's Republican
chairman , says he feels contrib- He used to win big so it was no problem, lately he ifl betting
utin g, factors in the defeat of Sen. heavy land now his losses are more than we can afford. Should I
Alexander Wiley were his age and set a limit on how much he can gamble? I hate to make him quit
entirely because it is his only relaxation. I've heard that gamWing
ajn ; explosive press conference.
GAMBLER'S WIFE
Jasper blamed the defeat 0/ " is a sickness. If it is, what is the cure?
Philip Kuehn, the Republican canDEAR WIFE7 You can't have it both ways. If you acdidate for governor, on the nomcept a man 's winnings, J*6(i can't complain when he gambles
inee 's, tax stand.
away the grocery money. Gambling can indeed become a sickThe 78-year-old Wiley, a veteran
Mess. \Vrlte to Gamblers Anonymous, P. O. Box 17173, Ids v
years
in
the
24
Senate , was
of
Angeles 17, Calif., for helpful information. (It's free.)
beaten in Tuesday's -election by
Democratic Gov. Gaylord Nelsoh,
DEAR ABBY: I have always known that my nose was not my
whose victory gave? Wisconsin two . best feature but I don't think about it until someone gets ma off
in a Corner and asks. "Hnw enrrip vmi Hnn 't e*>t Vnur nnse fixed? "
Democratic senators for the first
I have seen worse noses than mine anc
time in history.
don't give it a second thought if the persan'i
Nelton, completing his second
personality is pleasing. But what do you aaj
term as chiief executive, gathered
to people who ask questions like that?
648,832 votes to 583,258 for Wiley
NdSE BEtfTEI
on the basis of unofficial returns
from •' 3,485 of the state's 3,525
DEAR NOSE: Tell them you doii't need
precincts;
to have it fixed because it still runs all right.
Kuehn, losing for a second
P.S. The only reason one should consider cosmetic surgery * to please himself.
time in the governor 's race, was
defeated by Democratic . Atty.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell your* readers tha
Gen. John Reynolds. Reynolds'
vote count in the same number there is- a simple way to have one's keys re
of precincts was 627,438 to 615,454 turned in case of loss without foolishly tagginf
keys with one's own name said address, thu:5-V* ,' - Abt»v
for . Kuehn.
Jasper said Wednesday night he

. .. .j . unui-, isui&iai y m tar
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HOMEMADE

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)A total of 537 persons-took advantage of free X-rays, hypertension
and diabetic screening when the
state Board of Health mobile unit
was here the first of the week.
One industrial plant screened 120
persons, at Ma rynook preparatory
school 33 young men were screened, and during the last day 337
citizens visited the unitMrs. Robert Jenks, president of
Rowlas-McBridc American Legion Auxiliary, was in charge , assisted by Mmes. Clarence Brown,
Norman Johnson , Robert Docken ,
Leo Betz, Borghild Severson, William Weavcrstad , Lu Twesme,
Martinus Benrud , John • Williamson
Kr , 7 George Hogge , Arthur Johnson , Donald Finch, Henry Busse,
Itobert Mossberg and Nellie Gallup and Miss Caroline Gelder.
Registrations were taken in the
Gale Theater lobby. Mrs. Mabel
Skrocli , Trempealeau C o u n t y
nurse, and staff were gratified
Svith the response.
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Sundays 9 a.m. to 12 rtoon.
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8 477 W. 5th St., Winoha , Minn.
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Apples
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4 "» 49c

Apples
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Chocolates
"Capturing America

We close Wednesday afternoons at 12:30
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-CHOICE SPRING LAMB-

' DULUTH , Minn. (AP) - The
president of St. OM College .
Northfiekl , said Wednesday that
"milch of the enmity between the
West and ncwly-devcloped Communist China is due to afigressive
means employed by the West
•which havo resulted in disturbing
•established cultural patterns."
j Dr. Clemens Grnnskou , North•field presiden t and a former missionary to China , talked to the Kl\vanls Clnb here. "We must be
•sympathetic in our approach toward these people,, even tlioso who
hnto us." Ilo said it is up to the
West to "break the bmnboo curtain. "
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Sexton's Mincemeat
Full Pint . . . 650

Sexton's Red Pepper
Relish, 8-oz. Jor 41<?

president of St. Ola f
Speaks on Aggression

< GALESVILLE. Wis. (SpeclaDKxplorcr Scouts , still looking for a
lender, met nt (he home of Harold Richmond Tuesday evening.
Jtichmond has contacted the volunteer flre department for ft lesion night on tho latest met Imd of
artificial respiration. F i r e m a n
Harold Williamson will arrange a
date. Award s have been presented
to Cub Scouts David Vasqucz, Daniel Spencer, (Jnry Froslmnn, Jolm
McKecth , Jeffrey Johnson , Steven
Quail , Steven Anderson , T 0 d d
Wheeler , Scott Hlntcrmeyor , Dann
St. John nnd Lester Mickelson ,
Michael Pnas, and Orln Klstnd ,
Kerry Andeison , David McKecth
and Michael Boer.
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MANKATO, Minn. (AP) — A
six-year-old boy Was killed here
Wednesday hy a car at a school
crosswalk.
He was Randy Kuhlmann , son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Kuhlmann , Mankato.
Authorities said the traffic patrol flag Was ddwn ordering traffic
to stop when the accident happened, the boy was dead
¦ on arrival
at the hospital. ." . . . -. .- ,:
The death raise* the state's traffic toll this year to 569 compared
with 638 through the same period Weber, 40, Madison Lake, Minn ,,
Turning to the governor race last year.
was given a ticket for failure lo
f
Jasper said, "We had the tax The driver of the car,
Ernest yield the right of way;
monkey on the Democrats ' back
until about six weeks ago, but in
some way the psychology or
image changed to show the Re-publicans stood for more taxes
and the Democrats for less taxes
and more services."
.
•' While the Republicans were
losing the two plums in the election , they won the four remaining constitution al state offices,
maintained control of the Legislature and re-elected their six
congressmen. The state's four remaining congressmen are Democrats, also re-elected.
x
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DULttH, Minn. (AP) - A University of Minnesota professor
said Wednesday "today's phil6sophers and artists mutter to each
other iii corners Instead of communicating with the general public."
i : ":' - - 'y
Professor Briand Blanschard ,
speaking to the University of Minnesota Duluth chapter Of the American Association of University
Professors, said modem thinkers
debate highly technical philosophic points and no longer are concerned with subj ects of interest to
Society at large.
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U of M Professor
Talks on ^ctists
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I . DUCKS
. GEESE
I Thanksgiving

CONFIDENTIAL TO ' 'PUBLIC SERVANT": Censure is the
tax a man pays to the public for toeing eminent.
Whats' on your mind -? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills,
. -Calif. . . . . ..
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FOR BEST SELECTION.
ROASTING CHICKENS, While Rock* . . . . . . . . . lb.
HEAVY HENS . . .
.. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ft.
Homa-Randered LARD for Pit Crust
lb.
HORMEl'S SMOKED PORK CHOPS
lb.
SUNSH/NE OYSTER CRACKERS, 12-oz. Cello Boo ..
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number of a close friend or relative; Tlie person whose Mithber
is on the keys can then arrange to return the keys to their owner.
I' "
- PAUL, THE BRONX

Boy, 6, Killed
At Mankato

•

CALBDONIA, Minn. ( Special)— Caledonia BloodmobllBids Will be opened by Caledonia
Village Council Dee. .4 at 2 p.m. on CALEDONIA, Minn. (SpecJal)construction of an elevated water The Red Cross bloodmoblle will be
storage tank and appurtenances, a at St Mary's auditorium Nov. 20
sewage treatment plant and wa- from 2-7 p.m. The village and air-ea
ter main extensions.
will be solicited by members et
A new 300,000-gaUon water stor- Loveless'EUtens Legion Auxiliary
age tower is planned , plus a new and Farm Bureau women. Calls
treatment platit to replace the will be taken by Mrs. Robert Hefte
present one, which was one of the from those who wish to donate and
first in the area. . A federal grant -are not contacted.

*

was "inclined to think" Wiley was
rejected because "the people mistakenly related the senator's* annoyance" during a press conference Oct. 9 "witli his age."
Wiley became angry during the
conference when questioned abou t
his stand on the administration 's
mediCar * bill, which he opposed,
and told a newsman to mind his
own 'business. - . '
Jasper said he thought Wiley
"was badly maligned by the press
as a result .of the conference,"
and added:
"I'm not blaming the press. It
was just an unfortunate thing ami
I'm sure if they had known all
the facts they would not have
been as rough. Actually, as we
know now, the senator was under
the tremendous .pressure of foreign affairs, especially Cuba.
"In view of this, when the inconsequential issue of medical
care was raised , he became extremely annoyed. This created a
false image of the man. I'm sure
that , in the same situation , a
man of 45 years would have acted
the same way."

of about $94,000 bts been allocated
to the village for th« treatment facilities.
Cost of the entire project has
been estimated¦ " at $420,963.
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Brother Lecturer
At New Novitiate

WORLD TODAY
.
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No Change in
Nationa l Mood

the . 'first Republican elected govBy JAMES MARLOW
Asj&cieted Press Mews Analyst ernor in 14 years. In Oklahoma

first Republican ever was
WASHINGTON (APJ-This was tlie
made governor. This was Henry
election.
,
catch-as-catch-can
a
It showed no sign of any real Bellmon.
Eisenhower had campaigned in
change in the national mood. Bui New
Hampshire , Kennedy in
lot
of
discontent
.
did
reveal
a
it*
Michigan.
But .Kennedy also went
their
state
among voters toward
to
Connecticut
where his friend
parties or individuals.
y Nor could President Kennedy and fellow - Democrat, Abraham
, was elected to the Senor former President Eisenhower Fibicoff
ate.
And
talked in
claim any infallible political PennsylvaniaEisenhower
-where a Republifor
their
campaigned
Both
magic.
.
M, Scranton , was
party candidates in a number of can , William
governor
elected
.
,
states. In some their side won
A prime example of voters '
jn some it lost.
The national fnood was ex- switching around showed up in
pressed in i960 when the Demo- Ohio where a Democrat, Sen.
J. Lausche, was re-elected ,
crats were given control of the Frank
federal government. Voters could but Republican James A. Rhodes
have swept them out Tuesday, if defeated Gov . Michael V. DiSalle
they were dissatisfied , and given for the state liouse.
the Republicans control of Con : The best ail around news for
gress.
Ihe Republicans was the fact they
This didn't happen.
had governors elected in New
The Democrats went into this Vork, Pennsylvania , Ohio, and
election with huge maj orities in Michigan , all big states which
House and Senate. Ar.d, just as should give the party needed
predicted , when the election was strength in the 1964 presidential
race.
over they still retained them.
The reason was pretty clear.:In Early today, the biggest casualty
this campaign there was no real of the election appeared to be forissue dividing the country or com- mer Vice President Richard M.
pelling the voters to seek a new Nixon who sought the governornational direction. This much was ship of California held by Gov.
probably good news for Kennedy. Edmund G. Brown.
But it won 't make his task of It was taken as granted , before
trying to get Congress : to accept Nixon ever made his bid there,
his domestic programs any that if he lost .he was through as
easier. The Democratic-run Con- a national political figure.
gress was conservative before the Nelson. . A. Rockefeller, by his
election. It remains so because re-election as governor of New
the changes there were so few. York, seemed as of now . to have
It was in the states , that the the inside track for the Republidiscontent and upsets showed. can presidential nomination two
They were most startling in those years from now.
rock-ribbed Republican states of
BETWEEN THE EYES
Vermont and New Hampshire
where Democrats , for the first MIDDLETOWN, Ohio (AP ) time in generation s, were elected Hunting under a special permit,
Albert Li . t t le of Germanto*j *n ,
governors.
Ohio? bagged a raccoon near
In Vermont it was Phillip H. here. The 'coon also got Little.
Hoff , the first Democrat sent to The 29-year-old hunter said
the state house in 108 years. In the raccoon fell from the tree
New Hampshire it was John W. where he cornered it, hitting him
King, the first Democrat so right between the eyes.
chosen in 40 years.
"I was out like a light for about
But . in Michigan and Oklahoma five minutes, I guess," Little
the upsets went the other way. said "When I came to, my dog
In Michigan George Bomney was was licking rny face."

Brother J. Frederick, FSC.
STD, chairman of the department
of religion at St. Mary 's Colle-ge,
is concluding a series of eight lectures to the first group of American Second Novices at the Christian Brothers' Novitiate at Sangre de ¦Cristo, near Santa Te ,
N.M. . ' • ¦ * . . • ' ¦ . .
Brother Frederick left Winona
Oct. 24 and is to return to . St.
Mary's this weekend. At Sarigre de
Cristo are brothers from all o-ver
the United States and one each
from Ceylon, Australia , Canada
and Brazil for a total of 20 on this
initial retreat at the American
Second Novitiate.
Included in the 20 are Brother
Justin Anthony and Brother I.
Baldwin of St. Mary's College.
Brother Frederick lectured on
Scripture and liturgy, the Gospels,
faith and the sacraments.
As the name implies, a second
novitiate means ordinarily a return
to the house of formation for a
full year. Owing to the 'growth of
the Christian Brothers' order in
this, country, it is not possible to
take four or five brothers in each
district away from their duties for
a year. Hence, the time spent in
the American Second Novitiate is
cut to 100 d ays of intensive religious study, conferences and research on the religious life and
history of the Christian Brothers.
The Sangre de Cristo Novitiate
was opened in September.
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Ready-to-Eat PICNICS - Lb 33c

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

SLAB BACON - - - - Lb 49c
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L Pork Roast
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Choice Beef,Well Trimmed
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Hickory Smoked
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Fresh Frying Chicken, Breasts, Legs, Wing and Giblets —
Park Hocks — Homemade Ham Loaf — Hickory Smoked Bacon —•
Choice Grade Beef •— Roasts;-— Aged Steaks — Beef Tenderloin —
choice Grade Veal and Lamb — Choice Calves Liver — Rex Turkeys
-— Duckling — Corned Beef — Fresh Beef Tongues
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Salad Dressing I

ARCADIA FRYERS
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CATSUP

FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK 5- to 6-LB. AVERAGE

FRESH HOMEMADE
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Tventy-four hours after the last polls
closed, virtually all of the nearly
6 million votes cast in -California's
election Tuesday were counted
and reportepV
The polls in . San Francisco
closed at 8 p.m. Tuesday night .
By. 8 p.m. Wednesday night, all
but 672 of the state's far-flung
31,820 precinct had been tallied.
By contrast , in the I960 election , it was Thursday after the
week following the voting before
Richard M. Nixon won California
from John F. Kennedy.
, One county, Kern , used an electronic vote tabulator as an experiment in Tuesday 's election .
It counted more than 92,000 ballots in six hours and 50 minutes.

¦
L..¦ ¦ ,.-,,, , . ' '
165 East- Third Street
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Count Speedy
in California
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COPENHAGEN , Denmark (AP)
—Police Wednesday night caught
a girl, 19, and a man , 40,* they
said had used homemade slugs
to loot vending machines of $700
worth of ciga«ttes^ food, nylon
stockings and other items.
The girl told police she had
made the slugs, using techniques
she had learned as a dentist's assistant making false teeth.
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Fall Bargains WORLD TODAY
Tempt Weekend Mrs. Roosevelt
Market Visitors Loved fcy Mony
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The calendar is the housewife's
friend right now, with seasonally
low prices posted on many major menu items at the nation's supermarkets.
Pork loins, ribs, chops, steaks
and bacon and sausage are widely featured over the country. These
lower perk prices may not last
too long, since government estimates put hog slaughter at lower
than year-ago levels in coming
months.
Beef prices have also felt Hie
seasonal influence, with rib roasts
and several steak cuts offered at
attractive prices. The flow of fed
cattle to market has beea stepping
up. *hieh could lead to lower
¦
pr'* - J . ' • -' . - ' . '
Turkey volume keeps that bird's
price attractive. Production will
run within 10 percent of last year's
record, industry experts estimate.
Other foods enjoying a bountiful harvest are potatoes, with production running 22 percent above
average, and cranberries, up 13
percent from average.
Anise, artichokes, squash, sweef
potatoes, brocolli , pole beans, turnip greens, rutubagas, spinach,
carrots and cabbage are among
other vegetable attractions.
Fruit attractions, beside autumnal cranberries, include apples,
avocados, red grapes and limes,
with pears, persimmons and pomemanates regionally attractive.

Switchboard in Sweden
Is Dead for 1 Week

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
One of the world's biggest manufacturers of telephones, the Ericsson Telephone Co., admitted
with embarrassment today that
for a week its main switchboard
hasn't had contact with the outside world.
A company engineer explained
that the board is a new model,
and all the small screws were a
fraction of an inch too large. A
team of mechanics is still replacing the screws. V
The company is convinced the
new model will ultimately be a
success on the international market. The firm said it had similar
trouble with the old type when it
was first installed and now it's
used all . over tiie world.

Sh* had that priceless quality
in a human being: Concern for
other people. She had an even
rarer quality: A willingness to do
something about her feeling.
The underlying philosophy ih
niuch she did for people was the
belief the government must take

Plainview Board
Asks federal Aid

PLAINVIEW, Minn.. (SpeciaDAn application will be made by
tbe Plainview Board of Education
for National Defense Education
Act funds to help finance improvements at the high school.
The NDEA funds would be used
for construction of a language
laboratory and for purchase of
new equipment for the science
room. Approval of the application
was voted by the board at its
meeting Monday.
DIRECTORS received a reply
from T. J. Berning, assistant
state commissioner of education,
to an inquiry about use of bowling
lanes in the educational program.
Berning said that Ms office had
ho objection to such use providing
the establishment complied with
state law ¦ regarding sale of beverages. . . . ¦ ¦;' ¦
A study of possible revision of
school bus routes was authorized.
Salaries, to be effective Nov. 1,
for three secretaries in amounts
of $200 to $275 were approved and
reimbursement of $11 to parents of
a member of the school patrol
whose glasses were broken while
the boy was on duty was authorized.
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By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP)-Life for
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
great and gracious lady -who died
Wednesday night, would have
been deeply different if she had
been born a generation earlier.
Then she might have been considered just a goodhearted but ineffectual busybody. But she made
the ihost of her times and her opportiinities until, when she died
she had become the best-loved
woman in the world.
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THE BOARD voted to increase
insurance coverage, c a r r i e d
through Miller-Harrington
and
Peoples State Bank, by $37,330 and
to have Don Jacobs install a hoist
in the school basement.
The request of Irnmanuel Lutheran Church for use of the high
school gymnasium Nov. 18 at a
rental fee of $10 was granted.
Miss Cora Wingerd was granted
two additional days leave without
pay at Christmas.
John Welti and John Boehlke
will represent the board at the annual Wabasha County School Officers meeting at Wabasha Tuesday.

If takes a lot
to make a meal !
o*
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New Federal Law OUT-OF-TOWN COLLEGES
Oo Rehabilitation Selecfe^ b^^^^ ^
To Aid Veterans
Nearly 2,500 peacetime veterans in Minnesota will benefit under terms of the vocational rehabilitation bill signed into law
by President Kennedy, Winona
County Service Officer Phillip R.
Kaczorowski announced.
The veterans are those who
have suffered service-connected
disabilities. The bill extends to
them the benefits of the Veteran
Administration's wartime vocational rehabilitation bill.
The VA reported some 12,000
peacetime veterans in the nation
incur injuries each year and may
be eligible for the new benefits.
The new law provides similar vocational rehabilitation training
for the peacetime disabled veterans as did the original vocational
rehabilitation bill.
Veterans entitled to the benefits are those who sustained service-connected disabilities while in
the armed forces during the
period between World War II and
the Korean War, and since Feb.
1, 1955.
One difference between the
original law and the new one is
that a peacetime veteran with a
disability rated less than 30 percent must have a "pronounced
employment handicap" to qualify
for "vocational rehabilitation.
Another important change is
that there is no time limit or final
date for benefits under the new
law. Under the previous law*.
benefits for most World War II
veterans ended July 25, 1956, and
for most Korean veterans will
end January 31, 1964.

an increasing responsibility for
the general welfare,
This was a responsibility that
government ducked through most
of its history and only assumed
in the 1930s to avoid national
chaos in the desolation of depression. It -was forced into it.
Until President Roosevelt's New
Deal of the 1930s, the national
philosophy was so-called rugged
individualism which too often became a philosophy of the deviltake-the-hindmost.
Until New Deal Days then
would have been far fewer to listen to her and, more fatal to ber
ideas' of a better world, far fewer
in positions of power to cooperate
with her.
She insisted, in explaining her
activities in behalf of groups and
people in general, that she simply
had to do what she thought was
right. What she considered right
was not always what others considered right.
Those others included the battalions with prejudices against a
public and active life for women,
racial Frejuciices, economic prejudices, social prejudices and even
national prejudices.
She was criticized, lampooned,
mimicked and belittled. But she
was never deterred.
Sh» *was orphaned at 9, a girl
with only inner beauty. Her very
plainness no doubt helped identify
more easily with the commonalty
of mankind.
She acquired an overpoweringiy
dominant mother-in-law. She had
six children and a husband crippled by polio. And, what made
her particularly human, was the
fact that her social and political
consciousness developed slowly.
Wtih her drive she might have
become a prominent figure even
if her husband had not been president of the United States.

DENNIS THI MINAC!

A Winona student, MARGARET
JONES, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Jones, 479 Olmstead St., for
the second consecutive year bas
been selected honorary sponsor of
University of Kansas unit of the
National Society of Pershing
Rifles.
Hiss Jones is a junior majoring
in merchandising at the University
in Lawrence, Kan.
Selection of the honorary sponsor
is made on the basis of personality,
poise and beauty. Miss Jones was
chosen from a field of 12 candidates. The Jones family originally
lived in Missouri and came to "Winona from Chicago.
The Kansas company is one of
140 throughout the United States
and Puerto Rico. Members are students in military science courses
at colleges and universities.

Two Winona area students at
Luther College, Decorah, Iowa,
have been selected for listing in
the new edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." They are
Sylvia Kaasa, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Kaasa . LAKE CITY,
Minn., arid Gary J. Johnson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Johnson,
OSSEO, Wis.

Margaret Jonas

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. - Sallymae Keefe, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Keefe, is a member of the La Crosse State £ollege
choir. A freshman in the La Crosse
State basic studies division, Miss
Keefe Sings alto in the choir.

*

JA Firm Begins
Tray Production

Thiyco, one of three Junior
Achievement companies formed
here recently, started production
of wooden trays Tuesday night at
the JA center in the Kresge
Building.
Jacca and Jaido, two other JA
firms, will have their respective
products—utility cases and identification bracelets — off the production line soon. A fourth company, which will conduct sponsorBut tht Whitt Hcus-t and the SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Spe- ed radio programs, will be formtimes in which she lived gave ner cial)—Spring Grovfe Cooperative ed this month. More achievers
and
girls 15-19.
the opportunity to become a full Telephone Co- will hold open house art needed—boys
¦ ". *
'
.' B
I
and leading participant in the life in its new building and headquarters Friday and Saturday from 1 PUBLIC CARD PARTY
of the nation and the world.
She was one of those few peo- p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. KELSON, Wis. ( Special)-The
ple who, at the moment of death, I>oor prizes will be given and firemen of Nelson township will
could look back on her life and coffee served.
have a 500 card party Saturday at
not feel that, if . given another The new dial system went into 8 p.m. at the Nelson Community
operation
Sept.
16.
The
brick
betchance, she might have made
building is located on Main Street Hall. There will be prizes and
ter use of it.
in the western part of the village. lunoh.
Mrs. Emil Rauk, former chief
APARTMENT 3-0
operator for the old company, is
the bookkeeper. Chester Hansen
is manager.
In the new system one number
automatically calls 20 homes for
firemen and rings continuously for
a certain length of tima
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)— Only 10 country lines carry five
public
Classes in the Lewiston
subscribers, the remainder have
schools — including elementary less than five. This is the first enschools at Altura and Fremont-r gineered operation of five party or
are being dismissed at noon to- less in the rural area in Minn>
day and -Friday for parent-teach- sota and one of the few in the ener conferences scheduled as a tire United States, Hansen said.
part of the observance of Ameri- The newly organized cooperative
can Education Week.
received a loan of $424,000 from
Parents have been invited to the REA with which it built the
visit the schools on the two days new building and equipment on
to discuss their children's pro- the former Thoreson property. The
gress and other school matters. building, costing $46,870, was built
Next week there will be special
MARY WORTH
by the Bowers Construction Co.,
observances during classroom
Montzuma,. Iowa ; lines and instalperiods and displays of students'
work will be in windows of down- lation, Horton Construction Co.,
Tulsa, Okla., and engineering, Pettown buildings.
Mrs. Jeane Olmstead, Mrs. erson Engineering Co., Iowa City,
Maxine Spaag and Travis Nelson Iowa.
are members of the faculty com- Lines are underground.
mittee
planning
Educational Officers and directors are C. 0.
Week events. Student council Lee, president; C. C. Ike , vice
members will be guides when par- vice president; Ted Tweito, treasurer; E. A. Schmidt, secretary,
ents call.
and Clarence Jetson and Elmer
Platen.

Open House Set
At Spring Grove
Telephone Firm

¦ ¦ •Mow WSIL New?mw HOW uwe rr TAkESA SKAIU
T& Cr&WLWW^

MARMADUXI

ARCADIA , Wis. - Richard Krackow, a 1962 graduate of Arcadia
High School, is one of 23 Wisconsin
farm youths who have received regent scholarships for attendance at
the University of Wisconsin's 196263 farm short course.-Di high school
Richard was active in junior dairy
testing, an officer of his Future
Farmers of America chapter and
a participant in the Northwest
Junior Livestock Show.
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special )
—Michael Haeuser , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Loyal Haeuser, recently was
elected treasurer of the Young
Republican Club at the University
of Wisconsin. He's a second-year
s t u d e n t in the pre-commerce
school.
¦
¦

KELLOGG PARKING CHANGE
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special) —
The main street here bas a new
look. It has been marked off
for parallel parking.

This nwst be serious. He's Twinging
her home to meet us!
By Alex Kotxky

Lewiston School
Conferences Set

Lake City Open House

LAKE CITY, Minn , ( Special) Lake City school district will hold
open house next week in observance of American Education
Week. The schedule: Jefferson,
Nov . 14 , 3-4:30 p.m.; Washington, Nov. 15, 3-4:30 p.m.; Oak
Center, Nov. 15, and Lincoln, Nov.

By Sounders ond Ernsf

New Nelson Cafe
NELSON, Wis, (Special) - A
new cafe—Shorty 's—has opened on
Main Street, adjoining Furtney 's
"Top Hat" tavern. It is managed
by "Shorty" Zell. He and his wife
have worked in the same capacity
at Wabasha.
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By Ernie Bushmill**
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Bruhn. 'lt Will Take 60 Minutes of Football to Wiri
MADISON tffl—University ol
Wisconsin football Coach Milt
Bruhn doesn't feel that playing
top-rated Northwestern Saturday
simply amounts to putting a double-barreled Myers-Flatley shotgun to the collective Badger
head,
Bruhn said , "We've got aj i
even chance" and indicated , his
club has a lot more hope.
"This week the players started out with purpose," the coach
said. "Even in something like
calisthenics, they're yelling with
the sap."
There's a lot at stake for the
Badgers—a chance to bag the

Wildcat team listed best in the
"Myers aboveall must be
land, a Wisconsin victory and stopped," Bruhn saidj "and how
two more on successive Saturdays do you stop a fellow like that?
would give the Badgers the Big He has wonderful hands and
Ten crown and the Rose ;Bo*vl moves, gets the ball away so
junket, and it'll be homecoming quick, I don't know."
at Camp Randall.
Myers lehds the conference in
To make the dreams come passing with 88 completions in
true, Bruhn said, it will take 60 134 attempts and has the naminutes of football—"not 40 or 50 tion's best efficiency average of
but 60. "
.657. Halfback Flatley is the Big
Northwestern is not ranked Ten's top pass receiver with 22
first by mistake, Bruhn said. catches for 299 yards and two
"They have offense, defense and touchdowns.
most of all Tom Myers to throw
Bruhn also noticed something
else Northwestern has—a short
the ball-he's the best."
And quarterback Myers has defensive secondary. "They're
good but not very tall ,'* was his
receiver Paul Flatley.

f iescnption.
And that fits in with the Badger plans, for they have quarterback Ron VanderKelen and receiver Pat Richter. They rank
right behind Myers and Flatley
in pitching and catching, and additionally VanderKelen is the Big
Ten's offensive leader.
Richter J, by-the-way, is tbe
loop's fifth best punter, and he's
6-6, which means the Wildcat
secondary will have to go high
to keep a pass out of his big
hands. .
As Bruhn said, ' "They're not
very tall back there."

GOPHERS VS. IOWA

LINEMAN OF WEEK . - ..' ..' . Lee Roy Jordan, Alabama's star
center, was voted Lineman of the Week in toe Associated Press
weekly poll. Jordan made at least 12 unassisted tackles as the
undefeated Alabama team stopped Mississippi State 20-0 last
Saturday. (AP Photofax)

Iowa's Matt Szykowny and Lon-

nie Rogers are Iowa's kickers,
Szykowny standing second in the
conference with a 38.1-yard average for 10 kicks and Rogers fourth
with a 37.4 mean for 9 boots.
Fullback Jerry Jones of the Gophers is third with a 37.4 average
for 16 punts.
Minnesota has another ranked
high in Big Ten statistics this
week. Quarterback Duane Blaska
is fourth in total offense with 449
yards on 96 plays, and is fifth in
passing with 29 of 65 passes com|| pleted for 375 yards.

Behind the |
EigKt-Ball |
By

AUGIE KARCHER

J

Sports Editor

•£;

THE MORNING BEFORE , Winona State left for River Falls
and the Warriors' finale with River Falls State, Moon Molinari
and I were chinning about the game in general.
Among other things, Moon commented that he can't understand
whv Northern States Conference teams fare so poorly against 'Wisconsin College Conference clubs:
Then he injected the information that since he
has been at WSC, his teams have had little trouble
with the Badger league schools.
Tie irony of it all is that NSCC teams on the
final full Saturday played Badger schools in four
games. '
The outcome: Two wins for NSCC teams 'St.
Cloud over Stout 21-12 and Mankato over Platteville 41-0), one loss (Bemidji to Superior 35-15)
!
and one tie (Winona and River Falls 13-13.)
Poor Mo6n! There is just no justice.
Molinai-i
'••

¦

'

•

'¦ '

'

?¦

•

Iqyfo

halfback

Larry

Ferguson

is receiving the rave notices expected before the season opened.
He ranks high in Midwest AllAmerica ratings this week and is
described by Dick Cullum of the
Minneapolis Tribune as "all football player, attack or defense.
They set tp .stop his runs, but that
takes pressure off other backs and
he blocks hard and plays perfect
defense."
The Gophers continued their
hard work in preparation for Iowa
Wednesday. The defense was
drilled long in stopping the Hawk-

Cougars' Back
Fortie Named
Back of Week

HERE'S AN INTERESTING note from tht Wisconsin Interscflolastic Athletic Association :
Wisconsin schools with enrollments of 300 student's or less, may
use any eligible boy in volleyball tournament competition. Schools
over SOO cannot use any of the 12 boys on their basketball tournaBy BEN OLAN
ment rosters.
Associated Press Sports Writer
There's going to be some very nervous basketball coaches
Eldon Fortie, the slender Brigshould their cage Stars decide to play volleyball , too.
ham Young tailback who led the
Cougars to a 27-0 upset victory
over New Mexico, was named
fast.
Club"
is
growing
"300
MEMBERSHIP IN THE Daily News
back of the week today in The
Five more bowlers signed on in the past week, including none Associated Press poll.
'
IT,
L..\ T l~J l i~, l '.
A,
T»-t_
II.. IflCq WIilAnn C H . , ^AllkW
-. *!
Fortie, 21, a senior from Salt
ouier
man DOO vrvusiy; x-uuj<i»ni, me SWA . nun
Lake City, passed for two touchchampion (with Bruce Stanton.)
downs and ran for another as the
League
at
HalPodjaski, bowling in the City
Cougars handed New Mexico its
Rod Lanes, rapped a 390 series. And his average
first setback in the Western Athwas 163, three sticks over minimum.
letic Conference race. It was also
In the same circuit, Gil Grabow, 160-average
Brigham Young 's initial victory
in league competition.
bowler, qualified for membership with a 384.
Out at Westgate's Lakeside League, Rich
Th* nation 's total offense leadHouse, 164 average, counted 373, and LeRoy Aner among the major college playderson . 167, had a 363.
ers the previous five .weeks, Fortie made it six in a row by rushNbt to be outdone, Arvin Overby in the Fouring for 162 yards and passing for
City loop at Hal Rod, cooled to a 384 after his
70.
The 232-yard total gave him
169 average.
1,738 for the campaign—287 more
Podjaski
m
*
*
*
than the runner-up, Terry Baker
IN THE RUSH of tha local football season finishing up, a per- of Oregon State.
Fortie, the leader of Brigham
sonal anniversary came and went Nov. 1.
That marked* the end of my first year back in Uiis chair at Young 's modified single wing atthe Daily News. It has been an eventful year and went faster than tack , also directed drives in last
Saturday ' s game that put the Couan ice cream cone in the hands of a five-year-old on a hot summer gars within
field goal range. Tliey
day.
kicked two of them.
Glynn Gnffing of Mississippi,
Undoubtedly, some things written on these pages from time
to Ume haven't drawn 100 percent approval . But it -wouldn 't be Daryle Lamonica of Notre Dame
and Ron Vanderkelen of Wisconany fun if everyone agreed with everyone else.
sin also came in for high praise .
On the other hand , Just about the time one begins to think
Gnffing connected on 15 of 25
nobody cares anyway, he gets a note such as this one from Walt passes for 142 yards and avo
Pust , former Winona High coach. And there's no better morale- touchdown s, and gained 71 yards
on the ground as Mississippi
builder.
turned hack LSU 15-7. .
Walt' s note follows?
Lamonica scored twico and
passed 45 yard s for the winning
"Dear Augic:
touchdown
Dame's 20-12
"Thanks a lot for adding so much to my readina pfens -ire conquest ofin Notre
Navy. Vanderkelen
during the current jootball season.
passed for 202 yards and ran for
"Your reporting has been consistently understanding and 59 in the
Badgers ' 34-12 triumph
our
responsible and has contributed much to the well-being o/
over
Michigan.
He also scored
sports prog rams throughout the area.
touchdown .
"I' m sure that all interested parties wonld agree that yonr oneOther
backs nominated were
work merits a well-deserved vote of appreciation.
Sonny
Gibbs
, Texas Christian;
"Thanks again.
Schwieckert , Virginia Tech ;
"Walt Pust " Bob
Lawrence Klkins , Baylor; Duke
•
•
• .
Carlisle , Texas; Paul Piper, Hicc
OFF THE CUSHION: Seven-year-old Doug Boose, grandson of and Billy Moore , Arkansas,
Olliie Davies, captured first place in his division in the Mnnkato
"Pass, Punt and Kick" contest. Doug 's dad is Arnold Davies, WSC
grad , now principal of schools at Janesville, Minn. . . . Some 800 GALESVILLE CURLERS
Minnesota high school coaches (basketball , gymnastics, hockey, NOW CURLERETTES
swimming nncl wrestling) will participate in free clinics Friday at
GALKSVILLE ,
(Special)Ihe University of Minnesota . . . John Hcfte of Caledonia , n sophomore Galesville womenWis.
. curlers hnve
forward , is one of 13 letterwinners out for bnsketbnll nt Luther chosen a' name for the seasonCollege,
Burns Curlereltes,
Mrs. Robert Byrne wns elected
president at the meeting Monday
night; Mrs. Wilbnr Polv.in, vice
president; Miss Elaine i lolthmis ,
secretary, and Mrs. James Qulnn ,
SALE!
treasurer.
Monduy will be all-night member clcnn-up starting at 7 p.m.
r
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Perfect Records
For Four Games

and

¦

E-B's GUN SHOP

¦

FOUNTAIN CITY, WIS.

¦

¦

eye floating-T offense spearheaded
by Szykowny and Ferguson.

By AUGIE KARCHER
Daily News Sports Editor

Sophomore halfbacks Bill Crock
ett and Bill McMillan manned second-team posts, knocking Al Fischer and Jerry Pelletier to the third
unit. End John Campbell bad trouble nj aking lateral cuts on his
twisted knee and continued doubtful for the Hawkeye invasion.
Meanwhile, Iowa Coach Jerry
Burns, noting his team is the underdog, commented, "It isn't what
you're rated going into a game,
but how you're rated afterward."

Four schools—two in Minnesota and two in Wisconsin—posted perfect records among the
nearly 80 football teams in the
Winona area.
The unbeaten, untied clubs
were Gale-Ettrick and Independence in Wisconsin, and Chatfield
and Goodhue in Minnesota.
Only one other team, IVfondovi ,

FINAL 1962
GRID RECORDS

Winona

WINONA SCHOOLS

W.
Winona Slat* . . . . . . . . . <
Winona Cotter . . . . . . . . 2
Winona High
1

Daily

Goodhue

MOOSE EVANS
Admiring Fan Awed by 6-& Mat Star

Henning vs King Friday
210, Atlanta , Ga. ¦ ¦: '
Henning, a 260-pounder, was
runnerup in the state high school
wrestling.tournament as a sophomore in 1952. He was unbeaten
in 1953 but was unable : to compete in the state when injured in
an auto accident. In 1954 he won
the state prep title and took the
AAU heavyweight crown in 1953
and 1954.
Verne Gagne and Joe Pazandak both spotted Henning as a
good pro prospect when he re-

turned from armed service.
Jack Lanza, 240, Albuquerque,
N.M., meets Kurt Von Brawner,
260, Germany, in the semifinal
bout Friday. They will go two
falls out of three with a 45-minute time limit.
Lanza, a darling of the bobbysoxers, has decided to team with
Henning for tag team matches on
the pro circuit. Lanza is also a
diving champion and won the
Navy cross for bravery on Okinawa during invasion operations.

Snead Says 272 Bowling Clinic
For Teachers
Needed forWin Slated at WSC
he won last year at Puerto Rico
with a record 72-hoie total of 272.
"It will take a 272 to win here ,"
Snead said after his first tune-up.
Bothered slightly by a pinched
nerve in his left foot—that might
possibly cause troubl e later—
Snead pleased the crowds and
himself wit h scores of 66, 64, and
67 in three practice rounds over
Sam Snead It favored to defend the par 70, 6,476-yard Jockey Club
successfully the individual crowr course here.
Arnold Palmer , considered the
world's best golfer , is teamed
with Snead ao try and bring the
United States its third consecutive Canada Cup. But Palmer 's
game seems rusty after a threeweek vacation.

SAN ISIDRO, Argentina <AP>Sixty-eight top professional golfers from 34 countries open fire
today in the 10th annual Canada
Cup and international tournament , with the United States favored for both the team and individual titles.

Home Runs Pace
Tigers Over Tokyo

1
I
.1
1

0
»
0.
1

203112
181
162

Laneiboro
...... . 2
Randolph
I 2
Wanitha St. Felix ... S 3
Wykoff
.... I 4
Preston
.....:.., 4 1
Faribault Deaf
.4 3
Kauon-Mantorvllla ... 4 3
Harmony .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 3
Petarton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4
Devtr-Eyota ....
4 4
Rochester Lourdet ... 4 4
Stewartvllla
... 3 J
Sf. Chnrlej . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4
Plainview
I S
Mabel
3 I
Austin Paeelll ........ 2 4
Cannon Falls .. ... ;... 1 5
Wabasha
1 S
Spring Valley ........ 1 4
Maieppa
14
Lake city
1 7
Elgin
17
Canton ................ 1 8
Lewiston
...... 0 7

0
0
(
0
0
o
1
l
o
0
0
1
1
0
I
l
1
1
1
0
o
0
0
0

147
134
144
Ht
58
65
17
77
100
fl
18
. 11
102
51
134
57
IS
27
58
38
47
55
3»
44

Spring Grout

MEET ON PRO MAT CARD HERE

NEW YORK (AP)-Mississippi' s
Rebels have a simple formula foi
remaining in the unbeaten rank*
among the nation 's major college
football teams. They just don 't lei
you score.
NCAA figures released by itservice bureau today show thai
Mississippi (6-0) is the only schoo!
among the top ten in every dc
fensive category.
The Rebs are the total defenst
leader , having allowed an avcrag*
of 117.5 over-all yards per gome
They arc third in rushing defense
(60.2 yards per game) , third ir
forward pass defense (57.3 yard;
per game ) , and third in defense
against scoring (3.5 points pei
game).
Minnesota is first in rushing de
fense (25.3 yards per game) an*
Boston U. is best against forward
passing (34.9 yards per Rame)
Dartmouth has permitted the few
est poinls , 9 in 6 games, an av
crago of 1.5 points per game.

» 0 o Ml

Caledonia ............ I
Zumbrota ' * ' .' * ...
.7
Kenyon ....;...„
7
RMSl-lot-d .;
.7

Pace 14
Thursday, November 8, 1962

Rebels Lead in
Total Defense

T. TP OP
1 111 «
1 U HI
1 <* ¦ 'M

W. L. T. TP OP
I t t ll> ir

Chatfield

Sports

Larry Hennnig, a former Robbinsdale High School football and
wrestling star, appears in Winona
Friday night in the supporting
cast to the Crusher LisbwskiMoose Evans bout on the pro mat
card at tbe Catholic Recreational Center .
Lisowski and Evans tangle in
the main event in a best of three
falls match with a one-hour time
limit.
First bout at 8:30 p.m. pits
Henning against Johnny King,

L.
1
*
7

MINNESOTA SCHOOLS

News

TOKYO (AP ) - The Detroit
TI RCIH hlnsted four home runs
nmon** their 10 hits today nnd
bent the Tokyo All-Stnr. s 13-8 in an
exhibition baseball gnme called in
the top-of tbo ninth Inning because of darkness.
A crowd of 15,0(K> saw the
Naff Basketball Ass'n louring
American League club
WEDNESDAY'S RESUL7S
open fire in the first inning witb
Boiton 10', Cincinnati 103.
N«w York 127, St. Loult 111.
n two-run homer by Norm Cash
LOJ Angaloa 13], San Franclico 101.
and n bases-empty homer by Al
TODAY'S OAME
Kalinu.
Cincinnati * •• Detroit.
„ FRIDAY'S OAMES
The Tigers now hnve won six ,
Cincinnati at Now York.
lost two and tied one on their
SI, -Uult at Syracuie.
¦ Chicago at ¦
¦ 17-gnme ¦
tour of Japan. ¦
San Franclico,

'¦" Insulated Suits 777:
AU Red Deer Clothing M<°d

have an even chance to win."
Myers' passes have gained 779
yards, while VanderKelen has
completed 49 of 85 tosses for 611
yards and a .576 efficiency mark.
The Badger quarterback has
nm for 130 yards , giving him a
total offensive mark of 741
yards.
Richter has 211' pass receptions
for 273 yards and a pair of touchdowns. He's averaged 37.1 yards
on his 16 punts.
Richter continued to nurse a
bruised leg Wednesday, staying
out of contact drills. But he will
.:¦
play on Saturday. .; . '

GALE DEFENSE NO. 1

Defensive Tilt?
Punters Are Set

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - If Saturday 's Minnesota-Iowa: game
turns into a defensive slugfest with
both teams forced to do a lot of
punting it should be a whale of
a kicking duel.
Three of the Big Ten's four best
punters *^ will be in the game.

The Wisconsin Coach s a i d
Northwestern has a good running
game "but that's sometimes lost
sight of because of what Myers
can do. But they can pound
you."
But he also feels that the Wisconsin running attack, b u i l t
around a squadron of fleet backs,
can match Northwestern on the
ground step for step.
Bruhn noted that in three
games the Northwestern defense
gave up more than 20 points, and
said "our defense can be just as
'
good, if not better. "
Then Bruhn repeated, "We

Palmer

described his

play

In

practice rounds as "stinky golf."
His long irons were erratic and
his putts didn 't drop.
The U.S. team* is in the fifth
pair today with Japan 's Tadash i
Kitta and Torakichi Nakamura.
First off was the host team , Argentina , which could provide the
hoped for surprise by the thousands expected to watch the
matches through Sunday .
Argentina won the first Canada

Cup in 1953. Veteran Iioberto de
Vineenzo is back to lend Argentina and he is turning In sub-par
rounds along with teammate Fidel Deluca.
South Africa 's Gary Player ,
still sharp from his Australian
Open championship at Adelaide
a few days ago, says ho is ready.
Australia 's Kel Nagle and Peter
Thomson , twice winners of the
Canada Cup, have been going
well.
¦

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
Toronto 9, Now York 1,
Boilor 3, Chicago 3.
TODAY'S GAMES
Dttrolt at Montrtal, ,
No garnet ichcdultd Friday.
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WALKER TO COACH

MILWAUKEE Wl-Fred (Dixie)
Walker , a member of the Milwaukee Braves scouting staff since
1960, was named Wednesday ns a
coach for the 1903 season.

WRESTLING

Nat'l Hockey League

I

A bowling clinic for physical
education teachers in elementcry, junior and senior high schools
and colleges will be conducted
Monday, Nov. 12, at Winon a State
College.
The clinic is jointly sponsored by the Minnesota Bowling
Proprietors Association, the Department of Education and Winona State.
Milton Raymer, Minneapolis,
founder and first executive secretary of the American Junior
Bowling Congress, will be the
guest instructor for the program.
Author and publisher of many
books on bowling, including a
book on teaching the sport in
academic institutions, Raymer
presently is affiliated with the
Minnesota i)roprlet o'*s group. He
also emceed a television bowling
show last year.
The clinic, which starts with a
6 p.m. dinner , free to teachers
participating, will include a mass
demonstration on learning to
bowl on a gym floor, a film,
"Young America Bowls," slides
on teaching aids and a question
and' answer period.
All area physical education
teachers are invited to attend.
Reservations should be made
with Susan Day, Winona State
College, by 9 a.m. Friday.
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t
Gale-Ettrick . . . . . . . . . . •
7
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¦
Mondovl ' . .. '
:. *. .. 7
Alma Center .......... 4
Melrose
.4
Arcadia .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4
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Chippewa Falls
S
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4
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Win-strom

Richards

finished without a loss, but iti
record was blotted by a tie.
Caledonia , Zumbrota and Kenyon each sustained a single defeat as did Badger-state teams
Alma Center and Melrose.
Conference c h a m p i o nships ; were decided as follows:

MAPLE LEAF - Chatfield
(5-0).
ROOT RIVER - Caledonia
(6-0).
HIAWATHA VALLEY — Kenyon (6-1) and Zumbrota (6-1).
¦
COULEE • — Gale-Ettrick (6-0).
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY—Mondovi (4-0-1).
DAIRYLAND — Independence
(*-0).
CENTENNIAL - Goodhut «•

•),7.

BIG NINE — Rochester (8-0).

Chatfield's Gophers, coached
by Wes Wistrom, wound up as
the top offensive team, piling up
269 points in its 9-0 season. They
allowed only 27.
Top defensive club was Good,
hue which allowed only 25 points
over nine games.
Independence, coached by Carl
Richards, topped Winona area
Wisconsin teams in offense with
245 points.
Gale - Ettrick swept to impressive defensive honors, a
stingy 13 tallies. The Gales of
Terry Ryan beat Blair 7-6 and
Durand 19-7 in their season openers and then hung up six consecutive whitewashes.
The Indees yielded only. 19
points, blanking five opponents
and yielding single touchdowns
to three others.

AH ENZ "HIP-BOOr

SA L E

34 14<

Wynn Dickering
Wiih Senators
VENICE, Fla. (AP) - Early
Wynn , just one baseball victory
away from the magic number of
300, is dickering with Washington
Senator officials for a coaching or
front office position.
However, the burly pitcher indicated he may go for No. 300,
"depending on who I go to work
for, "
Wynn said he worked out an
agreement with the Chicago White
Sox before the end of the season
and "got everything I wanted."
However, he said he has conferred with Senator officials several times since then and may do
so again later this week. "We've
done some talking, but nothing
was accomplished."

• First Quality!
• Knee Harness!
• Fully Guaranteed!
• Factory Fresh!
Men 's! Women 's! Boys't

Arenz
75 West 3rd

O FREE!
X

18 KARAT GOLD PLATED

A

Golden Car Key
Personalized With

j t^_ ^_^_^_S
t. _
^^
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Your Own

Catholic "Rec"
Fri., Nov. 9
First Bout 8:30 p.m.
Special Event plut Semi-Final
plus Main Event

"CRUSHER" LISOWSKI
255 Lbi.
Vs.
"MOOSE" EVANS
350 Lbi.

Children fl.OO — Adults $1.50
Raiervad $2.00

¦

¦¦

¦A* Thlo handtomt 18k gold plated car key and key ring It your*
ABSOLUTELY FREE whan you an|oy any NEW First National
Bank Strvlca.

¦¦

¦

¦

¦
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HARDTKE CRACKS 548

Horne Furniture
Tags 96lGdme

Home Furniture h e a d 1 in ed
league action at the Winona Bowling establishments Wednesday
night as the quintet smashed 961
in the. Siuwetters League at Westgate Bowl.
It was tbe fifth high women's
team game cf the season. The girls
were paced by Anne Beranek's
201-539.
In the same league Dianne
Hardtke socked 548 for Mankato
Bar. Other 600s were chalked up
by Betty Schoonover 640 and Helen Englerth 522 ?
WBSTGATE BOWL: Wattgate
Men's—Harcld Koehler socked 222

for Koehler Auto Body. George
G. Rogge hit 621 for Winona Cleaning, while his mates toppled
1,022
• ¦
-2,928.
* . ' •*. ,
America-*-Bill Blanobard rapped 224 for Westgate Bowl. Ray
Beeman clipped 573 for Swift
Prems. Quality Chevrolet posted
1.056-2,796.
T u e s d a y Nite Mtn'i—Bud
Thicke cracked 209 for Valentine
Trucking, Les Miwa topped 531
for Hauser Art Glass. Winona
State posted 955. Grainbdt Beer
cracked 2,735 paced by Bob Winestorfer's errorless 524.
Bay State Womeo'i — Virginia
Kramer: hit 458 for Rye Ennettes. Goldwinner's toppled 849,
Win-Bay-Co tipped 2,554,
Night SM*ter*-VJc Scbewe rolled 544 for Catflsbes.
HAL-ROD LANES: R a t a I I Wally Wenzelj-smashed an errorless 606 aeries for Behren's as the
quintet rocked 1,005. George Hittner chalked up 224 for Sports^
man's Tap, which
took oyer first
(AP)
NEW YORK
- Admitted place. Main Tavern cracked 2,834.
basketball briber Aaron Wagmap
is scheduled to return to the wit- Commercial—John Schreiber of
ness stand for the third day to- Springer Signs belted 231-611
day jn the trial of Jack Wolinas, and Orv's Skelly rapped 987—2,820.
former Columbia University and Junior Boys—Joe Alfcrecht toppled 194—304 for second place Aprofessional player.
Wagman testified Wednesday Rabs while league leading Pin
that he was with Molinas when Setters posted 74&-1.422.
arrangements were niade for a WINONA ATHLETIC C L U B :
Bowling Green (Ohio ) player to Aca—Mike Yahnke smashed 214—
dump a game against Michigan 577 for Kendell Lumber. Schmidt's
Beer socked 987—2,827.
State-.
Molinas, SO, is charged with KEGLER5 LANES: Merchants
bribing B|lly ; Reed of. Bowling Robert Klagge cracked ?220 for
Green, with conspiracy in an at- Pool's Tavern. Joe Stackowitz
tempted fix of 25 games during posted 555 for Hamernik's and
the 1959-60 season and with sub- Richard Niemeyer hit 555 for
Schmidt's. Hamernik's Bar totaled
ordination of perjury.
Wagman testified that he and 9S5—-2 728.
Molinas and two others went to RED MEN'S CLUB: Clan AToledo, Ohio, in December of 1959. Don Knapik ' chalked up 202—581
Boxcraft. Dunn's
While In Toledo, he said, Molinas for ,Winona
clipped
Blacktop
arranged for Reed to dump his ST. M A R T I N '938—2,735.
S : Wednesday
teante game with Michigan State Nlte—Howard Bradley
paced Aid
on
Dec.
3.
Wagat East Lansing
's 2,578
Association
for
Lutheran
man said $500 was paid to Reed
with his 179—523 set. Winona Boiland $500 to a teammate, Tom Fal- er
topped 887.
entanov The deal, Wagman said,
-was that Michigan State would
win by seven points - or more. The
final score was Michigan State 96,
Bowling Green 67.

Wagman Takes
Witness Stand
For Third Day

- Advertisement

SALESMEN WANTED

Man with actlva Interest In sports —
bewllngv gelt, football, baskettell, arch•ry, racing, track, ate., to taka orders for
trophies. Exclusive territories — good
etmlnyi.
WRITS FAIRMONT TROPHIES
BOX 464
FAIRMONT, MINNESOTA

ARENZ OU-Resist
Neoprene Sole
WORK OXFORDS

____ ___

-MEN'S , * ' mm
m
E
SIZES J "TfjIBUfflmfw

¦•¦
"* t0 ________§_____

¦SS^HfBROWN
75 West 3rd

Senior Cage Loop
To Form Tuesday

Managers of teams in the Winona Park-Rec senior men's baskketball league will meet at 7:15
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 13, in the
Park-Rec
offices in the City Build¦
ing. . ' - •
The league will be limited to six
teams, and any teams interested
in the circuit are asked to be
represented.
Competing last year were Standard Oil, Schaffer's Cleaners, National Guard, Westgate, Watkins
Products and Rollingstone.
Boys basketball leagues will be
organized Saturday morning, Nov,
10, with players to meet as follows:
Bantam (9 years old)—9 a.m. at
Central Elementary.
Pee Wee (10 and ID—9:30 a.m.
at Lake Park Lodge.
Midgets (12, 13, 14)—10,30 a.m.
at Lake Park Lodge.

Pirates Will Open NBA CONSIDERS
SeasonWith Braves LOOP EXPANSION

WBSTOATB MIN
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Wl-tons Cleaning ............ 21

It

Cabinet* by Pabst ........... :7
O'Laujhlln Plumbing
it

Untouchables
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ll
11
13
14
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Golden Food Product! ...... io
Haase DiKalb
it
Wtnone Abstract .. ......... is
Matike Stock * .. ; '.,
.....17
Koehler"* Auto Body ........ 17
Naih'i
15
Phillip Biun-anii Imuranct . 14V4
, Ooodvlaw Texaco . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Flreilone
lift
O-mle't Chick Hatchery
7
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St. Martln'a
W.
Wastern Koal Kldt . . . . . . . ..11
AM A$$'*i fer Lufharam ..... 11
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U
11
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Wear Red - Play Safe

RED HUNTING VEST ... 69c
Oet Your

License,Slugs Vests, Guns
*
Westgaie Hardware
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COVER ALL I y our bills
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MERCHANT!
K«lei-i Lanei

Sehmldfi Bear

ll

15

W.

L.

,.... «

Pools Tavern
Weaver ft Soni
RuiMord Bottling Co. ......
Hamemft'a Bar
.....
Coxy Corner Bar ... J ...... ..
Hurry -Ba** . . . . . . . . . .
Unknowns
RETAIL
Hal-Red
W.
Sportiman Tap .........11
BTF • 1»
W A S Hopto ... ........ H
Batirenst Metalwar* ...:, 17
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Llm-eln Imuranca .r,.., is 15 n
Bub's Baer ............. 14 l« tt
Main Tavtrn ........... is if it
St. Ctalrt, inc. * .:
14 11 . 11
MaWka'i oo-Nuts
14 la l
l
Femka Auld Body
io 10 M
Faderal Cakst
HIA 1TW UU.
PARK REC. JR. BOYS
Hal-Rixl
W. L,
Pin Settari ................... 10
4
It
4
A-Rab*
Sons (»>< tba Legion .......... *. 5
Alle/ <at> ...... .........;... I «
Alley Jumperi
7
7
'7
Four "Young Bucks
T
Pin Smashers
t
•
Pin T«pp«r*
...i
5
t
'..... *.. 4 10
Eagles .;.
:.
*
¦
Brlga'dien• * .;:¦ ..... ".,... .: ... * 4 it
NI6HT SHIFTERS
WflSlgaf*
W. L.
Handleappers ...,......!..,.. 7
1
( 3
Oolderwm
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4
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Klngpfiit ..................... 1 4
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W. L.
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t
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¦ ¦
¦AMERICAN
' . . .
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W. L.
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......11
»
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l
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15 I
I
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ll II
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Amble's TV
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BAY STATE WOMEN
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18 11 14
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17*A 11V4 13V,
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Athletic Club
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« »
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Kendall Lumber Co.
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Winona Heating Co.
13 14
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... 11 14
Kramer's Plumbers ,.; '
I It
SUNSETTERS
Westgate
W. L.
Home Furniture
:.... IWi lWi
Winona Toolettes ............ 18 11
First National Bank ........ 14 14
Oolh Pharmacy
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NHL's Oldest
Goalie May
Be Finished

NBBD8

-/ MBOICAC
BILLS

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Has Johnny Bower, the oldest
goalie in the National Hockey
League, finally reached the end
of the line with the Toronto
Maple Leafs ?
Leaf Coach Punch Imlach Isn't
talking, but there are some indications Old John may have some
reasons for worry on this, his 38th
birthday.
"I'm not exactly sure what my
plans are;" Imlach said Wednesday night after substitute goalie
Don Simmons helped the Leafs
break a slump with a 5-1 victory
over New York. Boston tied Chicago 3-3 in the only other game
scheduled.
Simmons, a lanlty lefty who
once played regularly for the
Boston Bruins, was summoned
from Rochester after the Leafs
had lost four ot their last five
games, including a 7-3 affair to
Detroit. Bower gavo up 25 goals
in the string.
Simmons, latest In a series of
NHL goalies to wear a mask,
turned in a solid performance for
the Leafs, missing a shutout only
on Andy Hebenton's third period
n
goal.

¥ AfPUA HCK-

LARGER LOAN
$100 TO $2,500 OR MORE

Need Money For Some Specific Bxpeme?
Too Many Monthly Installments?
When your family needs a personal loan, obtain one large
enough to solve your money problem, not add to it. In one
convenient transaction, a "Larger Loan" from Minnesota Loan
and Thrift will cover nil your debts and give you the cosh
you need NOW - all on one low repayment each month —fully
Insured for your family 's added protection.
So regardless of who yoii owe . . . or Jf you hnvo loans now
. , . when you need extra cosh call or visit your ML&T
manager. He's here to help you l

MINNESOTA LOAN
AND THRIFT COMPANY

Phone 8-1976
144 vyalnut (Acrow from Employment Office)
Opon Friday 'HI •, Saturday 'til Noon

team by late next yearl i t there long as I'm going to play, I might
are any more franchise takers. as well try to earn some money,"
said crooner Don Cherry, whose
opener.
amateur golfing feats equal his
_
In recent seasons, the Pirates singing ability.
had eliminated most week-day The Wichita Falls, Tex., product
afternoon games.
made his first appearance as a

Classic invitational. John Barnum
of Blythefield , Mich., and Jerry
Pittman of Tulsa, tied with Cherry
for first.
A field of 125 pros, Including
Cherry, are in the 72-hole, fourday tourney—part of the PGA's

BALTIMORE (AP) - Kelso,
Carry Back and Beau Purple, the
three leading contenders fbr horse
of the year honors, top the list of
55 nominations to the )5O,O0O
Dixie Handicap at Pimllco racr
track Nov. 22.

Nelson's NU-TRttDS Now...

Winona Boiler * Tool .: ..,:. 14. la
Sprlngdalt Dairy .

RBPAIH8
mf 0An
PAVMBNYS

baseball schedule with Milwaukee
on April 9.
Included in the 81-game home
schedule with be 48 night gamesthree of them on Saturday—five
doubleheaders and three week-day
afternoon games in addition to the

L.
11
14
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DEER Hunters

Cherry Tries golf pro Wednesday and collected fall tour. Ten amateurs ire also
$216.67.
playing.
DETROIT (AP)-The Board ol Golf Tourney;
PITTSBURGH (AP^-The Pitts- Governors of the National BasketCherry fired a 6-under par 66
to share first prize money with ILEAD FOR TOP
burgh Pirates announce/! today ball Association meets in Detroit
two other pros ih the Pro-Am preShares
Title
they will open their 1963 home today to consider expansion.
The league hopes to add a 10th LAFAYETTE, La. (AP)- "As liminary to today's-$17,500 Cajun HORSi OF YEAR

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE!
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Deer Hunters

All Your !®^M»j3i
Red Coveralls
***»5
Red Slip-Over
fJ-M
Parkas
Ued Sweat Shirts
13---0
with Hood
,
Jackets
Insulated Underwear
»10.M
nnd Pants
Insulated Boots—the best—
*U-»S
Mndo by Brlstollte

SLUGS & LICENSE

0UT-D0R STORE
163 C. 3rd St.

.

'¦

GOOD/YEAR
MORE PEOPLE RfDE ON GOODYEAR TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND

NELSON TIRE SERVICE

Fourth and Johnson
Branches In Madison,Wis., Minneapolis,Minn., and Springfield,II.

Phone 2306

Personality Plus
Candidate Sought
By JACK BELL

WASHINGTON (AP) . — The
American electorate's demonstrated disdain for party labels in
Tuesday 's election indicates Republicans may need a personalityplus candidate in 1964.
It just happened in the balloting that the Republicans who won
the big ones are just that type.
They have the kind of fresh , voter appeal that is credited with
helping make Joto/ F. Kenned y
a hairline winner in 1960. And no
one is doubting that the President
will seek re-election in another
two years.
The GOP stars in an otherwise
confusing ahd somewhat frustrating election that ijnded in almost
a numerical dead heat in congressional and gubernatorial contests
were :

himself re-elected by nearly hall
a million votes Rockefeller leaped
to the top of the heap of Kennedy's potential GOP rivals.
Gov.-elect George Romney of
Michigan, an indefatigable campaigner who charmed some union
votes away from the Democrats
to win his race in a key state.
Possibly somewhat less liberal
than Rockefeller, he may attract
support from party conservatives
who look on the New York governor as too inclined to the welfare
state to suit them.
Gov.-elect William W. Scranton
oi Pennsylvania, a very wealthy
man just getting his feet wet in
bigtime politics. He is a handsome, all-smiles candidate who.
can be a tough campaigner if the
occasion demands it.
In the seoond line, as prospec-

Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of tive material for a vice presiden-

Kew York , an omnivorous blintzeconsuming, hand-shaking, backclapping campaigner who is mentally quick on his feet and knows
the ways of television . By getting

£QIMPaces
Geltt6 Win
Over Cincinnati

tial nomination^ two young GOP
crusaders came to the front.
They are Robert Taft Jr., son
of the late "Mr. Republican," who
won election to Congress in an atlarge race in Ohio, and Gov. Mark
Hatfield of Oregon, who won reelection while the voters of his
state were giving another term to
Democratic Sen. Wayne Morse.
Just, how } ittle attention Cahfornians paid to party labels was
demonstrated . when they ie-elected Brown and at the same time
gave a new six-year term to the
Senate - %deputy Republican leader,
7homas H. Kuchel.
This seemed to be the mood of
¦voters all oyer the country as
they installed the first Republican
governor of Oklahoma and put
Democrats in the governors' offices in Vermont for the first time
in 108 years and in New Hampshire for the first time in 40
,
years.
In Pennsylvania the same pattern put Scranton in as governor
and gave Democratic Sen. Joseph
S. Clark another term.
In Michigan, Romney's victory
was accompanied by the* election
nt a Democratic lieutenant governor and a Democratic congressman-at-large.
Edward M. (Ted) Kennedy was
the shining star of the Democratic lineup. He won by a landslide
the seat that his eldest brother
gave up in I960 to become President.
Ted Kennedy 's run appeared to
have pulled Endicott ( Chub) Peabody to victory over Republican
Gov. John A. Volpe. In the cprrtplete count of about 2.1 million
ballots. Peaboly had a 9,000 lead.
Volpe talked of a recount.
The contest in Rhode Island
was considerably closer. With
about 6,000 absentee ballots yet
to - he counted7 Democratic Gov.
John A. Notte had a 46-vote edge
Over his Republican opponent ,
John H. Chaffee.

Jury Convicts
Estes, Sets Term
At Eight Years

By FINIS MOTHERSHEAD

TYLER , Tex. (AP ) — A jury
convicted bankrupt promoter Billie Sol Estes of swindling and set
his sentence at eight years in the
State Penitentiary Wednesday.
The -verdict , reached after the
11 men and one woman deliberated 2 hours and 8 minutes, ended a 17-day trial on state charges
growing out of a transaction involving a mortgage on liquid fertilizer tanks. The state said the
tanks did not exist.
Estes, 37, faces state anti-trust

charges accusing him of fixing
the price of liquid fertilizer. Also
pending against him are federal
charges of fraud , conspiracy and
perjury in connection with $22
million in loans obtained on fertilizer tanks;
It was the first conviction for
Estes since his multimillion-dollar complex of liquid fertilizer
tank mortgage deals, cotton allotment transfers and grain storage
collapsed last spring.
Asked for comment on the verdict , Estes replied: "What can
you say?"
Estes was accused of inducing

Pecos farmer T. J. Wilson to sign
a $94,500 mortgage on non-existent liquid fertilizer tanks. Prosecutors claimed Estes, his own
credit exhausted, paid rental bonuses and got farmers to contract
for non-existent tanks, leased the
tanks from them and agreed to
pay monthly rentals matching
payments due on the mortgages.
The-defense claimed he merely
paid a bonus for borrowing credit.
Estes remained free under
$20,000 bond pending a motion for
a new trial, promised within 10
days by defense lawyer John D.
Cofer. Altogether, kinsmen have
posted $140,000 bonds for Estes on
state and federal charges.

SOCIETY

Nation's Decay
Toastmistress
Reading Topic

"Let's Have the Courage to Stop
Our Nation's Decay," was the subject of a reading by Miss Sadie
Marsh at the Tuesday meeting of
the Winona Toastmistress Club at
Hotel Winona. The reading was
taken from a speech given by Jenkin Lloyd Jones of the Tulsa Oklahoma Tribune and evoked so much
interest that thousands of copies
were printed and distributed ,
largely through newspaper offices
in the United States. ;
Miss Katherine Wasnoska, toastmistress, introduced program participants, carrying out the theme
"Testing Our Skills — Learning by
Participation ."
Unusual table topics were assigned by Mrs. Lambert Hamerski who
asked each member to introduce
an imaginary person "while carefully observing rules lor this
speech situation and keeping within a time limit of one and one-half
minutes.
Mrs. F. A. Lipinski was general evaluator, Mrs. F. A. McShane,
timer, Mrs. Robert Ramonda led
the pledge to the flag, Mrs. Constance Heron gave the invocation
and conducted a vocabulary drill.
Mrs. Irvin Teasdale served as individual evaluator for the reading by
Miss Marsh. Mrs. John Rolbiecki
provided the humorous note and
Mrs. John Somers gave the thought
for the day. A parliamentary lesson was conducted by Mrs. Anthony Chelmowski, education chairman.
Miss Margaret McCready attended as a guest.

1 P.M. New York
¦ ' ¦' Stock Prices

Pine Creek Rosary
Society to Sponsor
Bake , Rummage Sale
DODGE, Wis. (Special)—The Rosary Society of Sacred Heart Parish, Pine Creek, will sponsor a
rummage and bake sale in the
parish hall Nov. 24. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served. All articles for the rummage sale are
to be brought to the hall not later than noon Nov. 24. Mrs. Richard Brqm, Mrs. Edward Jaszewski and Mrs. Cyril Pehler are in
charge.
Mrs. Wesley Stauhlin Jr. was
named treasurer to fill the unexpired term of Mrs. Eldon Herrman. Mrs. Ellen Simon won the
mystery parcel provided by Mrs.
Ted Wantoch. The attendance
prize **ent to Mrs. "Verna Sernec.
Group 7, of which Mrs. Jacob
Losinski is chairman, entertained.
She was assisted by Mrs. David
Gibbons, Mrs. George Jaszewski
and Mrs. Dominic Wozney.
Members will exchange Christ
mas gifts at the Dec. 2 meeting
Each women is to bring a Christ
mas sweet with its recipe.
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ETTRICK , Wis. (Special)-Ft.
Perrot Chapter DAR members
meeting Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. C. A. Brye voted to place WINONA MARKETS
an official DAR marker on the
Reported by
grave of Mrs. Curtis Homer,' Pine
Swift - Company
Cliff Cemetery, Galesvllle, Wis. Buying hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
through Friday.
The chaplain, Mrs. C. VH. Nelson, Monday
These quotations apply as of noon today.
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Roy Voxland , Kenyon , was Schank , Arcadia , will show slides sponsor a bake sale and serve KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)-A Hogs 12,000; trade only fairly active;
named lineman ot the week by named new stale representative
miscellaneous bridal shower was barorws and gilts steady to weak; some
taken on his recent trip to Russia , lunch at the Legion Clubrooms Wed given Sunday afternoon in the 25 cents lower compared with Wednesday 's
The Associated Press.
over* John Friedrich, Red Wing
tows mostly steady; 1-2 190*240 Ib
The rugged Crimson Tide cen- city alderman , by a vote of 7,173 and reports from the recent third nesday from 2 to 5 p.m. All pro- American Legion hall in honor of average;
and gills 17.00-17.25; mixed 1-3
district conference will be given. ceeds will go to tlie student loan Miss Shirley Zahel. Twenty guests barrows
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iteers about steady; load mostly choice
fensive lincbackin g slot ho pur- sioner from the 4th district. Fo- J5TH ANNIVERSARY
wives and auxiliary members and Kctchum. Lunch was served.
1,123 Ib slaughter steers 2t.75i other good
sues relentlessly and tackles vi- gel polled 1,344 votes and Peter- STRUM , Wis. (Specinl)-Mr . and husbands are invited.
tnd low choice 1,000-1,100 lbs 38.33*39,50;
LADIES AID
ciously.
load choice 845 lb heifers 38.50 ; good and
son 1,274.
Mrs, Jerome Johnson were hosts
(SpecialiMinn.
low choice 25.50-28.00; utilit y and commerLAKE
CITY
.
DURAND
PTA
Other
county
officials
were
unSunday
evening
to
friend
s
who
mot
cial
14,25-16,50 1 utility and commerWhen aikid about his d««lr«j to opposed,
st , John 's Lutheran Ladies Aid cial cows
DURAND
,
Wis.
-Durand
PTA
bulls 17,50-19.50; tew good vealers
at their home to observe the Johnbe in on every play nnd his taste
held
guest
<lay
last
week
at
the
25.00-38.00; small lot good 700 Ib . feeding
sons 25th wedding anniversary. will meet Monday with an open church parlors. Opening Bible dis- Iteers 25.00,
f or tough footbaJJ, Jordan said he DOUBLE TROUBLE
house at the high school from 7
Sheep 1,000; slaughter lambs steady; levTho
anniversary
cake
was
baked
always tries hard , but is not cer- SANTE FE, N.M . '/TV-Shooting
to 8 p.m. Program theme is "How cussion was led , by the Rev. T. 11. er al lots choice and prime 90*110 Ib wooltain he plays any harder than into a game area nt night with nnd served by Mrs, Ceroid Molt- Children Spend Their Time After Albrecht. A film on "Our Duty. ed slaughter lambs 19,30-20,00; good and
choice 17.00*19.00; cull to good wooled
anyone else.
the aid of artificial light brought znu.
Scliool ." There will be a panel dis- Being a Christian " wos shown hy slaughter ewes 4,00-6,00.
¦
"I would he dishonest with my- a fine of $25 plus court costs and
group
the
Hev.
Ralph
Goede.
The
cussion by parents.
'
self , and shortchanging myself n self-inflicted gun wound to n Two teams In the American
voted to renew the table tops and NEW YORK (AP) - Canadian
nnd the team if I didn 't put ev- Cnpilnn resident . The man was League hit more homo runs than PLEASANT VALLEY CLUB
to send donations to the Indian dollnr in N.Y. today, .9300, preerything I had into it ," ho anid , trying to unload two rile.** and a Detroit last season in series with Pleasant Valley Social Club will Mission in Arizona , Negro Mission vious day .9290.
adding, "I always thought you pistol when a game department lho Tigers. The .Yankees hit 17 meet nt 2 p.m, Saturday at the in Jhc Twin Cities and other Instihad to put lOO per cent into any- officer approached his vehicle. The homers to the Tigers' 14 nnd the home of Mrs. Elmer Hammnnn , tlons. The next meeting will bo n CHICAGO (ApTlNo wheat or
Christmas pnrty.
oats sales. Corn No 3 yellow 1,05 ;
thing to make it worthwhile. " subj ect shot himelf ln the leg. Angeles hit 18 to tlio Tigers' 17. 007 Walnut St,

Whitehall .Legion
Auxiliary Sees
King Home Slides

Stock Market
Advances in
Fast Trading

Th* Dow Jones Industrial average at noon, however, rose 1.34 to

617.09 in a significant move which
topped the intermediate high of
616.00 reached Aug. 23 when the
market reached the crest of its
recovery move from ¦ the ¦ , June
lows.

. *, ' '

Some backing away from the
best prices occurred later. American Telephone sliced a 1-point
gain to a fraction, Others shaded
their best.
Westinghouse Electric kept a
gain of about 2 .points. IBM
chopped a 3-point gain to less than
a point. Chrysler erased a fractional gain and showed a fractional loss.
Grumman, McDonnell Aircraft
and Boeing each rose more than
a point.
Corporate and U.S. government
bonds made small gains.

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP ) — Chicago Mercantile Exchange — Butter steady
wholesale b u y i n g prices unchanged ; 93 score AA 57%; 92 A
57% ; 90 B 56% ; 89 C 55%; cars
8. B 57V«; 89 C 57. V
Eggs firm ; wholesale buying
prices unchan ged to 2-W higher ;
70 per cent or better grade A
whites 40%; mixed 40% ; mediums
28; standards 32; dirties 26Vi ;
checks 26,
NEW YORK (AP) — ( USDA) Butter offerings adequate; demand improved.
Wholesale prices on bulk cartons
(fresh) , creamery, 92 score (AA)
59V4-59% cents; 92 score (A) 58%59; 90 score (B) 58^-58%. •
Cheese s t e a d y ; prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings limited;
demand active.
(Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales. )
New York spot quotations follow : mixed colors : extras (47 lbs,
min .) 43-44; extras medium (40
lbs. average) 30V4-31VS ; smalls (35
lbs. average) 25-26; standards 3638; checks 29-30.
Whites: extras (47 lbs. nun.)
43-V-2-45; extras medium (40 lbs.
average) 31-32; top quality (47 lbs.
min.) 45%-48; mediums (41 lbs.
average) 34-36; smalls (36 lbs. average) 26-27; peewees 21-22.
Browns: extras ' (47 lbs. min.)
46-47; top qualify (47 lbs. min, )
46-/2-48; mediums (41 lbs, average )
34-36; smalls (36 lbs. average) 2728; peewees 21-22.
CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 40; on track
193; total U.S . shipments 382;
supplies moderate; demand moderate; market for Russets firm;
for round reds steady ; carlot
track sales: Idaho Russets 3.753.85; Washington Russets 3.15;
Washington bakers 4.25; , Minnesota - North Dakota Red River
Valley round reds 2.00-2.25 ; Wisconsin Russels 2.00,

RAINBOW JEWELERS, next
post office on 4th.

to

ttl»

LOVE AT FIRST BITEI This Is what
happens when you eat at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E, 3rd. Open 24 houn
a day, 7 days a week.
"HEY CULLIGAN MAN" Please deliver
my softener salt right away. Service for,
all makes. CULLIGAN. Tel. 3MH).
MONEY AHEAD when you have clothing
repaired or altered.
WARREN BETVSINGER, Tailor, 46'/t W. 3rd.
WHEEL CHAIRS—for every price range;
adlusfable walkers. For rent or sale.
First two months rental credited toward!
purchase price. Crutches, wood or adlusfable
aluminum.
TED
MAIER
¦
DRUGS.
OUR TOY AND GIFT BOOK will bs -Jlstributed before Thanksgiving. Use this
convenient time saving way to do your
Christmas
shopping.
ROBB . BROS.
STORE, 576 E.*. *4th . Tel. 4007.
TRY OUR NOON LUNCHEONS-^Privjf e
- rooms . for groups at noon, evening or
all day. RAY MEYER, THE INNKEEPER, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

Aluminum Siding

JIM D. MOHAN
¦W. Franklin ' St. Tel. t-216t

Auto Service, Repairing

IO

COMPLETE OVERHAUL-or |USt a tuneup, get that sick buggy to the experts.
BROWN MOTOR SERV., 408 W. 4th.
Tel. 5691. Quality service always.

Business Services

14

$55 for all wool hard finish coat and
pants, tailored for you. 200 pattern*
to choose from. A. R. Knapp, tailor.
Morgan Block.
FIRST
IMPRESSIONS
ARE
LASTIN8
. . . so If the carpet In your office,
business place, or home is rather doubtful looking, let WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE renew It's color and
vitality. Tel. 3722 or stop in at lit
W . 3rd, today.
SAND FLEAS Eradicated. Results guar*
anfeed. Karl's Pest Control Service. . Tel.'
8-1787.

___

DUCT SEASON extended . For complete
thorough heating system clean-up call
BOB HARDTKE, Furnace-Vac : Repre.- '- '
sentative. Tel. 41)16:

TREE SERVICE

For complete tree pruning,
trimming and removal, also
stump removal , call
EARL'S TREE SERVICE
Rushford , Minnesota
Tel. UN4-9468 or UN4-9499
Fully Insured
Furniture Repairs

18

FURNITURE REFINISHING and minor
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
and delivery. Free estimate. Tel; »64»
* noon and evenings, Robert Graves.

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS l/P>-Wheat receipts Wednesday 262; year ago 83;
trading basis unchanged; prices
% higher ; cash spring wheat basis, No 1 dark northern 2.37%2.39%; spring wheat one cent premium each lb ovet* 58-61 lbs;
spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb under 58 lbs; protein
premium 11-16 per cent 2.37%.
2.74%.
No 1 hard Montana' winter
2.25%-2,63%.
Minn. - S.D, No 1 hard winter
2.18%-2.61%,
No 1 hard amber durum 2.572.65; discounts, amber 5-7; durum
7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.02V4 ,
Oats No 2 white 61'A-68'/i; No 3
white 59'/i-67 ; No 2 heavy white
66-70V4 ; No 3 heavy white 65-67%.
Barley, bright color 1,00-1.27;
No 5 yellow 96&-1.04'/j i. Soybeans straw color 1.00-1.28; stained 1.00No 2 yellow '2.4ZY *-im.
1.25; feed 82-96.
Soybean oil fl#M«a.
Rye No 2 11414-1.18%.
Barley : malting choico 1.25- Flax No 1 3.07.
1.33n; feed »3-],07n .
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2,32'/£,
BIG GEORGE)

"Mom — Pop wants to know do you have an
aspirin handy?"

Moving/ Truckin g,Storage 1
9

Furniture, Rugs,Linoleum 64 Apartments, Flats

REPUBLIC VAN LINES-saves you mon"ey, low. I.C.C. rates, packing, handling,
dispatching. WINONA DELIVERY 5,
¦TRANSFER, 404 W. _4*h. Tel, an;.

THREE ROOMS of furniture. Including
good appliances, by working woman.
403 W. Wabasha, Apt. * 5 In raar.
9 PC. LIVING ROOM grouping. Including
nylon *0,a and matching chair with
ilppered foam cushions; 9x12 run with
foam pad; 2 matching step fables end
matching cocktail table; 2 table lamps
and tree lamp. Regular W57.60 now
S219.95 down payment $19.95 and 412.17
a montt).
BORZYSKOWSK.1 FURNITURE STORE, 302 Mankato Ave., open
evenings.
;

Plumbing, Roofing
21
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains,
1 year guarantee
Tel, 950? or 4434

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

"
ARE VoO BITTEN by the remodeling bug*
New kitchen, laundry area, bathroom?
We have the finest quality fixtures. See
us for estimates.

KROEHLER WEEK
SPECIAL

FRANK O'LAUGKLIN

3-pc. sectional.
New flared arm style.
Zippered foam cushions.
100% performance tested.
Nylon friezes in brown,
beige, green.

PLUMBING & HEATING
' . .
207 E. 3rd
'
_ Tel. 370}

JERRY'S PLUMBING^

»27 E. 4th

Tel, 9394

Help Wanted—Female

26

WOMAN,. 21 or older, to work evenings
part time In. snack bar. Tel (MI33
belore 5.

$199
'

27

SALESMAN W A N T E D with electrical
background to cover city of La Crosse
and surrounding territory. Five day
week, liberal car allowance and commissions. "Excellent opportunity for right
man. Write 0-58 olvlng full particulars.
TOOL AND~blE rnakers^MInlmum exparlance 5 years J Growing La Crosse
¦Co. Write ' Box 38, La Crosse, Wis.,
tor appointment.
PRINT Eg—wanted Immediately, no speclallst. 2-3 Er , may suffice. Apply TrlCounty News, ¦Osseo, Wis.

MARRIED MAN—t o operate dairy farm.
Tel. 188-R-7, Alma, or see
¦ ¦ . Alton
¦ Stcinke,
¦¦ ¦
Alma, Wis.
. . .. ' _ ./ . * ' ?
TRAINEE
MARRIED MAN, to 37. High school, good
car essential . Man selected will receive
HOO per week guaranteed during training. Apply Winona Hotel, 6 to 9 p.m.
Thurs,, evening. Nov. 8. Ask for Mr.
¦
LaPean.

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin
Good things to Eat
65

:

:* WR BIG WOUNDS IGIVE FIRST AIDV 7AND PDC SMAU- ON&6 SECOND M>f
:

TEAT DILATORS

79c

TED MAIER DRUGS
ANIMAL HEALTH CENTER

for man who qualifies for this Job.
Age 22-33, married, neat, good work
record essential. Combination service,
sales, delivery. Write Box W-7, C/o
Daily News.

WILL DO IRONING In my home. .75c
per hour. Tel* 5787 or 8-2291.
CHILD CARE WANTED—Tel. 8-3i55T~

Insurance

38

AUTO INSURANCE V
Double benefits on accidental
death, if you have seat belts,
as much as $10,000, no extra
charge
Sweeney 's Insurance Agency
922 W. 5th
Tel. 7108
Money to Loan

40

NEED MONEY—There's no need for you
to ever be without funds when MLST
ls nearby ready to help with all the
money you might need on low convenient terms. Call or visit MINN. LOAN
**. THRIFT, 166 Walnut. Tel. 8-2976.

LOANSTLfcf

PLAIN NOTE—AUTO-FURNITURE
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2915
Hn, 9 a.m. to S p.m.. Sat. 9 am to noon.

Loans — Insuranfce —
Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY
171 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5340
(Next to Telephone Olflce)

Dogs, Pets,Supplies

42

ENJOY THE DISTINCTION of owning a
Dalmatlon. Clarence Craven, 3 miles
S.W. of Stockton, Tel: Lewiston -3764.
BIRD DOG—1, registered; 1 Springer
Spaniel; I black Springer bird dog, S10.*
aqulrrel dogs. SIO and up; coon hounds,
S2S and up. Charles Waughfal, Black
River Falls, Wis. in care of Waughtal
Motor Sales.
GERMAN SHEPHERD" collie pups, availabla for good home. Charles Carhart,
CentervllH, Wis.
__
BLACK 8. TAN and Blue Tick coon hound
puppies from the blood lines If Radar,
Mountain Music and Smokey Blue Boy.
Ken Gallagher , Independence, Wis.
COON HOUNDS—1, BUjetTckriernale, good
storied dog. 14 months old. Also, 1
good black ind tan, 8 years old, open
straight coon, real good pup trainer;
can fry them here any night. $250 for
the pair, Won't separate. Earl Sawdey, Utlca, Minn.

Horses,Cattle,Stock

43

PUREBRED DUROClwars and gills, vacclnated lor cholera and erysipelas. CHI*
~^tord Hoff,
Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot
Mound).
HERD OF li" Dairy cow*; fresh and
springing close. Can be purchased tor
cash or on milk assignment. Also, herd
of 16 Hereford cows and calves. Write
D-56 Dally News.
HOLSTEIN BULLS-reglstered rfadyTTor
heavy service and younger from high
record tested dams, also high classified dams, Harry Marks, Mondovl, Wis.
,
(Gllmanlon)
serviceable
HOLSTEINS—some . choice
bulls, a few young 500 Ib fat springers.
Also, older foundation cows . C. H,
Mueller & Sons, Lewlslcn, Minn.
~
PUREBRED DUROC BOARS^'s ired by
gragd champion boar of Minnesota Slate
Ptitr. Vaccinated for cholera and ery./slpelas. Raised under sanitary condl/ lion. Farmer prices. M. W. Wilts*, St.
Charles , AAlnn.
~
ANGUS HE IF ER CALVES-2b7 "purebred.
Hugo fiaddatz, Utlca, IMnn._ _ _ _
^
HOLSTEIN—registered bulls, serviceable
age, dams DHIA records up to 749
lbs. fat , 20,360 lbs. milk In 318 days,
Allred H. Johnson, Peterson, Minn. Tel.
TR 5-5141 .
.
_
POLLED " HEREFORD " BULL—registered,
408
Center.
63B0,
13 months old. Tel.
Lewis Schocnlng.
HEREFORD AND ANGUS-3-yenr-old heifers, to call next spring. S200. Also 800
Ib, steers. C. A. Schnrleu, Arcadia, Wis.
~
"
0ENfUe'r Jenny burro, kids ' pel, tide,
drive, bred lo Shetland stud. Alio, two
good cattle dogs. Joo Humfeld, La Crescent, Minn, Tel. TW 5-3449.
BULLS~regliter«d. , serviceHOLSTEIN
able arjo, with records up lo 650 lbs.
Beckmati, Houston,
bulterfat.
lestoi
Minn,
_
JER S EY cows-s, 3 ir ** *tv 2 " springing,
all 3rd . cnll. I Guermey helfor open,
1 Guorniey hel'Br due Feb. L. Bobo,
Ln Crescent, Minn. Til. Dakota Midway 3-2M0.
HOLSTEIN—springing heifer, cloVa. Stanley Bond, Fountain City, Wis. Tel.
8-MU 7-3»'6,

PUREBRED HOLSTEIN
BULLS
8, 1 yenr old.
Records uf> to GOO# fnt ,
4% test.

LES GROVER
Gnlesville , Wis,
(Centervllle )

.

¦

.. '

¦

Horses,Cattle,Stock
43 Farm,Implements,Harriet. 48
~
~
~
' .
HOW EI
JITE CHAIN SAWr
. * $1.00 Size Dr7 Naylor's

WESTERN
¦
$iWWJT P WS NE W ' ¦STOGKER- &
FEEDER
Situations Wanted—Female 29
V CATTLE
¦ ¦ ¦\. FOR
Business Opportunities
37
PRIVATE SALE

THREE BEDROOM home for sale with
aervice station now rented. Immediate
possession. May- be seen after 4 p.m.
or Sat. and Sun. H. Slaby, Buffalo
City, Wis.
* FILLING STATION located on West * Safnla. Available at oncej Purchase building and choose your own brand of gas.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159
Walnut St. Tel. 4J42 or after hours: E J
R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Pagel 4501, E. A.
Abts 3184, Bill Zlebell.* 4854.
MINK RANCH-ellher with or without the
mink. I will train Interested person.
Curtis Johnson., Peterson, Minn. Tel.
¦ ¦
TR 5-5743.
.
; * . . * " , -'

Apartments,Furnished

BURKE'S

Licensed Practical Nurse.
40 hour week.
Meal furnished.
Paid life insurance .
MATTESON NURSING HOME
Eyota, Minnesota
Help Wanted—Male

CENTRALLY LOCATED
6 room apartment
¦ ' .' •
Tel. 8-1637.

*' wt.

WANTED

I

end see the new C-l
$149 J 95
J VICE
AUTO ELECTRIC SES
TH. 545J
2nd 8. Johnson
. '
DEARBORN—single row corn picker. In
excellent working condition. Reason for
selling, flnislied picking. Ray Speltz 8*
Sons, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 2953, Lewis-'
¦ .
ton. '

Articles for Sale

FREEZERS $199 to $259. Used refrlgera"tors S2S. Used TVs $50. FRANK LILLA¦
& SONS, 741 E. em.
.
bedspread,
ITALIAN
EMBROIDERED
youth chair, many glasses and dishes,
Christmas cards, gifts, toys, curtains,
drapes, yardage goods;, many new and
used items. Antiques. Tel. 43$. or 204
' W. Sanborn. ' .** .. .
" ~
~TA RGE SELECTION of used
S EE OUR
refrlgeralors, electric ranges and TV
sets. All reconditioned. B «. B ELEC*
TRIC, Ui E. 3rd.
_
FOR SALE Minshall electric organ, piano
and trade HO and O gauge trains for
other HO. Tel. 2442.
ELECTRIC MOTOR-V. h.p., $5; 2 youth
. beds, $S; dinette-set, $5; 6 Inch TV with
swivel stand, $25 . 556 W. Slri after 3
p.m.

¦' -

. '¦

MC DONALD

co.

NEW IDEA

Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wisconsin
For

Sales & Service

on
John Deere Machinery, New
Idea equipment , McCulloch
chain saws, Mayrath elevators,
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY
- SEE -

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
Durand, Wisconsin

USED TRACTOR
SPECIALS
1959 Allis Chalmers D-17 with
power steering.
1949 Farmall C with cultivator.
1955 Allis Chalmers WD-4S wide
front , complete engine
overhaul.
1955 Allis Chalmers WD-45 wide
front , Diesel, new engine
overhaul.
1950 WD narrow front , new
rear tires.
1951 John Deere A, like new.
1953 John Deere 50, qharp.
1951 Ford tractor , new rear
tires.
1948 Oliver 70, liko new condition.
1048 Farmall H, new rear tires.
1946 Allis Chalmers WC, engine
overhauled , new rear tires.
3—1942 to 194B John Deere B's.
3-1949 Allis Chalmers C tractors and cultivators,
1946 John Deere A.
Oliver 60 and cultivator.
'(tif
2-1944 John Deere A's. '
F-20. tike new.
Allis Chalmers B, sharp .

Corn Picker
Close-out Sale

Allis Chalmers D-17 picker ,
2 row mounted.
Allis C*ia|mers No. 33 WD
mounted 2 row.
4—New Idea 1 row pull type.
2—Woods 1 row,
2—Minneapolis Moline 1 row.
John Deere 226 mounted.
•
*
*
2—Gehl 10 Inch hammermllls,
PTO drive.
1-Wetmore hnmmcrmill . PTO
drive.,
1-Letz PTO burr mill .

Morken's Service
Rushford , Minn . Tel. UN 4-7187
ii*

APPLES

$1 per bu.
ED JICK

2 blocks south of Centerville ,
Wis., 4 corners on Hgwy. 93.

This is the last wee!*;
we'l have apples,

LES GROVER
Galesyille, Wis.
(Centervllle)
66

SHOT GUN—12 gauge, pump repeater; 3
years old, good condition. Tel. 8-2848.
Norman Henderson.
. . - , .,
GERMAN MAUSElf-S mm sporting rlfie, JS5; 12 gauge Stevens double shotgun, $25; Swedish Mauser, 7 mm Sooner deer rifle, $35; two 32. Jutomatlc
old guns. Tel. 5383. «K
¦ pistols; some
¦¦ " ¦ ¦
" - ¦ ¦: .
w. sih.
-'MARLIN 32 Special lever action carbine
deer rifle, like new, wllh sheepskin
case. Only J40. Tel. 9280 after 5:30
*, - ¦ .

'. . . * . *

. . . •

TRADE-IN

'

your present gun on a new one.
Liberal allowance. Deer slugs,
ammunition and traps. We aim
to please.

NEUMANN'S

121 E. 2nd
Household Articles

Al ,

>

Houses for Rent

96

WANTED—3 room apt. by married college
student, small child, by Jan. 1. Write
307 17lh St. N.E.,. Rochester, Minn,
MARRIED COUPLE with children desire
to rent 2 bedroom unfurnished apt. or
house. West location preferred. Tel. 3235.

Winon a
67 Farms,Land' for Sale

98

2-70 ACRE FARMS—near Houston, Minn.
$1 PER DAY rental for electric carpet
Also, 300 acre and 280 acre farms near
shampooer with purchase of Blu* Lustre.
Msbel, 3-160 acre farms. Also other 2,
H. Choate 8* Co.
like new residences in Spring Grove.
can be arranged. Carl Olson
71 Term!
Radios,Television
Realtor, Mabel, Minn.
TV AND RADIO TROUBLES—let us take NEAR PICKWicir-^110*-acr« farm, about
35 acres cultivated/ balance pasture and
out the bugs. Breia TV SerWca. 63
timber. Good stock fa rm. Good well with
W. Bellevlew. Tel. 7476.
windmill. 6-roorh house and other bulldRADIO AND TV REPAIR, all makes, exJnfs. Immediate possession. Only JJ,800.
pen work. WINONA FIRE « POWER ,
54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
Winona's Finest Electronic Repair
374 W. Mark
. Tel. «M5
for All Makes

W. STAHR

Don Ehmann TV Service

Houses for Sale

II

R
OVC
F
L
«
TTel. 2349
J r
*
,r O

110 Exchange Bldg.

A yard with 108 teet frontage and
150 feet deep, fenced and landscaped.
Immediate occupancy in this four-bedroom, 'Hi bath, house with pine-paneled
amusement room. Plus attached twocar garage.

95

'

I
BOB

. Tel. 6925

?

Big Lot

~
BROADWAY W. 533-Modern 2-bedroom
house, oarage, adults preferred, no
pets. Inquire 531 W. Broadway.
~
NEW 3 BEDROOM homes tor rent. $6?
per month and S99 per month. Bob
Selover Realtor , UO Exchange Bldg. .
TWO YEAR OLD 7 room house" on Gilmore Valley Road. 3 bedrooms, family
room. IVJ baths,¦ garage. Tel. 8-3866 or
¦
.
. . ¦
2535, .
LIVE RENT FREE while taking care of
house and yard owned and operated
by St. John's United Church of Christ,
Fountain City. Wis. Tel, 8-MU 7-3277.
E. TENTH—400 block. 6 room modern
home, available Dec. 1st. Tel. 5282.

Wanted to Rent

7 W. STAHR

. 374 W. Mark .

I

Roger Biltgen
Tel. 5359.

Guns,Sporting Goods

W. STAHR

$500 DOWN

Available for retail or
manufacturing.
Available immediately.
Contact

close Sunday.

99

E. ALMOST NEW 3 bedroern home. 2
bedrooms down with l huge bedroom
and closet up. Dandy kitchen and living
room. Corner lot. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel . 4242
or after hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill
Pagel 450), E . A . Able 3184, Bill Zlebell 48J<TWO BEDROOM home, nearly new, west
location, 1 block from busline. Priced
for quick sale. Tel. 5514 alter 5.
THREE BEDROOM house or 2 bedrooms
and den. Very desirable west location.
Close to public and parochial schools,
on bus line. AH new plumbing. All
modern except heat. By owner. Tel .
2206,
MUST S/*fcR*F!CE new 3 bedroom home.
This house has everything. Attached garage, beautiful stone planter, many closets, large living room, kitchen and recreation room, space for washer and
dryer on first floor. Located at 865 W.
7th,
on paved street near bus line,
*
schools and churches. Tel. 2290 or 5751.
FIFTH W. — income property. Duplex.
Good Investment. In tip-top conditio* Has
2 lovely apts., all redecoreted. 4 rooms
and bath on first floor, 5 rooms and bath
In upper. Always renfed. Automatic hot
. water heat. Under $9,000. See or call

WINONA ST. — 3 room furnished apT,
adults, utilities furnished, Tel. 7687 for
Tel. 6925
374 W. Mark
appointment. , .
FOR MEN—light housekeeping rooms, 1st
floor, private bath and entrance. ,Tel.
,
. 4859.
CENTRALLY LOCATED—available Dec.
Balance $50 per month, will buy this 21, Heat end hot water furnished. Pribedroom home, with full lot and a large
vate bath and ' entrance. May be seen
garage.
Located In Goodvlew. It's less
at 53 W. King after 5.
than 15 years old and going with a full
UPSTAIRS 3 room apt., attractively furprice of only $5,000.
nished. Heat, light, hot and cold water
. ,
AGENCY INC.
Included: Adults only. Tel. 6869.
REALTORS
THREE ROOM APT—heat and hot wafer . furnished, on bus line. Available
Phones
4242-B588
M
¦
r
it
C
¦¦
'
- ' ; . ..
Nov. 15. Tel.__42?1.
I Y k JL O
159 Walnut
COZY AND ATTRACTIVE 3 room furEldon Clay — 8-2737
nished apt., with bath. Heat Included.
Wm, R. Pagel - 4501
. Private entrance. Central location. 1
adult. Inquire 117 W, Howard.
:
E. A. Abts—3184
FIRST FLOOR—1 room and kitchenette,
Bill j iebell — 4854
private bath, 2 closets, garage if need- __
_
ed. Call , at? 158 ' W. 5th..
WABASHA ST.—If you need a 3-bedroom
home in tip-top condition with full baseJ
Business Places for Rent
92 ment and furnace, landscaped lot, and
garage at $9,500, call

•ft 4 story bldg.
¦ft Elevator
ft Heated

DELICIOUS

p.m.

91

SALENS
Wa rehouse Store

APPI-E5

57

TWO . OOMINION-2 "burner hot plates,
$10 each;; studio couch bed, $15; chest
Calves, yearlings and two-yearof drawers, $15, Tel. 8:2853.
olds, in our yards at all times.~
STORM WINDOWS—Slze 32x63. Tel. 4B21.
These cattle are shipped direct
GAS HEATER—15,000 BTU new full sin
box spring and foam rubber mattress,
to our yard from the western
30" Hollywood bed, bathroom cabinets,
ranges. For further informahampers, miscellaneous household goods;
Tel. 201D Fri . and Sat. Only .
tion call
~
STORM WINDOW and all t7pes bf winterizing plastics ' available at ROBB
BROS. STOR E, 576 E. 4th. Tel? 4007.
FOR THE BEST . . . In TV. radios, appliances, fire extinguishers, snow blowers, chain saws and other labor saving
Items, and at the lowest possible prices
. . . see WINONA FIRE J. POWER,
SUMNER , IOWA
54 E. 2nd . Tel. 5065.
Tel. 170 or 370
OVERHEAD garage door, lffx6"/i', complete with fittings. SIS. - 7*1. Dakota
Ml 3-2072.
Wanted—Livestock
46 ANTENNA with rotor to ba taken down,
$15. 215 Harvester.
. ' ' ? : . ' ¦ ' .' . '
Top prices for all livestock
PREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
WOOD KITCHEN TABLE and 4 chairs,
Lewiston, Minn.
fable lamps, end fables, straight chairs,
' • «• •
Dally Hog Market
Conn trumpet and case, children's
Tel. 4161 on springing cows-hillera.
toys, dishes and other miscellaneous
Farm,Implements ,Harness 48 Items. 534 Garfield St.
WINONA SADDLE & BRIDAL CLOB
ROSENTHAL STEEL 40 corn huslcer and
Sale end Auction, Nov. 9, Sale 12 to
shredder. Will trade for . young stock.
9. Auction 6:30. Corner 2nd & Main.
Willis Stuber, Fountain City, Wis.
Antique chests, small oriental rugs, walnut mirror, antique hat racks, dishREMODELING YOUR -BARN? Why noi
washer-sink combination, TV, vibrator,
put In a complete Clay equipped set
mahogany
table with 4 matching upup. Barn cleaner, comfort or lever
clothing,
chairs, dressers,
holstered
stalls, ventilation, etc. OAK RIDGE
many
china
Items, 2 Navafo rugs, many
SALES & SERVICE, Mlnnelika, Minn.
¦
chairs, lamps, small tables, athletic
Tel. Altura 7884.
equipment. An enormous selection.
RUMMAGE SALE-Saf. 428Vj E. 8th.
Dresses and coats, sizes 12 and 16;
shoes, hats, knick-knacks, high chair,
1 row pull type corn picker
lamp, crocheted tablecloth.
on rubber. Special end of
RUMMAGE SALE-56T ErBellevlew, Frl.
and Sat., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Dishes,
season price.
clothes, tiamper, deep fry, skates, etc.

SALES

RUTABAGAS^-Sl per bus. Also, live
ducks. George Bork, Fountain Clt-y, Wis.
Tel. 8-MU 7-4763. ¦ ' ¦'.
LARGE WHITT~~DUCKS—6 ft> t lbs, average, $2 each, live. ' Geese, live or dressed. Joe Merchlewlti, Stockton, Minn.
Tel. 2S45 Lewiston.
POTATOES — JlVso a bu. Moody, Inquire
¦ '
West End APCO.
'

- Be sure

90 Houses fer Sale

THIRD E. 214VJ—modern 4 room arid
oath apt*, newly decorated throughout .
private entrance. Immediate possession.
Tel. 1643.
PARTLY MODERN—4 room upstairs apt.
Tel. 2914.
ALL MODERN—furnished 2 room apt.,
middle age lady preferred. 413 E. 8th
after 5 p.m.
UPSTAIRS 3 rooms and bath, partly furnlshed, enclosed rear porch, front and
rear entrances. 522 E. Third.
HOWARD E. 202-2 bedrooms, 3 closets
and bath upstairs; kitchen, living room
downstairs. Basement. Gas heat. Hot
water. Inquire rear apt.
FIFTH E. .72*—3 room downstairs heated
apt., private bath, entrance. Inquire be*
tween > a.m. and 6 p.m.
CENTRALLY LOCATED-3 room modern
apt., utilities furnished, . available Dec.
1. Tel. 3600 or 8-2303.
APT. FOR RENT—also,
chain saw for
¦
sale. Tel. B-2766. ¦; . * ¦

Glen Mary

Two-bedroom house with automatic oil
heat, bath with shower and vanity,
kitchen and utility room. Separate garage. On a large lot. Total price only
$11400.

Hillside Tri-Level

has kitchen wiih built-in. copper tone
range and oven; living room with nylon
carpeting. Top level also has a large
master bedroom, bath end second bedroom. Lower levels have office or third
bedroom, workshop and laundry area.
Attached garage. Lots of birch frees
situated on Vt acre.

In Gilmore Valley

a new two-level home has three bedrooms and ceramic tile bath, carpeted
living room with corner windows and
baseboard heat. A walkout lower level.
Full price Is $13,500.

Wincrest Homes '

are three-bedroom ramblers with walkoul basements and family, rooms overlooking the Hiawatha Valley's beautiful
scenic views. Stone fireplaces are also
In these houses on half-acre lots. Paved streets and cily sewers, low down
payments,, thirty-year, terms.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Dave Kriopp 8-2809
W. L. IWIb) Helier 8-2181
John Hendrlck son 7441
Laura Flsk 2118
Betty Darby 2991

I*308

7,7/ c Q

I cPU OVt K
I J t- r
Tel. 2349

99 |

HU Exchange Bldg.

Tel. 6303
980 W. Fifth
OWNER — In Goodvlew. 4 room new
v . BYhouse
Authorized Dealer for
with complete modern horns WEST LOCATION-Near St. Teresa Col:
AOM1RAL-MUNTZ-ZEMTH
In
basement,
garaoe,
full
lot,
lege. If you need 4 or 5 bedrooms see
sewer and water paid for and In baseUSED TELEVISION SETS-consoles and
this 8-room modern home. Hardwood
ment. If Interested In a hew home
portables.
The
"
¦ ¦
¦ ¦¦ »lze and style you want
floors,
oil heat, full basement. Immediate
' : .
oFUSED^FURNlfURE STORE
very cheap, ready to live In Dec. 1.
at
possession. $12,700.
Inquire at 151 E. 8fh St. Tel. 5591. '
273 E. 3rd St.
We Buy
We Sell
IMMEDIATE ?o'5SESSioN-476 HiawaFurniture—Antiques—Tools
118 E. 3rd
Winona
tha Blvd. New rambler, 2 bedrooms, JJ74_W. Mark
Tel. 6M5_
and other used Items
modern, attached garage, breeze- G6oDviiw-4715 «lh St. 12 years ofd, like
Tel . 8-3701
Refrigerators
72 all
.
.
way. Tel. 8-2580.
new. 3 or 4 bedrooms, kitchen, dining
INSTALL a grab bar for fub or shower beFirestone, I. DUPLEX. 2 bedrooms down and a 3
ft..
area, carpeted living room, attached
tor you fall. Straight or angle models REFRIGERATOR—9 CU.
bedroom apartment upstairs. Forced air
7623,
good
condition.
Tel.
garage,
large corner lot. Only $1503
available,
oil heat. 2 car garage. Close to Lindown. Balance like rent,
UPRIGHT FREEZER, 12 cu, ft., specoln
School
district.
Here
Is
a
real
eccially priced, all new, must sell to
onomical buy. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
PLUMBING «, HEATING
make room for '63 models. FIRESTONE
Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or
175 Lafayette St.
STORE, 200 W. 3rd, Tel. 6060.
169 E;_ 3rd_ St._
Tel. 2737
after hours : E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill
Tel. 5240 or 4400 evenings.
Pagel 4501. E. A. Abts 3184, Bill Zla^
"
w7l42l" - Near'westfieid Golf
_e " mi '
________ FOURTH
Commercial and Domestic
Course, 5-room house, all on one floor.
WESTDALE 476—3-bedroom rambler, fulTel. 5533
553 E. 4th
Large lot and garage, Immediate possesly carpeted, large living room and kitchsion. Only $4,950. For appointment call
Specials at the Store
74 en, bullt-lns, disposal, double garage,
rec room In basement, Tel. 8-3875.
BATHROOM SPACE saver. 3 spacious F7~CEN T RAL LOC A TTO'NV 4 bedroom
374 W. Mark
Tel. 4925
shelves, towel rings, expands 7 ft. 6 In.
home. Close to churches, schools and
to 8 ft. 6 In. $7.77. Bambenek' s, 429
grocery store. Priced at only 58,000.
Mankato Ave.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159
Sf. Tel. 4242 or after hours:
75 Walnut
Stoves,Furnaces,Parts
E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Pagel 4501, E. A.
Small liouse or cottage, former
Bill Zlebell _ 4854. _
Abts
3184,
WESTINGHoTlSE range. Like new, will
residence of Emily Zastrow at
WILL TRADE my home forlvest Location
Baby Merchandise
59 sacrifice. Tel, 5275,
or Goodvlew. Beautiful modern Florida
Fairwater,
2 miles west of
~
HEATINGI - Tlie largest seHEATINGI
EVERYTHING FOR BABY In this lovely
home, all furnished, all electric. SHANK,
lection of gas or oil heating equipment In
10 pc. grouping, Including full panel
Oox 313, San Antonlo,_ Florlda.
*
Elba
on
Whitewater
River.
Installation
.
Expert
service
and
town.
Lullaby* crib with ad Instable height
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth JOHNSTON E ADDITION—Nearly new 3
spring, Innersprlng mattress with wet
bids
to
Submit
sealed
with
full
bedroom ranch style home,
Sl, Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
proof cover. Deluxe play pen and pad,
basement, IVj baths, main bath In cernylon comforter and pillow set, stroller, Typewriters
ATTORNEYS
BERGH
&
KING,
77 amic tile, hot water furnace , built-in
nursery chair, Samsonlte high chair,
stove and oven, 80 ft lot, lots of
and walker . Regular $124.90 now th* TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
I St. Charles, Minnesota
paneling. Will sacrifice. 117,900. Shown
complete group, only $99,95, down paysale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
by eppolntment. Bill Cornlorth, La Creson
or before December 8, 1962.
ment 31.95 and $8.22 a month. BORdelivery, See us for all your office supcent, Minn. Tel. TW5-2106.
ZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 392 Mankato
plies, desks, files or office chairs. Lund
.IVi
PRICE—515,900.
Ave, Open evenings.
OWNER REDUCES
Typewriter Co.JTeL 5222,
Right reserved to reject any
itory home, 2 bedrooms down, Vi up,
PAMPER THATTA BY wltlTquellty prod- "fyPEWRITER & ADDING* MACHINE
kitchen, dining area, gai
all
modern
ond all bid.-*.
Sales—Service-Rental
* ucts from the baby department at
furnace , combination windows , 2 acroi
GOLTZ DRUGS, 274 E. 3rd.
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
land In rear with small building. Near
Tel. 6-3300
161 E. 3rd
•hopping center. Inquire 1557 Gllmore Wanted—Real j i«tato_
102
Building Materials
61
Ave, _ _
•_
_ -_
~
Ironing
Machines
79
Washing,
WILL PAY HIGHEST" CASH PRICES
IF YOU PLAN ON BUJLDING-Se* us for
bedrooms,
PRICED TO SELL — New 3
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
concrete blocks; steel, plastic, or alumi- MAYTAG AND FRicVDAIRC - Fast, exattached breezewey and garage. Nice
num windows; reinforcing, cement, end
pert service. Complete stock ol ¦ parts.
locution, Financing can be arranged.
waterproofing. .We have many moneyK_Choate_«i Co T«L_*!WL
Tel, 8-1059.
(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
^
saving closeout specials. EAST END
Tel, 4388 and 7093
P.O. Box 345
bedroom
COAL «. CEMENT PRODUCTS CO.. Ml Wearing Apparel,Furs
80 NEAR MADISON " SCHOOL—4
living
downstairs,
2
bedroom
"-home,
E. tth, Tel, 33B9,
~
Etc
1C6
"
.
FOR"MALS-^riw 9r"fel7~**03g.
room and dining room carpeted, com- B<Mt*7Motors7
pletely redecorated, 115,350. Move right
Wanted to Buy
81 in. Available Immediately. Archie Mc- DOES ^yOUR BOAT guarantee say "return to factory "? You ' re time and monGUI Real Estate, 106 W. 3rd . Tel. 4015
^
Insulation and Siding.
barley or oats straw,
WANTED—wheal,
ey ahead II the factory 's In your home
or _ 5137. _
_
Reasonable Price.
baled.JTel. 9037,
town, WARRIOR MPG, 5035 J|h St.
5-room house, 2 bedEr
573—Small
3RD
Tol. 8-3866.
Terms to Suit .
OLD BOOKS, picture frames, Spinning
rooms.
Tol.
94?».
wheels and parts, small wood trunks .
Bicycles
107
Motorcycle*,
eld china and glassware, old postcards ,
~
photo albums, old lewelry. dolls, clocks ,
"ionT~TdTel. 8-1247
SERvi'cE
pr
lnd
PARTS
AND
kerosene lamps. Write to Oliver Oredumph, USA, Matchless , Jawa and olhor
Winona , Minnesota
son, 4921 Abbott So., Minneapolis 10,
popular Imported
motorcycles . Allyn
WANTED SCRAP"|R0N JT M ETAL
Morgan, Lake Blvd.
Business Equipment
62
Tel. 3004 for pickup.
frucl«7Tra7tors
,Traileri 108
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
SHOWCASE—4 ~ff. .''' has "fluorescent"" light",
~
M & W IRON AND METAl CO.
Now available, beautiful 3-bedroom
and repair" are
0ODIES
TRUCK
storage compartment. 1114 w. 6th,
OUR
across
Spur
Gos
Station
207
W.
2nd,
new
rninblor In Glen View In section of
gaining popularity. See us now, BERG'S
diCASH 'REGISTER—In ' working condition, WMV MiLLER ~ SCRAp""IRON " _ METAL
stone
fireplace
two-way
homes. A
TRAILER, 3950 W. 4lh St. Jel. 4933 _. __
$20, Inquire Indian Creek. Fountain Clly,
vides the living room and dining area.
CO, pays highest prices tor scrap Iron,
WU,
BODGE—1952, Vi ton, wltti racks, now
Living room and 2 bedrooms aro carmetals, hides, wool end raw fur.
motor. Tel, 2040.
_
222 W. 2nd.
Tel. 2067
peted. Lovely kitchen with bullt-lns .
Coal,Wood,Other Fual
63
Closed Saturdays
Two baths , breeieway and attached oaPICKUP CAMPERS-cornplete wiih, or
AB
buon
rage. Prlco of this flno home has
without pickup. Also Campllner Travel
SU WOOD
HIGHEST * PRICES PAID
reduced.
Trailers, sleeps 4, 7 burner gat slove,
Oood ^ quality green slab wood.
for scrap Iron, metals, ragi. hides, raw
Ico box, 12 gal. water supply, 1075.
DAVE BRUNKOW 4 SON
furs and wooll
LARSEN CAMPER SALES , Vf, miles
Trempealeau, Wil,
and location In Madison School District .
N W ol Eyotn, Minn, on Hwy. 42.
This 2-floor home hns enrpoted living
Furniture,Rugs, Linoleum 64
INCORPORATED
TWO FREE SNOW TIRES with " every
k,,cn
llreplaco,
dining
roomi
room
wllh
~ '
*
~
Tel. 5647
430 W.Jrd
pickup or car purchased. Hera's a nlco
USED FU^lTuRE^^cr".ecllon"al $l'5; _ _
en, lamlly room, bedroom and full tiled
ono, perfect In every way. 1957 Dodge
5-pc. wood white dinette suite VSi Rooms Without Maals
b«th on 1st floor, 2 besdrooms and '.',
86
Vs lon pickup. Only 1695. Don 's Auto
7-pc. chroma dinette suite S20; platform
beth on 2nd. New oil (urnace. All In
Sales,
116 Walnut ,_TeJ^8-167B.
bed
wllh
rocket, 17.50; twin alia metal
FOR MEN—bedrooms, 1st floor, private
btnutllul
condition.
Hiring Jin; lull sll* coll spring »5;
bath _and entrance. Tel. 4BS9.
MUSTTE'LL "At "OnceV New travel Irnii__
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Man*
ers, going at baroo ln prices. Long easy
NICE, CLEAN sleeping room, gentleman
kelo Ave ,
terms or will rent. George Wnugh'nl
Then you 'll wnnt lo see this 7-room
preferred. I79 _W. 4th. Tol. 3479^__
Motor Sales, l)|/ick Rlvor Falls, Wis.
bedrooms
with
homo In west location. 3
South on Hgwy. 12 ant) 27,
Apartments, Flats
90 peneled den which could ba used ns a
4lh bodrqom. Nice family style kitchen,
~
STUDEBAKER--I955 "ii-ton plckupV3-specd ,
*S"tnRA
LOCATl6N-4 room upstairs
Oil hoat. 111,350.
Hera Is real economy and perfect shape ,
CARPETING
apt., hoi water furnished, adults pretarred. Tel. B-2759 alter 6_ p.rn,_
RESIDENCE PHONES:
LINOLEUM
Op«n Monday, Wednesday and FrKlay
E, J, Hartert . , . 3973
Nights I to 9 p.m.
/fit W. 316-3 bedroomiV luii bath",. kitchTILE
Mary Lauer . , . 4523
en, combination living and dining room,
Wc figuro complete jobs, with
Jerry Berlhe . , . 8-3377
screen porch, garaoe, oil heal, private
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9540
entrance, no utilities
lurnlshed. 695.
Fonl Denier
Free Estimates.
Howy. 14 West
__
_ Tel. 3346;
St . Charles, Minn.
CENTRAL LOCAfioN-S rooms, hooted
Tel, 7171 ttler S,
and carpeted.
¦UiodfCars
?109
- _
KiNO E. 111—4 "room apt!, electric stove
CHeVROLET-- l»56f2 dbor71'tf»r*jhl "stick,
nnd refrigerator, heat and hot water
vory good contllllon. *49S , Inquire Infurnished , private entrance . Laundry fadian Creek, Fountain City, Wis.
' Tol. 3393
Tel. 2819
Ml Main St.
cilities. Available Dec, 1,

Hardt's Music Store

FRANK WEST AGENCY

¦EdYRrfrigeMtion"& Supply

W. STAHR

May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

FOR SALE—ON BIDS

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

SAVE .. SAVE.. SAVE ..
Call Leo Hittner

Owner Has Left City

Sam Weisman & Sons

Premium Quality

Weighing Values?

PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION

O & J Motor Co.

fwA PtDS]

1Q9 Used Cart

10©

UV

WALZ

WALZ-

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

61 Volkswagens

NO CASH
NEEDED!

Open Mon., Wid. and Prl. Evening*

Three To Pick From
One Black
One Blue
One Green

Ml locally owned one-owner vehicles
with low mileage. Previous owners will
recommend. Your choice S1495. Here Is
a real opportunity to obtain one of
these economical little cars In ftood
condition at a favorable price. Liberal
allowance for your old car In trade. :
^» We Advertise Our Prices
«^^

Years
\fr
In Winona
^^^ 38
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon—Comet
Open Mon. 8. Frl. Eve, t. Sat, p.m.*

DRIVE AWAY
In a Good Used
CHEVROLET!
Emyone a Bargain

1962 CHEVROLET
$2695

Impata 2-dr. hardtop, has radio, heater,
power brakes and steering, beautiful
ermine white wllh red Interior, this Is
a classic.

Open Mon., Wed. and Frl. Evtnlngt

Pay Only Small Monthly Payments Starting at Only $10 A
Month On Cars Listed Below.
*58 STUDEBAKER Wagon.
'56 FORD Wagon.
'55 CHEVROLET 2-dr.
'54 MERCURY 4-dr.
'54 BUICK 4-dr.
'54 CHEVROLET Convertible.
'53 CHEVROLET 4 dr.
'53 PONTIAC Convertible.
'53 DODGE Hardtop.
'53 CHRYSLER 4-dr.
' ]
— TRUCKS -— ¦• '
•55 FORD %-T Pickup.
'54 FORD %-T Pickup.
•51 FORD %-T Pickup.
'51 DODGE 2-T with box.
35 More Cars and Trucks
To Choose From

196 1 CHEVROLET
J1995

Bel Air 4-dr„ ^cylinder, straight slick,
radio, heater, white sldewalls.

1960 CHEVROLET
$1895

Bel Air, 2-dr. hardtop, V-8 automatic
transmission, radio, heater, tu-tone powder blue and white, •vhltewallj, Is Immaculate thruout end as sharp as they
come. . . .

1959 CHEVROLET
$1295

Bel Air, V-8, straight stick, tu-tone, :
snow tires. .

1958 CHEVROLET
;

$1495

Impale 3-dr. hardtop. Medium V-8. Automatic transmission, power brakes, almost new deep tread tires, Ivory and
beige tu-tone finish, beautiful matched
Inferior, solid from bumper fa -bumper
and a real eye-stopper.

1955 CHEVROLET
$695

6-cyllnder 4-dr, sedan. Standard transmission with overdrive. A reel mileage
maker.

Imperial - Chrysler
Plymouth-Valiant

NYSTROM'S

Sales & Service
164 W. 2nd ______ _
1957 OLDSMOBILE
Super 88
4-dr.-Sedan,
Light blue, power steering, power
brakes, ' radio, healer, VrB, automatic
transmission, excellent tires.
_ *OfiC
J)07j
T
-'

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC
Open Mon., Wed. end Frl. Evenings

For the
Finest

W. STAHR

SANITARY

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Used Car.

FOR SALE—In very good condition, I960 NEW l-962-model Chryslers, Plymouth*,
Lark, 2 door, V-8, straight stick.
Valiants and Lark cars. OMC 2 ton
Merritt W . Kelley. Tel. 9172.
truck. Extra big discount, land easy
terms. Geo. Weushlal Motor Miles, Black
OOOGE-iI957, 4 door, V-8, automatic
River Falls, Wis. South on Hgwy. II
transmission, radio and heater, reasonand .7.
able. Tel. 199W.2, St. Charles, Minn.
NASH—1951, Rambler American station FORD—IMS Station Wagon, 9 passenger,
V-B, stick and overdrive. Good family
wagon, real clean. Edward Shaw, Minnecar. Must sell, best offer ovtr $300.
sota City, Minn.
,
410 Liberty. Tel. <998.
BUICK—1953, In excellent condition. Vary
reasonable. May be teen at Earl's Stand* & 1I
"5» OLDSMOBILi
r
t
r
'
Super 8«
erd, 3rd 8* Walnut.
JblZyj
«*
*- ¦ _ ./*/
Wr. Sedtn.
1955 CHEVROLET
IT* Af\C
' power brakes, radio,
Power
steering,
T
4sfr. Sedan
healer, automatic transmission, V-8,
•Y^ '-s
Green and white,
2-tone white with gray top. Ona -rwn. automatic transmission, radio, 6-cyler car ln tip-top shape.
Inder engine, A goad second car.

Selection of

V USED CARS

27

Gleaming Models

To Choose From.
One Full Year
Guaranteed Warranty

Shop Our Lot Now

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd

Tel. 8-2711

Open Mon., Wed. -5* Fri, Evenings

Why Wait
For Cold

Weather!

Our Prices Will Never
Be Lower Than NOW!
1961 Thunderbird , l owner,
sharp, all leather scats, new
car guarantee and it is like
n new cor.
1957 Chevrolet , fi cylinder ,
straight drive, 2 door, very
clean .
195B Tord Fairlane 500, 4 door
hardtop,
power steering,
crulsomatic, very nice car.
Going for $895.
1959 Ford . V-8, Fordomatic ,
4 door , overdrive , very nice.
Now. $1205.
1959 Ford , hardtop, red , V-8,
crulsomatic , 1 owner , absolutely perfect.
1955 anil 1956 cars — prices
starting (rom $385 up.
All good cars reconditioned.
20 used cars, nil prices. I intend to liquidate now. If you
want n price see us, Make
your own deal ,
Opeil Monday, Wedne.s'lay and
Friday nights 7 to 9 p.m.

O 8< J

MOTOR CO.
Ford (ienler
Hgwy U VY.
St. Charles , Mint) .

>i^^CHtVR0lET<^
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Til 9

CHECK THESE
GOOD USED
CARS
«
I960
1960
1959
1959
1957
1957

GOMET
FALCON
THUNDERBIRD
FORD wagon
FORD convertible
CHEVROLET BelAir, 4 door
1955 OLDSMOBBLE Super 88, 4 door
1954 PONTIAC, 2 door
hardtop
1958 FORD, 2 door
hardtop
1954 FORD, 2 door,
Sunvalley
1955 CHEVROLET, 4
door, Bel-Air

JERRY'S AUTO
SERVICE

1804 Service Drive
Winona, Minn.
New Car*

JEEP SALES, PARTS and service for
Winona, Buffalo and Southern Wabasha
Counties. Your franchise-) JEEP Dealer )
F. A. KRA USE CO., So, on Hwy. 1441.

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
end bonded. JH Liberty St. (Corner
E. Sth and Liberty). Tel. 4980,

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Evewtt J. Kohner
158 Walnut
8-3710. after hours HU
¦
*>—Frl,
NOV.
10:30 a.m. 2 miles E. ol
Caledonia, Minn. Horman D. zibroskl,
owner j Schroedar Bros., auctloneersi
Thorp Sales, cler k.
NOV. IH—Sat. 3, miles £. ot Atma7~Oi.
car Averbeck, I owner; Loos e. Helke,
auctioneers; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co..
clerk.
NOV, 10—Sat. H noon. 6 mllears.W. p»
Eau Claire or 14 mills N.E. ol Mondovl on Hwy. 37. Chas. Arnstad *U
Etna Arnstad, owners; W. A. Zeck, aucfloneer; Northern Inv*. Co., clerk.
NOV. 10—Sat. TlTrnT livV mYles" wTof
Eau Clalro on County trunk E, Jama*
C, . Watjner, owner; Johnson and Murray, auctioneers; Gateway Credit, Inc.,
clerk.
_
~
NOV, 19-Sat, 12730 p.ni7 7'."'i~ m'lles N"e.
ol Eltrlck, Wis. on County trunk C,
then 2V. miles E. on town road, 3
miles SE of tha H**a<j store , Archla
T, Thompson, owner; Ray E. 'Arneson.
auctioneer; Northern Inv, Co., clerk.
~~
~~
~
NOVT~I2-Mon,"' lj *30 p.m. 6 mlles W.
Roterlng.
ol Arcadia, Wis. Sylvester
owner; English 8. Kohner, auctloneersj
Northern Inv , Co., clork.
NOV. IS-TuesT !! a'm. Nr^r^ColfaiT^
miles on "W, " then NW. on town road
J miles. Arnold Sudbrlnk, owner; Johnson and Murray Auclloncersj Gateway
Cred it, Inc., clerk.
~
~
NOV . l?i^TuesT15:30 p.rn. *T~miles S.
ol SI. Charles, Minn. Howard Scheult,
owner; Kohner & Schroedar, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Co., clerk.

NOV. 14-WedriJ:30~pimTl "mlloT"^^

Blair on 95 to County trunk "D?' then
owner;
3 miles S.W. Harlan Tolokcn,
1
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer ; Northern Inv,
Co,» clerk.
~
~
NOV7T4^Wed7"1" p.m. 2l miles ET"O)
Independence on 121. then ',. mile S,
Marcel Kullq, owneri Walter Zeck, auctioneer; Gateway Credit, Inc., clerk,
""

FARM SALE

consisting of
9 Shorthorn-Hereford cows. I,
IH month old heifer . 3-6 months
old heifer calves. 1. 100 bnles
of good hay. 100 bales of
straw.
'49 Fnrmnll C trnctor plus
other farm equipment and
household goods ,

Saturday, Nov. 10

12:30 P.M.
HOVERUD BROS., owners
Located Vi milo No. of niceford , 5 miles NAV. of Spring
Grove, or 5 miles N.K. of
Mahel,
Carl Olson & Son , auctioneers.
OnsKurd Stnte Bank
Spring Grov e, Minn., clork

BUZ SAWYER

By Roy Crane

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Mori Walker
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By Hanna _arbera

THE FLINTSTONES

RIP KIRBY
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By John Prentice and Fred Dickenson

By Chic Youhg
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LIT ABNER

WE WILL PAY YOU..
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We have need for many more used storm
and combination wood doors. Also window
screens and storrtis.

tJ

FOR OLD STORMS & SCREENS
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Did you get that dangerous
entrance covered this summer
where the ice gathered last

!
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If not, coma seo our MOD-RNAIRE
Canopy
tha
ice away from whoro you
want to walk, Time yet fo prevent
a dangerous falll
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buying any day. Then we will, too!
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WHEN YOU PURCHASE RUSCO
WINDOWS AND DOORS
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FOR YOUR OLD STORM DOOR
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By Al Capp

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CAfclYON

Phone 3395
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